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Opinion

Changes to the Code of Conduct
Hugh Mohan SC
The Competition Authority and Bar Council both believe in an
independent referral Bar. The report and the chairman of the
Competition Authority endorse this and accept it is both necessary and
good for a democratic society. Likewise, we agree that the Bar must be
competitive and pro-consumer.
Some of the Competition Authority's proposals will facilitate
competition and will not disadvantage the consumer. The Bar Council
would like to implement those proposals. Other proposals would
undermine the independence of the referral Bar to the detriment of the
consumer. The Bar has carefully considered these proposals, and where
appropriate, has suggested alternative and more proportionate means
by which those objectives can be achieved. This document details those
proposals.
The Bar's independence is important, as in a democracy, the law serves
as a bulwark between the State and the citizen and protects the
Constitution and peoples' rights. A person, anywhere in the land, can
take on the might of the State or big business, on an equal footing.
Exclusively commercial or competition standards cannot be applied to
the administration of justice. These standards are ill equipped to reflect
the value of equality of arms before the court and the need to protect
those who cannot afford representation.
This is an on-going process of developing and modernising our rules
and Code of Conduct for the benefit of barristers, consumers and
businesses users and in the interests of increasing efficiency in the legal
system. More detailed wording will be circulated to members in the
forthcoming months. Below, please find an over view of the changes
proposed and the effects these will have.

Regulation
It is felt that greater transparency and openness is needed in the
complaints procedure to reassure clients that they are being treated
fairly and equitably if they have a complaint. Complaints have always
been very low against the profession which signals that clients are
happy with the work of their barristers. These changes will improve the
complaints procedure if a problem does arise, in the interests of both
the barrister and their clients.
There will be more non-lawyers involved in the complaints process,
with a majority on the Barristers Professional Conduct Tribunal and the
Appeals Board of the Tribunal. An independent Ombudsman has been
requested to oversee the complaints procedure. Any person who is
dissatisfied with the decision of the Appeals Board will have an
automatic right of referral of their complaint to an Ombudsman.
A simple form in plain English will be placed on the website or sent out
to complainants. This will give clear instructions on how to make a
complaint. The new procedures will be explained in a plain English
leaflet and available on the website of the Law Library and the subject
of an information campaign. The procedures and assistance available
for complainants will be clearly explained

Legal fees and taxation of costs

The Bar Council wishes to encourage transparency and competition in
respect of fees. It recommends all clients of the Bar to seek
comparisons of fees for their legal work and recommends the issuing
of fee estimates, where possible, prior to the commencement of work.
The following reforms of the taxation of costs, which determines legal
costs, are supported by the Bar Council, and would assist clients and
reduce their costs:
(a) Fees should be set on the basis of the work undertaken by each of
senior and junior counsel and the value of that work to the client.
(b) The Department of Justice, Equality and Law Reform should
introduce legislation to permit persons other than solicitors be
appointed to the position of Taxing Master.
(c) The Legal Costs Group established by the Minister for Justice,
Equality and Law Reform should undertake a careful review the
current system.
(d) Out-of-date provisions contained in Order 99 of the Rules of the
Superior Courts should be revoked.
(e) The process of taxation should be reformed to eliminate
unnecessary delays in delivering results.
(f) Additional Taxing Masters should be appointed to deal with the
level of work and to allow proper assessments to be carried out in
accordance with the requirements of section 27 of the 1995 Act.
(g) It is important that the taxation process should look at both the
value or worth of the work done and the necessity to carry out
that work. Unnecessary costs should not be for the account of the
paying party.
(h) All taxations of costs should be centralised in one agency in the
State, with provision to allow Taxing Officers to travel around the
country to facilitate country practitioners.
(i) The objections process should be examined. Objections should be
dealt with by a different Taxing Master to the Taxing Master who
heard the original taxation.
(j) Appeals to the court should be dealt with by judges specifically
assigned to reviews of taxation.
(l) A simple taxation process should be introduced to deal with cases
where only a single item is in dispute or only a very small number
of items are in dispute. A simple written process might well be
appropriate in such cases.

Expansion of direct professional access.
It is proposed to extend the range of work available on a direct access
basis as much as possible, while preserving the independent referral
Bar. This includes increasing the number of organisations who have
DPA, developing the Small Claims Arbitration Scheme and increasing
the Voluntary Access Scheme, whereby barristers carry out opinion and
litigation work for NGO's and charitable bodies on a free basis.

Advertising
Changes are proposed in relation to the way barristers advertise their
services, their experience and expertise and the fees which they charge.
A directory of barristers' services (sent to every solicitors' firm in the
country) and corresponding website profile will be provided offering
detailed information about each barrister. Increased advertising should
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not encourage litigation or contain misleading information or diminish
public confidence, but should enhance price transparency to the
benefit of business and consumers.

Council is continually expanding the services made available to
barristers and using its purchasing power to achieve significant cost
savings for barristers, to the overall benefit of business and consumers.

Switching professions

Part-time Occupations

There will be no rules restricting a solicitor from entering the barrister's
profession, if they are qualified. This includes removing the rule which
prevents a solicitor, who has switched profession, taking work from any
solicitor's firm with which that solicitor was previously associated.

The range of part-time occupations in which barristers may engage will
be expanded.

Assisting new barristers to get established
Changes should be made to make it easier for a barrister entering the
profession to get established quickly. It is proposed that persons
entering the profession will be free to take work from former
employers immediately and that they will be able to participate in an
expanded direct professional access scheme, as well as have significant
freedom in advertising their fees, expertise and availability. It is
proposed that they would be free to work in a greater variety of parttime jobs outside the profession to provide an income while getting
started. The existing practice whereby barristers share expenses so as to
achieve economies of scale will be formalised.

Entitlement of barristers to do work for other
barristers
It is proposed that barristers will be allowed to engage other barristers
on a paid basis, to do certain work for them. This amendment will assist
new barristers in getting established and, in particular, help them to
acquire experience and a reputation.

Sharing of facilities and expenses
The existing practice whereby barristers share office, secretarial, legal
services and other facilities and expenses in relation to the operation of
their profession will be formalised, thereby lowering costs. The Bar

Appointment of Senior Counsel
The Bar Council will support the establishment of clear and transparent
criteria for the appointment of barristers, on merit, to the rank of
Senior Counsel. There should be ongoing monitoring of quality and a
procedure for withdrawing the mark in the event of a reduction in the
level of quality.
These proposed changes would significantly improve many aspects of
the profession, and are proposed for the benefit of business users and
consumers. They offer modern regulation, increase information and
price comparison and offer some stability for those entering the
profession, which in turn offers more choice.
They are designed to meet the needs of users and will deliver significant
efficiencies and services while maintaining professional standards and
the integrity of the system of the administration of justice. It is
believed that these proposals, when implemented, will meet any
justifiable concerns expressed by the Competition Authority.
If any member has a query about any of these changes, please feel free
to discuss them with myself or any member of the Bar Council. Further
information will be circulated in the coming months and there will be
many chances for dialogue on these changes, for the good of the
profession and to improve our dealings with our clients. I hope that
these amendments will be welcomed by members as part of an ongoing process of modernising and improving the way in which the Irish
Bar provides legal services to the community.

•

The Small Claims Arbitration Scheme
Jeanne McDonagh
Minister Micheál Martin officially launched
the Bar Council's Small Claims Arbitration
Scheme on Wednesday, 19th October in the
Law Library Distillery Building. This is an
innovation in small claims arbitration, for
claims up to €7,500, which will reduce
administration costs for all parties involved.
The cost of the arbitrator is limited to €750.
This scheme will allow businesses to claim
small amounts, which are usually written off,
as it is too costly and time consuming to go to
court.

documentation to pursue a claim and certified
by NALA.

The arbitrator is available from a pool of
barristers and agreed by both sides. The
arbitrator's decision is binding. The scheme is
explained in plain English in a pack laying out
the rules and containing all the necessary

The aim of the scheme is to offer access to
legal expertise at a low cost, with a short time
limit and using plain English. Legal
representation is not mandatory. The entire
process will be case managed by Rose Fisher to

This is a trial scheme initially in order to see
what systems work best and to train up
arbitrators to ensure best practice and to
eliminate any problems that might arise. The
Bar Council welcomes the support of
businesses and business organisations in
developing it and has spoken to many
organisations about how best to operate the
scheme.
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ensure that a decision will be given in 28 days
from the date of the hearing. It is an excellent
opportunity for junior members to hone their
skills in arbitration under supervision and
should open up a new area of work for them.
As the trial scheme develops, a full panel of
potential arbitrators will be put together. It is
envisaged that the trial scheme will run for a
period of six months, after which there will be
an assessment of what improvements or
changes need to be made.
In order to contact the administrator for
further details, please ring Rose Fisher at
Arbitration phoneline: 01 817 5072, fax
number: 01 817 5018 or e-mail:
arbitration@lawlibrary.ie

•
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Can Ethics be Competitive?
Paul Gallagher SC*

Introduction
The aim of this paper is to address a question of fundamental
importance for the Irish Bar, namely - the extent to which lawyers can
embrace business methods and organisation while preserving the
fundamental ethics of their profession. In this context, I focus on one
section of the legal profession, namely barristers, and examine the
implications of modern competition policy for the ethics of that
profession. This paper focuses on the capacity of competition policy
makers and, more particularly, competition law, to take account of
ethical values and the sensitivities which such policy makers need to
display in the context of the administration of justice.

What defines the Independent Referral
Bar in Ireland?
There are a number of core rules which define the independent referral
Bar which is comprised of practising barristers. These rules are enshrined
in the Code of Conduct. Barristers are individually and personally
responsible for their own conduct and for their professional work and
must exercise their own personal judgement in all their professional
activities. They must be absolutely independent and free from all other
influences, specially such as arises from their personal interest or
external pressure. A practising barrister has an overriding duty to the
Court to act with independence and to ensure in the public interest that
the proper and efficient administration of justice is achieved and that
the court is not deceived or knowingly or recklessly misled. A barrister
must conduct proceedings economically and bring all relevant
authorities to the attention of the court, whether or not they assist the
party for whom he/she appears. He or she must bring to the attention
of the court any procedural irregularity which occurs during the course
of the trial, ensure that the court is not invited to enforce an illegal
transaction, and not make allegations of dishonesty without a proper
basis to support them.
Subject only to his or her duty to the court, barristers must promote and
protect fearlessly and by all proper and lawful means the best interests
of their lay client and do it without regard to their own interest or to
any consequence to themselves or to any other person. As between the
lay client and any professional client or other intermediary, the
barrister's primary duty is owed to the lay client. A barrister must not
permit the intermediary to limit his discretion as to how the interests of
the lay client can best be served. A barrister is bound to accept
instructions in any case in the field of which he or she professes to
practice at a proper professional fee unless justified by special
circumstances in refusing to do so - this is colloquially known as the Cab
Rank Rule. This applies irrespective of whether the client is paying

privately or is publicly funded and irrespective of the party on whose
behalf the barrister is instructed, the nature of the case and the brief or
opinion which the barrister may have formed as to the character,
reputation, cause, conduct, guilt or innocence of the person.
These are the fundamental principles by reference to which barristers
operate. They are the ethics of the barristers' profession and are integral
and fundamental to that profession. They define the very service offered
by a barrister.
These are self-evidently rules which are not designed for the promotion
of the financial self-interest of a barrister. Rather they impose very
onerous obligations on a barrister in the practice of his/her profession.
They are rules to which a barrister must conform irrespective of the
personal or financial consequences. They are rules which impose on the
barrister a duty additional to the normal duty owed by any professional
person to their client. It is a duty not to a person but to a concept
enshrined in the Constitution and embodied in the court system, namely
the integrity of the justice system as administered by the courts
pursuant to the Irish Constitution. The existence of these duties suggest
that barristers do not operate like many other professionals and
certainly like persons involved in business or trade. In business or trade
so long as persons keep within the law, their exclusive duty is to
themselves. They are entitled, and expected, to follow their own selfinterest and financial well-being. While other professions may be
subject to general obligations not to bring their profession into
disrepute, they do not owe a duty to a third person, and are not under
the intense scrutiny and supervision by the very body to which the duty
is in practical terms owed, in the actual conduct of their practice. Other
professions are free to select their clients and in representing those
clients are not obliged to disclose to third parties matters which may be
prejudicial to their client's interests.
These ethics in turn contribute to the public perception of barristers'
independence. In the past, what was fundamental was independence
from the patronage of government. In modern times, the emphasis has
shifted more to independence from clients and other commercial
considerations.
These ethics on their own distinguish the service offered by barristers
from that offered by other service providers. These ethics reflect the
crucial role played by barristers in the administration of justice. A
failure by a barrister to adhere to these ethics has consequences not just
for the barrister, but more fundamentally for the integrity of the system
of administration of justice and all those exposed to that system.
Adherence to these ethical principles therefore is something which must

*This paper was delivered at the Joint Conference of the Australian and Irish Bars in July 2005
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be guaranteed, so far as possible. Effective compliance and confidence
in the system requires the maintenance of structures and an
environment conducive to the discharge by barristers of these ethical
obligations. It requires something more than the mere existence of a
code of conduct to which people are required to comply on risk of
retrospective sanction for breach. The principles are so fundamental
that it is necessary to ensure, so far as possible, that compliance is
achieved, otherwise significant deficiencies arise in the administration
of justice with consequent loss of public confidence and the threat of
ex post facto sanction. Breaches of ethical obligations by their nature
are difficult to detect, difficult to prove and consequently difficult to
sanction. Compliance is not something which can be left to the market
to enforce. Its enforcement requires the right structures and fear of
professional rebuke or censure that is inherent in the operations of a
profession, the members of which are engaged in daily interaction with
one another and with the courts. Fear of loss of peer esteem, fear of
loss of the court's confidence together with the habitual practice of
these ethical values, required by daily or frequent exposure to the
courts and judges, are essential safeguards in the maintenance of this
delicate system. Barristers' independence and concentration on
advocacy has the result that they do many cases before the Court on a
frequent basis and constantly therefore apply these ethical principles.
The function which professional peers and the courts play in
maintaining not only ethics but also skill was neatly summarised by
Donaldson MR in Abse v. Smith 1 where he said:
"These high standards of skill and probity are not capable of being
maintained without peer leadership and pressure and appropriate
disciplinary systems and the difficulty of maintaining them
increases with any increase in the size of the group who are
permitted to practice advocacy before the courts. Furthermore,
whilst the need for high standards of probity is universal, the
occasions upon which problems of conflict of interest or duty will
arise are more frequent in some courts or stages of proceedings
than in others. Again the general standard of professional skill
demanded is not the same in all courts and all stages of
proceedings. In some courts it is higher than in others due to the
complexity or specialised nature of the legal problems which may
be expected to arise. Accordingly there is a public interest in
ensuring that the size of the group of permitted advocates is not
unduly large and, in the context of special skills, that the group is
smaller in the case of some courts than of others. Against this
must be set the public interest in ensuring the availability of
qualified advocates in sufficient numbers and places and at a cost
which will deny no one the services of such an advocate when the
interests of justice so require."
The recognition of the vital role played by barristers in the
administration of justice extends to other jurisdictions. US Federal
Judge Posner, a noted specialist in economics and the law, said2 in
relation to the English system (a remark which applies even more to the
Irish system).
"Above all the barristers marshall the facts and the legal
authorities for a decision, which is half the work of a Judge. The
Judges can trust the barristers to play straight with them
concerning the facts on the cases and the other materials for

1.
2.

judgment. It is the general belief of students of the English legal
system, and it is also what the Judges I spoke to in England told
me and what my own observations of appellate argument in the
Court of Appeal confirm. In drawing from the identical pool,
moreover, judges and barristers can readily understand each other.
They are on the same wavelength. As a result of these things,
English judges are able to function without law clerks, who play an
essential role in the American system with its effectively open bar
dominated by lawyers whom the judges do not trust."
Barristers whose daily task it is to practice before the Courts in a wide
range of cases acquire not only a greater expertise in advocacy but also
help to create that atmosphere of judicial trust which is essential to the
proper working of the system. Judges know that the individual
barrister is aware that it is his/her reputation which is on the line and
that it is he or she who must maintain the trust of the Court. The
individual barrister bears the individual responsibility for the
presentation of the case to the Court. It is that shouldering of the
individual responsibility, that individual answerability which helps
ensure the ethical duties to the Court are discharged. Further it is that
individual responsibility and freedom that enables a barrister to
fearlessly protect his or her lay clients' interest without having to have
regard to what other partners may think or want. There is no pressure
on the individual barrister to account to other partners for his or her
time, or income generation, or for upsetting a particular client through
ethical disclosure to the court.
The court system works well because it is served by a specialist
independent Bar which traditionally has been prepared to champion
the case of any deserving litigant; which is experienced not only in the
complexities of the law but more particularly in the complexities and
subtleties of litigation, and which provides all litigants with the
possibility of being represented on reasonably equal terms, despite
inequality of resources.
The independent Bar is perhaps the core principle because it greatly
facilitates the operation of the Cab Rank rule. It reduces the external
pressures which might otherwise make the discharging of the
overriding duty to the court more difficult and it imposes the personal
responsibility and the personal exposure to judges which is conducive
to compliance with the ethical principles. The independent Bar is vital
to the success of that system even if it is not the only vital component.
Because barristers are independent and do not concentrate in
partnerships, particularly specialty partnerships, the choice of advocate
open to litigants is significantly greater than it otherwise would be;
their independence is more assured; their capacity to do pro bono work
and no foal/no fee cases is greater because it is not dependent on
anybody else's approval. Furthermore, Judges know that the extra
independence from lay clients which barristers enjoy over solicitors, by
virtue of working less closely with the client and being, in general
terms, more independent of particular lay clients, justifies that
confidence in those who appear before them and that in turn is
essential to the smooth effective and justice running of the system.
If the importance of the existence of an independent referral Bar
operating in accordance with these core principles is recognised, as it

[1986] 1 Q.B. 536 at 546
Law and Legal Theory in the UK and USA (Clarendon Law Lectures 1996)
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must be, then the protection of the pillars which support that
independent Bar becomes a fundamental consideration in any
evaluation, by competition authorities, of the barristers' profession.
Furthermore, competition policy and law must be able to accommodate
these core ethical values if they are to survive and if the significant
benefits that accrue to the public from the present system are to
continue to be enjoyed.

The ideal of perfect competition on which competition policy is based is
designed to deliver both productive and allocative efficiency. Productive
efficiency occurs when a given set of products are being produced at the
lowest possible cost (given current technology, input prices and so on).
This occurs in industries characterised by perfect competition because any
firm that does not produce at the lowest possible cost will lose money and
exit the market.

I have concentrated above on the core ethical values. There are
obviously many aspects of a barrister's profession/organisation that
benefit greatly from the application of business principles of efficiency,
economy and organisation. There is no potential conflict between
competition policy and these aspects of a barrister's service. The
potential for conflict only arises where competition policy does not fully
take account of the relevance and importance of the fundamental
ethical principles. I believe the real threat to the welfare of the users of
a barrister's services comes from mechanistic attempts to apply
competition law to the barrister's profession without properly
distinguishing and appreciating the significant respect in which that
profession contributes to consumer welfare in a manner which cannot
be captured by existing economic models of pricing and efficiency. In
the remainder of the paper I consider whether competition law as
presently interpreted has the capacity to accommodate these core
values. Any consideration of this issue involves, in the first instance, a
consideration of the philosophy underlying competition law that applies
in this jurisdiction and then an analysis of the relevant legal provisions.

Allocative efficiency relates to the difference between the cost of
producing the marginal product and the valuation of that product by
consumers. If the marginal cost of producing one more unit is different
from the amount that consumers are willing to pay for that extra unit,
then there is allocative inefficiency.

Competition Law and its Rationale

Undoubtedly, the adversarial system adopted in this jurisdiction and a
litigant's right, without leave of the court, to call relevant evidence and to
argue any relevant point of law, involves cases taking considerably longer
than might be the case were those rights to be restricted or if strict time
limits were imposed by the court or if greater emphasis were to be placed
on the written procedure or an inquisitorial role were accorded to the
judiciary. In this jurisdiction, we have not adopted any of those options
and we have accepted that the significant external cost of affording
litigants access to the courts and an entitlement to conduct their cases in
the manner described are ultimately costs which society should bear in
the overall public interest so that justice can be administered in a manner
which is thought to be consistent with the Constitution.

Competition policy is concerned with consumer welfare. Theoretically
consumer welfare is greatest when society's economic resources are
allocated so that consumers are able to satisfy their wants as fully as
technological constraints permit. Competition policy has a built-in
preference for material prosperity but the concept of consumer welfare
used in competition policy has no ethical component. The economic
models that underpin competition theory have no co-efficient for
ethical values. They do not measure the ethical externalities because
they are not taken into account in the pricing mechanism. Provided
competition authorities fully understand what is at stake and properly
apply competition law, there is no inherent incompatibility between ethics
and competition.
Mario Monti, the former EU Competition Commissioner, said:
"The goal of competition policy in all its aspects is to protect
consumer welfare by maintaining a high degree of competition in
the common market. Competition should lead to lower prices, a
wider choice of goods, and technological innovation, all in the
interest of the consumer."3
In Oscar Bronner GmbH -v- Media Print 4 Advocate General Jacobs made
the same point in different words:
"It is important not to lose sight of the fact that the primary purpose
of Article 8(2) is to prevent distortion of competition - and in
particular to safeguard the interests of consumers - rather than
protect the position of particular competitors."

3.
4.

Mario Monti Competition Commissioner - July 10th 2001
[1998] ECR I-7791.

There are many aspects of the administration of justice, which are believed
to contribute to consumer welfare but which of course would not meet
the rigid requirements of productive/allocative efficiency and cannot be
measured in terms of reduced prices or increased output. It is difficult to
describe the constitutional right to natural justice in economic terms and
indeed it is much harder to do so in terms of efficiency. A litigant is entitled
to be heard. That entitlement does not rest on some prior evaluation of
the prospects of success or the financial cost to the system in according
that right. It is an inalienable right and a fundamental aspect of the
administration of justice. The right of access to the court is not, save in
exceptional cases, subject to prior scrutiny of the prospects of success or
indeed the ability of the litigant to fund the costs of the proceedings.

Barristers' services are an input into this system. Barristers undoubtedly
render services to clients and like any other service providers, these
services may vary in quality and price. Sometimes price will reflect the
quality of the service provided. However, the product into which
barristers' services are input is not an economic product. Justice is not
traded. It cannot be expressed in terms of output or price. This
suggests that orthodox economic analysis if mechanically applied in a
competition context is likely to detract from, rather than augment,
consumer welfare. This is the challenge therefore for competition
policy makers and the obligation of barristers is to ensure that this
challenge is properly understood and that the fundamentals are
protected.
The task for the formulators of a competition policy has been neatly
summarised by Judge Cooke in "Competition in the Cab Rank and the
Challenge to the Independent Bar"5 where he states:

5.

[2003] 8 Bar Review 148 at 149. Judge Cooke is a Judge of the European Court
of First Instance which hears a large number of competition cases.
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"Clearly the formulation of competition policy for legal services
involves the difficult task of balancing the public interest in
procuring the cost effective availability of legal services for both
the public and the State itself (the profession's biggest client),
against the social interest of retaining public trust in the quality
and integrity of such services by not allowing the administration
of justice to be governed by predominantly commercial criteria."

(3) The provisions of paragraph 1 may, however, be declared
inapplicable in the case of:
- any agreement or category of agreements between
undertakings
- any decision or category of decisions by an association of
undertakings
- any concerted practice or category of concerted practices,

The central issue is whether competition policy as expressed in the
relevant legislative provisions is equipped to discharge this task. A
policy which is premised on a very particular view of consumer welfare
with no co-efficient for ethical values would, prima facie, appear
poorly equipped for such a task. Whether it can discharge such a task
ultimately depends on the manner in which the relevant provisions are
interpreted by policy-makers and ultimately the courts.
In Ireland, the governing legal provision is to be found in Article 81 of
the EC Treaty having regard to the inter-state trade element of the
provision of barristers' services. Article 3 of Council Regulation 1/2003
(On The Implementation of the Rules on Competition laid down in
Articles 81 and 82 of the Treaty) ("the Regulation") provides that where
the Competition Authorities of the Member States or national courts
apply national competition law to agreements, decisions or concerted
practices (within the meaning of Article 81(1) of the Treaty) which may
affect trade between Member States within the meaning of that
provision, they shall also apply Article 81 of the Treaty. The application
of national competition law may not lead to the prohibition of
agreements, decisions and concerted practices which may affect trade
between Member States but which do not restrict competition within
the meaning of Article 81(1) of the Treaty. Ultimately therefore, where
inter-state trade is actually or potentially affected the position is
governed by the EC Treaty.
Article 81 of the EC Treaty provides:
"(1) The following shall be prohibited as incompatible with the
Common Market: all agreements between undertakings, decisions
by association of undertakings and concerted practices which
may affect trade between Member States and which have as their
object or effect the prevention, restriction or distortion of
competition within the Common Market, and in particular those
which:
(a) directly or indirectly fix purchase or selling prices or any
other trading conditions;
(b) limit or control production, markets, technical development,
or investments;
(c) share market or sources of supply;
(d) apply dissimilar conditions to equivalent transactions with
other trading parties, thereby placing them at a competitive
disadvantage;
(e) make the conclusion of contracts subject to acceptance by
the other parties of supplementary obligations which, by their
nature or according to commercial usage, have no connection
with the subject of such contracts.
(2)

Any agreements or decisions prohibited pursuant to this Article
shall be automatically void.

6.
7.

[2001] 5 CMLR 1148 White Paper on Modernisation
433 US 36 at 49.

which contributes to improving the production of goods or to
promoting technical or economic progress, while allowing
consumers a fair share of the resulting benefit, which does not:
(a) impose on the undertakings concerned restrictions which are
not indispensable to the attainment of these objectives;
(b) afford such undertakings the possibility of eliminating
competition in respect of a substantial part of the products in
question."
It will be seen that the wording of Article 81 is expressed very much in
terms of pricing, production and efficiencies. Read literally, paragraph
(1) prohibits and makes void any agreement which has the effect of
preventing, restricting or distorting competition irrespective of any
other attributes of such agreement. An agreement void for infringing
paragraph (1) only escapes sanction if it meets the very strict and
cumulative requirements of paragraph (3). Paragraph (3) is again
expressed in terms of improvements in production and the promotion
of technical or economic progress. There is no explicit mention of the
protection of ethical values.
A narrow view of Article 81(3) suggests that it permits only
improvements in economic efficiency to be taken into account because
it speaks of improvements to production and distribution and to
technical and economic progress. On that interpretation, Article 81(3)
allows a balancing of the restrictive effects of an agreement under
Article 81(1) against the enhancement of efficiency under Article 81(3).
The Commission's White Paper on Modernisation6 which began the
process that culminated in the adoption of Regulation 1/2003
explained Article 81(1) and Article 81(3) in this way.
The question therefore arises as to how protection of the ethical values
can be reconciled with the requirements of competition law or how do
competition authorities, in Judge Cooke's words, "balance the public
interest" in procuring the cost-effective availability of legal services on
the one hand and the social interest of retaining public trust in the
quality and integrity of such services on the other hand.
One possible avenue to achieving this goal might have been the
adoption of some sort of rule of reason test as adopted in the United
States. The US Supreme Court in Continental TV Inc v. GTE Sylvania 7
defined the rule of reason as calling for a case-by-case evaluation "that
is, the factfinder weighs all of the circumstances of a case in deciding
whether a restrictive practice should be prohibited as imposing an
unreasonable restraint on competition". This rule was a technique
adopted in the United States to mitigate the absolute prohibition of
"every contract combination ........ or conspiracy and restraint of trade"
to be found in Section 1 of the Sherman Act 1890, which had no
provision for exemption equivalent to Article 81(3) EC. The rule in
essence requires that when determining whether an agreement
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restrains trade in the sense of Section 1 of the Sherman Act 1890, the
agreements pro and anti-competitive effects must be balanced and
where the latter outweighs the former, the agreement will be unlawful.
Such an approach has not been explicitly adopted in European law
although some argue that the decision of the European Court of Justice
("ECJ") in Wouters v. Algemene Raad Van De Nederlandescher Ord Van
Advocaten8 represents a movement in that direction. However the Court
of First Instance ("CFI") in Metropole Television v. Commission 9
expressly rejected the suggestion that a rule of reason existed under
Article 81(1) and a similar approach was adopted by the CFI in Van Den
Berg Foods v. Commission 10.
The apparent rejection of the rule of reason approach does not,
however, mean that competition law is incapable of carrying out the
necessary balancing act to take account of ethical considerations. In
this regard, the approach of the ECJ in Wouters is of very considerable
importance. In that case, Mr Wouters challenged a rule adopted by the
Dutch Bar Council which prohibited lawyers in the Netherlands from
entering into partnership with non-lawyers. He wished to practice as a
lawyer in a firm of accountants. A number of questions were referred
to the ECJ as to the compatibility of such a rule with ECJ competition
law. It found that the prohibition of multi-disciplinary partnerships was
"liable to limit production and technical development within the
meaning of Article 81(1)(b) of the Treaty11". It also considered that the
rule had an effect on trade between Member States. However at
paragraph 97 of its judgment, the Court stated:
"However, not every agreement between undertakings or any
decision of an association of undertakings which restricts the
freedom of action of the parties or of one of them necessarily falls
within the prohibition laid down in Article 81(1) of the Treaty. For
the purposes of application of that provision to a particular case,
account must first of all be taken of the overall context in which
the decision of the association of undertakings was taken or
produces its effects. More particularly, account must be taken of
its objectives, which are here connected with the need to make
rules relating to organisation, qualifications, professional ethics,
supervision and liability in order to ensure that the ultimate
consumers of legal services and the sound administration of justice
are provided with the necessary guarantees in relation to integrity
and experience ........... It is then to be considered whether the
consequential effects restrictive of competition are inherent in the
pursuit of those objectives."
What is important to note is that the ECJ recognised, in the context of
Article 81(1) and not by reference to the exempting provisions of Article
81(3), the importance of ethical values and their role in any assessment
of the competition issues arising in relation to the rules. The Court went
on12 to conclude that the prohibition could reasonably be regarded to
be necessary in order to ensure the proper practice of the legal
profession, as it was organised in the Member States concerned. The
Court went on to say13:
"Furthermore the fact that different rules may be applicable in
another Member State does not mean that the rules in force in the
former state are incompatible with Community law. ...... Even if
multi-disciplinary partnerships of lawyers and accountants are
allowed in some Member States, the Bar of the Netherlands is
8.
9.

Case C-309/99 [2002] ECR I-1577
Case T-112/29 [2001] ECR II-2459

10 .
11.

entitled to consider the objectives pursued by the 1993 Regulation
cannot, having regard in particular to the legal regimes by which
the members of the Bar and accountants are respectively governed
in the Netherlands, be attained by less restrictive means ........
In light of those considerations it does not appear that the effects
restrictive of competition such as those resulting from members of
the Bar practising in the Netherlands from a regulation such as the
1993 Regulations go beyond what is necessary in order to ensure
the proper practice of the legal profession. ........"
Wouters is a very important case. Previous cases had accepted the idea
of ancillary restrictions on conduct where they were ancillary to some
other legitimate purpose. What was different in Wouters, however, is
that the restriction was not necessary for the execution of a commercial
transaction, or the achievement of a commercial outcome on the
market. It was ancillary to a regulatory function to ensure that the
ultimate consumer's legal services and the sound administration of
justice were provided with the necessary guarantees in relation to
integrity and experience. That appears to be a different application of
the concept of ancilliarity from that in the earlier case law. The decision
generated some controversy because the court decided the public
interest issues in the context of Article 81(1). Some commentators
believed that the public interest issues could only arise, in the context
of Article 81(3), following a finding that there was an infringement of
Article 81(1). However from May 1st, 2004, when Regulation 1/2003
came into force, the distinction between Article 81(1) and Article 81(3)
is essentially of academic relevance. This is because, in practice,
agreements etc which are justifiable in the public interest will be
compatible with Article 81 EC by virtue of Article 81(3) EC exemption.
That academic controversy therefore is a distraction and should not
detract from the significant fact that the court, in assessing the validity
of the agreement, took into account ethical values.
The ECJ, therefore, in Wouters, in determining that it is legitimate to
take into account the need to pursue public interest objectives in
deciding whether agreements infringe Article 81(1) EC, has explicitly
acknowledged the significance of ethical values as defining the nature
of legal services. In particular, the judgment recognises that while legal
services are tradable and therefore subject to competition law, they are
not directly comparable with services normally provided by
undertakings operating in the market, which are usually defined solely
in economic terms. The services provided by an accountant, an engineer,
an architect, a stockbroker and service providers generally do not give
rise to the same public interest issues analogous to those that arose in
Wouters. The traditional analysis of competition law in terms of
analysing whether an agreement is in breach of Article 81(1) and then
testing the justification in terms of output and efficiency under Article
81(3) is more suited to an examination of the more orthodox
competition issues which arise in relation to such services.
The Wouters case also emphasises another very important point which
is sometimes overlooked. Legal services more than most, if not all, other
economic services in modern Europe are fashioned by the significantly
differing legal context in which they are provided. The closest analogy
to the services (throughout the Member States) provided by Irish
barristers is provided in the context of the English legal system.
However, there are significant underlying differences between the

Case T-65/98
Paragraph 90
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structures which exist in England and those which exist in Ireland, quite
apart from the very substantial differences in the market context. The
ECJ recognised these differences and in particular that different legal
systems would have different requirements and give rise to different
public interest considerations.
An issue which did not arise in Wouters but which does arise in other
cases was the sufficiency of the methodology used in carrying out the
economic analysis. Recently both the CFI and the ECJ in Commission v.
Tetra Laval14 reversed a decision of the European Commission
prohibiting a merger, largely on the grounds of the failure of the
Commission to carry out the necessary rigorous coherent and data
based economic analysis required before there should be a regulatory
intervention in the market. In dealing with an area of the market
which gives rise to such significant public interest issues, such an
economic analysis is even more vital before recommending or
attempting regulation or alteration of the existing structures. As Judge
Cooke has said15:
"Moreover, the structure and organisation of the legal system has
important economic implications in a relatively small economy
where outside the main cities, a very high proportion of practices
are single practitioner firms ........
In the circumstances therefore, one would expect the enquiring
economist to ask himself first, whether or not this organisation of
services represents, perhaps, evidence of an efficient allocation of
resources before assuming that it must be the result of restrictive
behaviour."
The necessity for such an approach is all the more apparent if, as this
paper argues, the independent referral Bar, as it presently exists, plays
a crucial role in the administration of justice and in particular, in
providing the potential for litigants from all over the country, and in
particular litigants of limited means, to achieve an equality of arms
with litigants who have far greater resources. Again, as Judge Cooke
pointed out16:
"The market [for barristers' services] is only fragmented in that it
is made up of 1,300 sole practitioners. But within that number
there are just over 200 silks17 and within the Bar as a whole, there
are areas of important expertise (tax, local government,
defamation, European Community law, company law and so forth)
where the numbers of specialists may be less than a dozen. If even
a handful of these specialists become employees or partners of
solicitors or join multi-disciplinary practices, they are no longer
potentially available as at present to the clients of any other firm."
In those circumstances (and in a context where 46% of solicitors
practice in one person firms and the vast majority in firms of less than
3 persons), of course the loss should not be just measured as a reduction
in the economic choices available to litigants but as a significant loss of
the skill and experience which contributes to the integrity of the justice
system. Those facts also suggest significant adverse effects from
concentration of barristers' services in the legal profession.

These issues have a particular resonance in the Irish context at present
because the Competition Authority has recently published a
Preliminary Report on the legal professions. Many of the suggestions
contained in the Preliminary Report have been welcomed by the Bar.
Independently of the Competition Authority, the Bar has engaged in a
process of amending its rules so as to improve the delivery of services
to the consumer. A few of the changes suggested, however, do
significantly threaten the continuation of the independent referral bar.
It is apparent from a consideration of the Report that this threat has
not been properly appreciated by the Competition Authority, much less
properly analysed. The threat is serious notwithstanding that it is
couched in terms of choice as opposed to any suggestion that the
existing system of organisation / independence must change. The
Competition Authority suggests that the structure of the profession
can be determined exclusively by the market without of course
attempting to measure in any way the potential consequences of such
a change for the existence of the independent referral Bar. The
Authority unrealistically believes that an effective independent Bar can
co-exist with a system in which barristers would form partnerships,
either amongst themselves or with others. They so conclude without
making any attempt to measure the adverse consequences of such
concentration or to take into account the inevitable consequence that
the barristers who had not so organised themselves would be perceived
by many persons as being of inferior ability and experience. That very
likely consequence would effectively mean that barristers would be
pressurised into forming firms, thereby seriously damaging if not
destroying the existing system, where there is dynamic competition
between barristers, and which has worked so well over the years.
Additionally it would significantly reduce the consumer's choice.
It is not the purpose of this paper to carry out a detailed critique of the
Authority's recommendations. Nevertheless I want to briefly discuss
their conclusions because I believe they exemplify a deficient approach
to the application of competition law, and one which has been rejected
by the ECJ in both Wouters and Tetra Laval.
By way of example, the Authority asserts that the rule that barristers
cannot form partnerships with other barristers prevents barristers
"from organising supplies or services in the most efficient way
possible. It prevents potential efficiencies being realised from
being able to build shared reputation among professionals and
from economies of scale, e.g. in advertising" 18.
The Authority has disclosed no data to support this assertion and it
appears that none exists. As a matter of fact, the assertion ignores the
very significant economies of scale which are presently achieved by
barristers sharing a wide variety of services, e.g. office accommodation,
library services, access to legal data bases and financial services. This
concept of a shared reputation seems to suggest that consumer welfare
is somehow improved by one barrister sharing a reputation achieved
through his or her own ability with another barrister of presumably
lesser ability. Such shared reputation is likely to confuse potential
clients and lead to lack of transparency and greater difficulty in
evaluating the services of a particular barrister and in deciding whether

17
14.
15.
16.

Case C-12/03 European Court of Justice, 15 February 2005.
"Competition in the Cab Rank and Challenge to the independent Bar" (2003) 8
Bar Review 148 at 198
Op. cit. at 198.

18

As of July 2004 there were 1,468 barristers in practice of which 263 were Senior
Counsel.
"Study of Competition in Legal Services", Preliminary Report, 24 February 2005,
p.52
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the fees charged by that barrister are commensurate with the skill and
experience offered. It would also reduce personal responsibility.
The Authority asserted a second adverse effect, namely, that the
present system may act as a barrier to sustainable entry. Again there is
no data to support this assertion. Insofar as it is a concern, it is of
course met by some of the Authority's other recommendations, which
the Bar readily accept and in particular, the recommendation that
young barristers should have the opportunity of working on a case-bycase basis for older barristers, so as to generate income and increase
their exposure to potential clients. It also ignores the very significant
subsidisation provided by the present system to young barristers and
the provision to them at greatly reduced cost of significant shared
resources, which enable them to practice on their own as barristers on
entrance to the Law Library.
Having identified the alleged restrictive effects, the Authority does not,
as the Court in Wouters did, analyse whether these consequential
effects are inherent in the pursuant of the objectives of maintaining
professional ethics, supervision and liability and the sound
administration of justice. Instead they adopt an entirely different
approach clearly at odds with Wouters. They recognise the objective of
a barrister being free from undue influence as being valid; they
acknowledge that it is in the interests of justice that a barrister
operates in an independent manner19; but they assert (again with no
supporting data or evidence) that the restriction requiring barristers to
be sole practitioners is (a) disproportionate to the objective and (b) does
not necessarily guarantee its achievement.
The issue of whether the restriction is disproportionate to the objective
requires an analysis of the extent and effect of the restriction, which is
wholly lacking. The measured effect must then be evaluated in the
context of the importance of the protection of this independence. Again,
this is not done. It cannot be doubted that independence is not only a
valid consideration but is a vital consideration in the administration of
justice and even the asserted restrictions on competition are, on any
view, minor and could, to use the Authority's own analysis, be removed
or reduced in a far less disproportionate way. There is not only a failure
therefore to adopt the correct approach to an evaluation of the whole
issue, but even within the Authority's own methodology, the
disproportionality arises in the context of the Authority's suggested
remedy and not in the context of the alleged restriction.
In addition to the contention of disproportionality, the Authority states
that the independence of the Bar does not "necessarily guarantee" the
achievement of the interests of justice. This of course is also to ignore
the approach of the ECJ in Wouters. There, the ECJ asked whether the
regulation could "reasonably be considered to be necessary in order to
ensure the proper practice of the legal profession". It is not required to
be established that the restriction necessarily guarantees the objective.
Of course, on its own, the restriction does not. Much more is required
to achieve such an objective. However, if the system of independent
barristers does not necessarily guarantee the achievement of the

19.
20.

objective, it follows that the change in structure proposed by the
Authority will be significantly less effective. The lack of guarantee is
not therefore a justification for change as asserted but rather is a
powerful justification for not tinkering with the system in a manner
likely to lead to adverse and immeasurable consequences.

Conclusion
In conclusion, therefore, there is no inevitable reason why there should
be a conflict between competition and ethics provided the principles of
competition law/policy are correctly applied to the evaluation of a
service that has a significant public interest element and which cannot
be evaluated in purely financial terms. The ECJ in Wouters adopted the
correct approach and applied competition law as it ought to be applied
in the evaluation of this particular economic good. A failure to apply
the principles correctly can lead to unnecessary conflict and to
unwanted and unforeseen changes in a structure that has contributed,
and continues to contribute, significantly to the administration of
justice and which provides benefits in terms of consumer welfare which
cannot be evaluated purely on financial terms.
Competition policy must ensure that in its zeal to achieve efficiency, it
does not undermine the very bedrock on which the system of
administration of justice is built. An independent referral bar has
served the administration of justice very well in this country.
Significant efficiencies and improvements in the quality of barrister
services can be achieved without ever seeking to impinge on any aspect
of that independence. To allow competition policy dictate otherwise is
to subscribe to a concept of consumer welfare that is inherently limited
and ultimately likely to greatly detract from such welfare.
The Nobel Laureate and economist, Professor Amartya Sen, has
frequently emphasised the limitations in existing economic theory and
in particular the danger of evaluating utility and freedom in purely
quantitative terms. He has pointed out20 that Adam Smith, the father
of modern economics, saw each human being as tirelessly promoting
his own particular interest (and nothing else).
This assumption of rationality has the effect of simplifying the
modelling of economic behaviour quite radically, since it disassociates
individual behaviour from values and ethics (other than the value of
self-interest). The individual may value anything, but in this view, he
chooses entirely according to his reading of his own interest. Others
can enter a person's calculation for rational choice only insofar as their
actions and states affect his own well-being and advantage.
This theory of self-interest is fundamentally incompatible with the
dictates of justice. A just legal system cannot be based solely on such
values. It must embrace broader concepts of freedom and value.
Competition policy is beneficial to society but it would do well to
understand its own limitations. Otherwise that which is merely a tool
for achieving consumer welfare becomes itself the end product which
may be quantitatively pleasing but is qualitatively deficient.

Page 53.
Amartya Sen - "Rationality and Freedom"
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Reflections on the Role of Law
Bishop Donal McKeown
Auxiliary Bishop in Down and Connor
The following is an extract from the homily delivered at a Mass at St Michans Church,
Dublin 7 to mark the commencement of the Michaelmas legal term on October 3rd,
2005.
Like King Solomon, faced with the reality of having to make important decisions and
judgments, we all pray for 'a heart to discern between good and evil'. (1 Kgs 3:9) Your
judgments will affect the lives of individuals and sometimes, through precedents, the future
direction of this society at this critical time in its development. That is an awesome
responsibility.
There are - and have been - many ways of viewing law. It can be seen as an administrative
tool to support the good management of a given society. Some assume it is there to vent
the wrath of victims on offenders who have deserved punishment. It can be pilloried by
others as merely a weapon to protect vested interests or as a self-serving closed shop. And
like most Western societies, we remain ambivalent as to whether jail sentences are meant
to reform, to punish or just to keep offenders off-side.
In the perspective of the Old Testament, a quite distinctive view of law appeared. Law was
not just concerned with the smooth running of human affairs, nor with the punishment
of offenders - but with the creation of a society where justice and right order flourished,
in the interests of human dignity. Laws were not so much sent from on high to be obeyed
with scrupulous care and fear. They were there that people might discover their dignity
and their responsibilities. Law was a support in the creation of right relationships and thus
a formative power on the human spirit. The psalmist suggests that "the law of the Lord is
perfect, it revives the soul" (Ps 18). And in the New Testament, Jesus was clear that all law
and laws were subordinate to the commandment of loving God, and our neighbour as
ourselves.
Now that is easy to say - but not as easy to put into practice. Ireland is a changing society
and I recognise that we live in a society where secularisation is quite rightly a vital force.
We acknowledge the call to render unto Caesar the things that are Caesar's. Secularisation
is not a bad thing. The secular world does have its rights and rules. The Second Vatican
Council recognised clearly - and perhaps to the surprise of some - that "the temporal
sphere is governed by its own principles, since it is properly concerned with the interests
of this world" But secularisation needs to be distinguished from the secularism - as a
dogma, a worldview - that is very strong in the Western world. That belief system
flourishes in a post-modernist context where, it is insisted, there are no absolutes, no
ultimate truth and no definitive statements about right and wrong. That is not a neutral
belief but a clearly articulated belief system that is entitled to claim its place. But it has
no more rights that any other belief system and cannot expect to have imperial rights over
all citizens. Nowadays, few imagine that people of Christian faith are somehow entitled to
expect a theocracy. A secularist hegemony is equally unhealthy. As believers in an
incarnate God, we need clarity to see where imperatives of faith and the rights of the
secular world can meet each other with respect.
The dominant modern context of moral uncertainty does create appreciable challenges for
those who wish to be loyal servants of a pluralist state, and yet who come with their own
profound convictions about moral and other values, based on the dignity of the individual.
It can create real conflicts for those who believe that it is possible to seek the Truth, when
acting as servants of a society that doubts whether truth exists. Inevitably, there are many
pressures when we have to live in a world of what Professor Simon Lee helpfully called

"uneasy ethics". And as we know from the mouth of Pontius Pilate, uncertainty as to the
nature or possibility of Truth is not just a new post-modern concern.
This is not just a theological problem but a real one that you face each day as you seek
justice in society. How do we build a society where there is little common vocabulary as
regards the moral language of that society? How, in a pluralist state, do we allow public
servants to have convictions without their being described as being dogmatic?
After all, while the bearer of the scales of justice may be blindfolded, law is always liable
to be exploited for many purposes. The ability to sin is not restricted to church goers! You
will be very aware of the background of so many who appear before the courts, the people
that you daily prosecute, defend and judge. The social background of so many suggests
that the guilty may also be in some ways victims themselves. I was startled by the figures
published in the Department of Justice report which suggest that "disadvantaged petty
repeat offenders, and not serious criminals, make up a significant portion of the prison
population ..(and) the youth justice system is having virtually no impact on helping young
people escape a life of crime" It must be worrying to you practitioners that half of the
State's prisoners have a history of homelessness, and of these two thirds had spent time
in a psychiatric hospital. You are people of great influence in this society. I know that you
would want to pray for the wisdom and courage, not just to punish the wrongdoer, but to
keep asking why it is that modern liberal societies seem to keep producing increasing
levels of dysfunctionality. Emptying our psychiatric hospitals and filling our prisons does
not really seem to be progress.
The late Pope John Paul II was clear about how there was an energizing interface between
the rightful demands of the pluralist society and the contribution of believers to that
society. People of conviction are not a priori enemies of social consensus and cohesion.
The focus of any balanced community and the interest of believers are both directed
towards the creation of a healthy society that respects the individual, builds solidarity and
maximises the benefits of social capital.
There is thus no inherent conflict between serving the pluralist society and trying to be
true to one's own deepest principles. We as a society, and primarily through your work,
face the challenge of how to ensure that the use of law is a service of the common good.
If it remains only a game, then we reflect King Lear's assertion that "we are the playthings
of the God, they kill us for their sport". If law is only a milk cow to be exploited for selfcentred purposes, then that will contribute little to the common good. If law ever becomes
a tool of the strong to blame the weak for being victims, to help the strong take
advantage of the weak, then it can reflect a Darwinian force, red in tooth and claw, raging
against her brood. When, after a natural disaster, the primary assumption is that law firstly
demands the defence of property rather than aid to the suffering, then we are moving in
an unhealthy direction.
You have a huge responsibility and you bear that burden with dignity, compassion and
wisdom. You have contributed - and will continue to contribute - much to the building
of a society where all can live with dignity and security. As St Paul tells us, our society still
groans in one great act of giving birth. This service of justice will always remain a work in
progress. But as long as we see all of the parts of our society supporting the right of all
citizens, not just to do what they want, but also to know love, hope, belonging and
security, then the work of all of us will be seen as building the whole and not just
defending sectional interests.
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Continuing Professional
Development.
Inga Ryan
CPD Manager

The Continuing Professional Development scheme came into operation
in October. Our opening events in both the New Practitioners
Programme and the Established Barristers Programme were very well
received.
Our first activity for the new barristers was an update on Time
Management at which Cathy Maguire BL shared her insights and a time
management trainer warned of the downfalls of letting outside forces
control you.
The first general event was presented by Nuala Butler SC and Mel
Christle SC. They spoke on Immigration and Refugee Law, focusing on
Judicial Review and the law of immigration in Ireland. They attracted a
crowd of 150 people, not to mention those who were unable to attend
because the seminar was booked out.

You are required to attain 10 CPD points throughout the year and Bar
Council seminars are generally worth 1.5 points. You can claim up to 3
points for attending our half day conferences.
For details of CPD events planned for the Hilary term see the
Professional Education page in the members section of the Bar Council
website http://www.lawlibrary.ie/, or you can make enquiries by phone
at tel. 01-8174614 or by email to iryan@lawlibrary.ie. Most seminars
are free of charge, however, it is necessary to book in advance, as places
are limited. To ensure you get CPD credit for attendance you must sign
the register at the event (and ensure that your signature is legible).
If you have any ideas or suggestions for CPD activities I would love to
hear from you. Feel free to contact me at the above co-ordinates.

St Audoen's Awards

FLAC Conference

At a recent presentation ceremony in St Audoen's School, Cook Street for
Nastasie Leddy for her work on the children's plays were: Donal Monaghan,
Principal, Nastasie Leddy and students from the school.
The Scheme recently awarded three scholarships worth EUR1,000 each to three
students from three local schools. They were Leanne Mulvaney, Stanhope Street
School, who is studying Accountancy and HR Management, Gresse Mulkundayi,
O'Connell School, North Richmond Street, who is studying International
Business and Languages and Ildiko Molnar, Mount Carmel Secondary School,
who is studying Architecture. The presentation was made by the Chairman and
the Treasurer of the Bar Council to the students in the presence of their parents
and teachers.
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Pictured at the FLAC conference on Public Interest
law held recently in Dublin are Geoff Budlender,
Advocate of the South African High Court, Peter Ward
BL, FLAC Chairperson and Robert Garcia, Executive
Director of Centre for Law in the Public Interest, Los
Angeles, California.
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You Be the Judge
A Study of the Backgrounds of Superior Court Judges
in Ireland in 2004 Part I
1

Jennifer Carroll
Introduction
The purpose of this study was to answer the question "Who is an Irish
Judge in 2004?" In order to develop a typical profile of a judge in
Ireland today, this study examined the socio-economic, education and
political backgrounds of the High Court and Supreme Court Judges in
Ireland in June 2004. It compared these background profiles of Irish
Superior Court judges with a similar study conducted of the Irish
judiciary in 1969. The 1969 analysis conducted by Professor Paul
Charles Bartholomew, Professor of Government and International
Studies at the University of Notre Dame, Indiana, United States forms
the basis of the structure and content of this 2004 study. The variances
between the two studies relate chiefly to gender, occupation before
appointment, lawyers in the family background and political affiliation.
This article is the first of a two-part series from the author's M.A. thesis.
The second of these articles in the December 2005 Bar Review will
discuss the politics and procedures involved in the appointment of
judges from the perspective of those who have gone through the
process.

Bartholomew's 1969 study of the Irish Judiciary
Bartholomew describes his study as a "mildly behavioural investigation
of the judges as persons" in an attempt to answer the question "What
is an Irish Judge?2" In order to answer this question, Bartholomew
sought such background information of the Irish judiciary in 1969 as
birthplace, ethnic background, education, religious commitment,
political party affiliation, occupation before appointment, lawyers in
their family relationship, socio-economic status before appointment,
paternal occupation, age at time of appointment and other factors that
"might in some fashion be influential on the decisions handed down
by a judge on the bench and that might indicate in general the type
of person that a judge is - a composite picture of an Irish judge.3"
Bartholomew conducted personal interviews in 1969 with all of the
sitting and retired judges of the Supreme Court, High Court and Circuit
1.

The author is deeply appreciative to all those that
participated in and made contributions to this study.
In particular the study could not have been
completed without the support of The Honourable Mr.
Justice Ronan Keane, Chief Justice and The
Honourable Mr. Justice Joseph Finnegan, President of
the High Court. The author is also grateful for the
contributions made by Professor Tom Garvin, Head of
Department of Politics, UCD; Dr. Garret Fitzgerald,
Chancellor of National University of Ireland; Dr.
Gerard Hogan FTCD Senior Counsel; Dr. Jacqueline
Hayden, Department of Political Science, Trinity
College Dublin; Mr. Brendan Ryan, Director, Courts
Service; Professor Kevin McGuire, Fulbright Scholar,

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Court, with two exceptions. Of the thirty five judges of the District
Court, seven judges were interviewed personally and ten returned a
written questionnaire. In two instances, information was obtained by
secondary sources.
"The study covered nine Supreme Court judges, eight High Court
judges, ten Circuit Court judges, and seventeen of thirty-five
sitting District Court judges. Thus forty-four judges comprise the
group used to develop this profile of an Irish judge.4"
It is important to note that Bartholomew's study was original in the
Irish context.
"This is strictly a pioneer study. Nothing of the sort has been done
before in Ireland. Its purpose is to determine something not before
known with any degree of accuracy - the characteristics of Irish
judges, their social and political backgrounds, and something of
how they came to be appointed.5"
Byrne and McCutcheon6 state that no study of this form has been done
in published form since The Irish Judiciary, although studies of this kind
are common in other jurisdictions7.

Bartholomew's 1969 Superior Court Findings
There is one important caveat in comparing the studies conducted in
1969 and 2004. Where Bartholomew has studied the backgrounds of
judges from the four courts in Ireland in 1969, this 2004 study includes
judges of the High Court and Supreme Court only. There has been
substantial growth in the numbers of judges in Ireland since
Bartholomew's study - in 1969 there were 57 sitting judges of all the
Courts in Ireland while in June 2004 there were 121 members of the
Irish judiciary.
The reason for confining the 2004 study to the judges of the superior
courts is purely resource based - the confines of time and resources
within a one-year academic programme lent themselves to conducting
a study of the superior court judges only. The completion of the study

University of North Carolina. She would especially like
to thank all of the Judges of the High and Supreme
Courts in Ireland in 2004 for their time and interest
in participating in the study, their helpful comments
and suggestions on which it based, and their
extraordinary generosity, kindness and welcome for a
novice researcher with her myriad of errors!
Bartholomew, The Irish Judiciary (1971), pp. 31 - Full
results and analysis of Bartholomew's 1969 study are
contained in Chapter Two The Irish Judiciary (1971).
Bartholomew (1971), pp.31
Ibid, pp. 31
Ibid, pp. 32
Byrne and McCutcheon (1996) pp. 121
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7.

Summaries from similar studies in the US and UK
include "A 50-55 year old male; white; generally
Protestant; of Anglo-Saxon stock; upper-middle to
high social status; reared in a non-rural but not
necessarily urban environment; member of an
economically comfortable, civic-minded, politically
active family; with B.A. and LLB. or J.D. degrees (onethird of these from "Ivy League" institutions);
experienced in some public or civic office." Abraham
(1996); "80% of the senior judiciary are products of
public schools and of Oxford or Cambridge, with an
average age of about sixty; 5.1% are women; 100%
are white." J.A.G. Griffith (1997)
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to include the entire Irish judiciary would be a logical extension of the
research to date.
Notwithstanding the differences in the quality of the population group,
the two studies are broadly similar in numerical terms - where
Bartholomew's study included forty-four judges, this study has a
population of thirty-eight judges. Nevertheless, in order to attempt a
comparative analysis between the survey data compiled in 1969 and
2004, it is necessary to extract from Bartholomew's data the information
relating exclusively to the Supreme and High Court judges at that time. A
comparative analysis of the judges of the four courts and the judges of
only the two superior courts would be fundamentally skewed.
The table below summarises the variations between the responses of all
the judges in Bartholomew's study and those of the superior courts. It
must be noted that these results include both sitting and retired judges,
however this is not a qualitative factor that would affect the
characteristics of their backgrounds prior to appointment.

Variations between 1969 Superior Court Judges and 1969
Total Judiciary:
All Judges Superior Court
Judges 1969
1969

Born in an urban area
Lived in Dublin at the time of their appointment
Self-characterised as being upper-middle class

47%

58%

68%

94%

59%

Had judicial experience prior to current appointment

14%

71%
35%

Supporters of Fine Gael political party at appointment

First self-supporting occupation was as a barrister

9%
36%

18%
53%

Active supporter of political party prior to appointment

77%

65%

Irish Judiciary Study 2004
The total population of the 2004 study is thirty-seven available judges
of the Supreme and High Courts in May 2004. Twenty-nine judges
participated in the study, the results therefore were chiefly obtained by
primary sources. For the remaining judges, the author used secondary
sources to gather biographic information on the remaining judges of
the High and Supreme Courts. It was not possible to gather answers by
secondary sources for all of the questions, as some questions required
the personal input of the judge.
Therefore, the topics examined have different response populations. The
findings for each topic have been expressed as a percentage of the
population for that topic. As much as possible, the findings have been
classified in the same terms as Bartholomew's 1969 results, to facilitate
comparison between the two studies. An explanation is provided for the
results for each topic considered.

any other capacity. He was first appointed to the Court between 1995
and 1999 and had no judicial experience prior to his current
appointment. He was appointed after he was forty-five, but most likely
after he was fifty. He describes himself as middle class but believes that
it is very difficult to define or apply a social class structure to the Irish
context. His family was not involved in politics but he himself was
involved in a political party at some point in his career, either as a
student or local supporter. He was never a member of a political party. He
had no political party affiliation at the time of his appointment and has no
political party sympathy now. He is a Roman Catholic and of pure Irish
ethnicity. He views himself as a liberal but does not believe there is any room
for ideology in the Courts. He believes he was appointed to the judiciary
because of his professional status, but thinks that his particular legal speciality
and political connection may have been important contributing factors.

Analysis of 2004 Results and Comparison with
Bartholomew's 1969 Study
The principal differences between the results of the 1969 and 2004 Irish
Judiciary studies may be summarised as follows.

Variances between the 1969 and 2004 Irish
Judiciary study results

Gender

13.5% female Superior Court judges in 2004, as compared
to 0% in 1969

Occupation before judicial 36% decrease in judges appointed from Attorney
General position since 1969 study;
appointment
2.7% of Superior Court judges appointed from
practice as a Solicitor in 2004 study as compared to
0% in 1969
Lawyers in Family

Declined from 70.5% in 1969 to 40% in 2004

First Self-Supporting Job

72% in 2004 as against 53% in 1969

Religious Commitment

Decrease in number asserting Roman Catholic faith
from 82% in 1969 to 67% in 2004

Political Affiliation

62% of the respondents in 2004 had no political
affiliation at the time of their appointment as
against 12% in 1969.

Gender
This category was not included in Bartholomew's study. In 1969, there was
only one female member of the judiciary, representing 2.3% of its
membership. However, there were no females as judges of the High or
Supreme Court in 1969. In 2004, there were two female Judges of the
Supreme Court and three female Judges of the High Court - totalling 13.5%
of the population of the 2004 study.

Results of 2004 Study
The person who is most likely to be a judge of the Superior Courts in
Ireland in 2004 is male, was born in Dublin and grew up in an urban
setting. He lived in Dublin and was a practising Senior Counsel at the
time of his appointment. He did not necessarily come from a legal
family background. He attended a private secondary school and studied
at University College Dublin and obtained a Bachelor of Arts degree. His
first self-supporting job was as a barrister and he has never worked in

Birthplace
Results have been divided into the same categories as used by Bartholomew.
"Other Urban" includes other cities such as Belfast, Cork and Limerick. Over 83%
of Judges surveyed were born in an urban setting.
Continued after Legal Update on page 167
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ADMINISTRATIVE LAW

CHILDREN

Statutory Instruments

Articles

Appointment of special adviser (minister for the environment,
heritage and local government) order 2005
SI 345/2005

Clissmann, Inge
The Hague convention and the habitual residence of newborn
infants
10(3) 2005 BR 75

Education and science (delegation of ministerial functions) order,
2004
SI 94/2004
Health and children (delegation of ministerial functions) order
2005
SI 277/2005
Members of the Oireachtas and ministerial and parliamentary
offices (allowances and salaries) (amendment) order 2005
SI 278/2005
Ministerial and parliamentary offices (allowances and salaries)
order 2005
SI 379/2005
Oireachtas (ministerial and parliamentary offices) (secretarial
facilities) (no. 3) regulations 2005
SI 288/2005
ADVOCACY
Library Acquisition
Ross, David
Advocacy
Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2005
L93
BANKING
Article
Dowling Hussey, Arran
Recent developments in the regulation of EU securities markets
2005 ILT 170
Statutory Instruments
Central bank act 1942 (financial services ombudsman council)
levies and fees regulations 2005
SI 329/2005
Central bank act 1942 (financial services ombudsman council)
levies and fees regulations (no. 2) 2005
SI 330/2005
Central bank act 1942 (sections 33J and 33K) regulations 2005
SI 273/2005
Central bank act 1942 (section 33k) regulations 2005
SI 325/2005

Shannon, Geoffrey
Cräche test dummies
2005 (June) GLSI 21

O'Neill, Ailbhe
Cross-border insolvency regulation in the Supreme Court - some (euro)
food for thought?
2005 CLP 119
Library Acquisition
Feeney, Michael
The taxation of companies 2005
Haywards Heath: Tottel Publishing, 2005
M337.2.C5
Statutory Instruments

Library Acquisition
Nestor, Jim
Law of childcare
Dublin: Blackhall Publishing, 2004
N176.26.C5
COMPANY LAW
Directors
Disqualification - Grounds - Persistent default in complying with
filing obligations - Fitness to manage company - Whether
directors persistently in default - Whether directors fit to manage
company - Whether directors displayed lack of commercial
probity - Whether remedy of default subsequent to issue of
disqualification proceedings sufficient - Costs - Refusal of
disqualification - Whether court had discretion to award costs
against directors against whom no disqualification order was
made - Restriction - Restriction as alternative to disqualification
- Grounds for restriction - Whether directors should be restricted
where company solvent and trading as going concern with
outstanding tax liabilities - Companies Act 1990 (No 33), ss 150,
159, 160(2)(d) and (f), 160(9A) and 160(9B) - Application refused
- (2003/570COS - Laffoy J - 24/2/2005) [2005] IEHC 41
Director of Corporate Enforcement v McGowan

Business names regulations 2005
SI 366/2005
Companies (fees) (no. 2) order 2005
SI 365/2005
Companies act 1990 (prescribed alternative accounting standards
bodies) regulations 2005
SI 382/2005
Rules of the Superior Courts (proof of liquidator's appointment in
creditors' voluntary winding up) 2004
SI 502/2005
COMPETITION LAW
Library Acquisition
O'Reilly, Myles
The groceries order: a guide to the restrictive practices (groceries) order,
1987
Dublin: Blackhall Publishing, 2003
N266.C5
CONFLICTS OF LAWS

Directors
Restriction - Whether different principles apply to directors of
wholly owned Irish subsidiaries within worldwide group -Whether
directors acted responsibly - Tralee Beef and Lamb Ltd [2004] IEHC
283 (Unreported, High Court, Finlay Geoghegan J, 20/72004) and
360atlantic (Ireland) Ltd [2004] IEHC 410 (Unreported, High Court,
Finlay Geoghegan J, 21/12/2004) considered - Companies Act
1990 (No 30), s 150 - Order granted - (2002/438COS - Finlay
Geoghegan J - 21/2/2005) [2005] IEHC 63
Grace v Kachkar
Liquidation
Petition - Petition by revenue authorities of foreign state to wind
up company incorporated in State - Buchanan Ltd. v McVey [1954] I.R.
89 and Byrne v Conroy [1998] 3 I.R. 1 overruled - Companies Act 1963
(No 33) - Council Regulation (EC)1436/2000 - Petition granted (2005/23COS - Laffoy J - 8/3/2005) [2005] IEHC 67
Re Cedarlease Ltd.
Articles
Gallagher, Marguerite
A company's separate legal personality - lifting the corporate veil
2005 ILT 167
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Article
Clissmann, Inge
The Hague convention and the habitual residence of newborn infants
10(3) 2005 BR 75
CONSTITUTIONAL LAW
Personal rights
Family - Definition of term 'family'- Whether family rights under
article 8 of European Convention of Human Rights similar to
balancing exercise required where family rights guaranteed by
Article 41 of Constitution are invoked - Whether length of time
husband and wife reside together since their marriage legitimate
factor to be taken into account by respondent - Whether husband
should be allowed return to Ireland pending substantive hearing - R
(Mahmood) v Home Secretary [2001] 1 WLR 840; A.O. and D.L. v
Minister for Justice [2003] 1 I.R. 1 considered - European
Convention on Human Rights Act 2003 (No 20) - Leave granted
(2004/336JR - Clarke J - 3/12/2004) [2004] IEHC 394
Gashi v Minister for Justice, Equality and Law Reform
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CONSUMER LAW
Article
Reilly, Nathan
The unfair commercial practices directive and the average
consumer
2005 CLP 125
CONTRACT
Agreement
Interpretation - Intention to create legal relations - Assignment Defendant agreed to leave a permanent opening in median of main
road - Whether permanent meant 'for all time' or 'not temporary' Whether successor in title of landowner could enforce agreement
in equity - Crabb v Arun District Council [1976] 1 Ch. 179
distinguished - Whether proprietary estoppel from closing opening
- Whether restrictive covenant created - Road Traffic Act 1994 (No
7), s 38 - Claim dismissed (1989/174P - Peart J - 16/3/2005) [2005]
IEHC 93
Frank Towey Ltd. v South Dublin County Council
Breach
Terms of contract - Lotto syndicate - Whether plaintiff remained in
syndicate even when he was in arrears with payments - Whether
plaintiff entitled to share of winning ticket - Application granted
(2001/369P - Clarke J - 3/12/2004) [2004] IEHC 425
Horan v O'Reilly
Sale of land
Conditions of sale - Special conditions - Impossibility of
performance - Planning permission refused - Conditional contracts
- Whether waiver of special condition possible - Whether purchaser
aware contract was being treated at an end -- O'Connor v Coady
[2004] 3 I.R. 271 applied - Real Property Vendors and Purchasers
Act 1874 (37 & 38 Vict, c 78) - Held that contract ended by notice
from vendor
(2004/153SP - Clarke J - 15/12/2004) [2004] IEHC 391
Hand v Greaney
Terms
Implied terms - Franchise - Whether signatories to franchise
agreement contracting personally or on behalf of company - Breach
of contract - Compensation - Damages - Calculation - Appropriate
basis for calculation - Loss of opportunity - Philp v Ryan
(Unreported, Supreme Court, 16/12/2004) considered - Plaintiff
awarded €43,903 plus Courts Act interest as damages for breach
of contract (1993/859P - Clarke J - 28/1/2005) [2005] IEHC 16
Vavasour v O'Reilly
Article
Keane, Paul
Contract law: an opportunity for reform
2005 (July) GLSI 20
Library Acquisitions
Clark, Robert
Contract cases and materials
3rd ed
Dublin: Gill & Macmillan, 2004
N10.C5.Z2
Gaskell, Nicholas
Bills of lading: law and contracts
London: LLP, 2000
N337.2
CONVEYANCING
Library Acquisition
Law Reform Commission
Law Reform Commission report on reform and modernisation of
land law and conveyancing law
Dublin: Law Reform Commission, 2005
L160.C5

CRIMINAL LAW
Bail
Refusal - Failure to address objections to bail raised - Failure to
address objection to hearsay evidence - Whether appropriate test
adopted by District Judge - Whether ground for refusal
appropriate - Whether ground for refusal based on evidence Whether District Judge acted ultra vires - Whether objections to
bail required to be made on notice to accused - Bail Act 1997 (No
16), s 2(1) and (2) - Constitution of Ireland 1937, Article 40.4.2¯
(12/2005- Supreme Court - 28/1/2005) [2005] IESC 4
McDonagh v Governor of Cloverhill Prison
Defence
Impossibility - Strict liability - Whether criminal conviction ought
not lie for failing to do something which is legally and factually
impossible to do - Whether defence of impossibility available in
circumstances where person through no fault of their own does
not comply with requirement of law - Case stated answered in
favour of prosecutor (2005/50SS - Clarke J - 4/3/2005) [2005]
IEHC 56
Leisureplex (Blanchardstown) Ltd. v DPP
Defence
Statutory defences - Availability - Judge's direction to jury that
defences not available - Trespass to property - Reasonable
grounds for protecting employer's property from trespass Termination of licence to be on premises - Use of reasonable
force to eject - Whether defences available under one statute
restricted to offences under that statute - Non-Fatal Offences
Against the Person Act 1997 (No 26), s 18(1) - Criminal Justice
(Public Order) Act 1994 (No 2), s 15 - Appeal allowed, retrial
ordered (155, 156, 157, 158 & 164/2003 - Court of Criminal
Appeal - 26/4/2004) [2004] IECCA 42
People (DPP) v McCormack & others
Delay
Right to trial within reasonable time - Reasons for delay Whether inordinate and inexcusable delay in prosecuting
applicant - Whether trial should be prevented where State have
delayed in bringing prosecution - Whether State authorities under
special duty to secure speedy trial where child accused - Whether
prejudice can be presumed - Prohibition granted - (2003/340JR
and 2003/479JR- Quirke J - 8/12/2004) [2004] IEHC 380
Jackson v DPP and Walsh v DPP
Delay
Right to trial within reasonable time - Sexual offences Prosecutorial delay - No specific prejudice - Reactivation of garda
investigation - Whether delay in prosecuting inordinate -Whether
right to fair and expeditious trial affected - Application refused
(2003/370JR - Quirke J - 18/01/2005) [2005] IEHC 6
O'S (C) v DPP
Proceeds of crime
Interlocutory freezing order - Limitations - 21 day time limit Statute of Limitations - Whether freezing order constituted
"penalty or forfeiture" - Whether interlocutory freezing orders
covered by Statute - Statute of Limitations Act 1957 (No 6), ss 3,
7, and (11)2 - Proceeds of Crime Act 1996 (No 30), s 2(5) Defendants' appeal dismissed (206/2003 - Supreme Court 23/2/2005) [2005] IESC 6
F McK v AF
Road traffic offences
Drunken driving - Intoximeter- Observation period - Requirement
found in garda training manual - No evidence before court
concerning such requirement - Whether prosecutor must prove
accused observed for twenty minutes immediately prior to
carrying out test Whether presumption attaching to intoximeter
certificate - Road Traffic Act 1961 (No 24), s 49(8) - Road Traffic
Act 1994 (No 7), ss 13 and 21(1) - Case stated answered that
prosecution should not have been dismissed ( 2004/1243SS Macken J - 16/3/2005) [2005] IEHC 77
DPP v Walsh
Search warrant
Arrest and detention - Whether arrest and attention unlawful Whether gardaí trespassers at time of arrest - Search warrant bad
- Consequences flowing from bad search warrant - Intention of
gardaí to effect arrest - Statements - Admissibility - Whether
statements made following unlawful arrest and detention
admissible - Exclusion of statements made during unlawful
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detention - Whether extraordinary excusing circumstances Byrne v Grey [1988] I.R. 31; Director of Public Prosecutions v Dunne
[1994] 2 I.R. 537; The People (Director of Public Prosecutions) v
Kenny [1990] 2 I.R. 110; Director of Public Prosecutions v Gaffney
[1987] I.R. 173; The People (Director of Public Prosecutions) v
Owens [1999] 2 I.R. 16; The People (Director of Public Prosecutions)
v Buck [2002] 2 I.R. 268 and The People (Attorney General) v Hogan
(1972)1 Frewen 360 considered - Criminal Justice Act 1984 (No
22), s 4 - Criminal Justice (Miscellaneous Provisions) Act 1997
(No 4), s 10 - Criminal Law Act 1997 (No 14), s 6(2) Constitution of Ireland 1937, Article 40.5 - European Convention
for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms,
article 8 - Appeal allowed, no retrial ordered (59 & 65/2004 Court of Criminal Appeal - 24/2/2005) [2005] IECCA 24
People (DPP) v Laide and Ryan
Sentencing
Rape - Compensation - Suspended sentence - Late plea of guilty
- Complainant accepted offer of €10,000 compensation at trial Whether suspended sentence ever appropriate in rape case Whether judge should take into account payment of
compensation - Whether custodial sentence still available if
compensation paid - The People (DPP) v Tiernan [1988] I.R. 250 and
People (DPP) v C (Unreported, CCA, 18/2/2002) followed - Criminal
Justice Act 1993 (No 6), ss 2 and 6 - Appeal allowed and
sentence of 4 years imprisonment with 3 years suspended
substituted (25CJA/2005 - Court of Criminal Appeal - 13/7/2005)
[2005] IECCA 91
People (DPP) v McLaughlin
Summary offence
Indictable offence- Indictable offence capable of being tried
summarily - Time limit - Whether indictable offence tried
summarily subject to prescribed time limit for prosecuting
summary offences - Petty Sessions (Ireland) Act 1851 (14 & 15
Vict, c 93), s 10(4) - Criminal Justice (Theft and Fraud Offences)
Act 2001 (No 37), ss 18 and 53 - McGrail v District Justice Ruane
[1990] 2 I.R. 555 and T.D.I Metro v Delap (No. 2) [2002] 4 I.R. 520
followed; Director of Public Prosecutions v Logan [1994] 3 I.R. 254
distinguished - Declaration that no limit applied to prosecution
granted - (2004/1183 - Macken J - 21/12/2004) [2004] IEHC 423
DPP (O'Brien) v Timmons
Trial
Bias of District Judge - Remark of judge as to finding of fact
prejudicial to applicant made outside trial in absence of
prosecutor and adjourned for legal argument thereafter Whether remarks of judge such that respondent could not have
completed trial without applicant feeling that process breached
requirement of fairness - Whether reasonable person might infer
bias on the part of judge - Order granted prohibiting further
prosecution of offences (2004/442JR - O'Leary J - 20/12/04)
[2004] IEHC 395
Spain v Judge Watkins
Trial
Charge to jury - Direction as to existence of conspiracy - Whether
finding of fact - Whether trial judge entitled to chare jury as to
existence in law of conspiracy - Appeal dismissed (82/2003 Supreme Court - 5/5/2005) [2005] IESC 29
People (DPP) v O'Brien
Trial
Publicity - Warning of trial judge - Whether accused received fair
trial - Whether publicity adverse - Whether warnings and
directions of trial judge adequate - The People (Director of Public
Prosecutions) v Nevin [2003] 3 I.R. 321 considered - Ground
dismissed (59 & 65/2004 - Court of Criminal Appeal - 24/2/2005)
[2005] IECCA 24
People (DPP) v Laide & Ryan
Trial
Witness - Withdrawal of witness due to acquaintanceship with
juror - Whether defendant entitled to cross-examine prosecution
witness withdrawn due to acquaintanceship with juror - Appeal
dismissed (82/2003 - Supreme Court - 5/5/2005) [2005] IESC 29
People (DPP) v O'Brien
Article
Barrett, Max
Shadow of a gunman
2005 (June) GLSI
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Hickey, Jack
Sentencing policy and a guilty plea in sexual offence cases
10(4) 2005 BR 115
Library Acquisitions
Cobley, Cathy
Sex offenders: law, policy and practice
2nd ed
Bristol: Jordan Publishing Limited, 2005
M544
Walsh, Dermot
Department of Justice, Equality and Law Reform
Juvenile justice
Dublin: Thomson Round Hall, 2005
M507.Q12

ELECTIONS AND REFERENDA
Procedure
Candidates - Non-party candidates - Nomination procedure Whether requirement for non-party candidate to furnish 30
qualified assentors to nomination unconstitutional - Whether
nomination procedure discriminates unreasonably between party
and non-party candidates - Description of persons and parties on
ballot papers - Whether non-party candidate entitled to be
described as "Independent" on ballot paper - King v Minister for
the Environment (Unreported, High Court, Kearns J, 19/12/2003)
followed - Electoral Act 1992 (No 23), ss 46(4)(4A), 46(5) and
52(1)(a) - Electoral (Amendment) Act 2002 (No 23) - Constitution
of Ireland 1937 - Declarations refused - (2002/234JR - Carney J 23/2/2005) [2005] IEHC 44
Riordan v Ireland

Statutory Instruments

law 28th May 2005
Dublin: Thomson Round Hall, 2005
N192.C5
Statutory Instruments
Employment regulation order (agricultural workers joint labour
committee)
2005
SI 375/2005
Employment regulation order (hairdressing (for the area known
until 1st
January 2002 as Cork county borough and thereafter known as
Cork city) joint labour committee) 2005
SI 377/2005
Employment regulation order (hairdressing joint labour
committee) 2005
SI 376/2005

Article
Criminal evidence act 1992 (section 13) (commencement) (no. 2)
order 2005
SI 296/2005
Criminal justice (legal aid) (amendment) regulations 2005
SI 389/2005
European arrest warrants act 2003 (designated member states)
(no.2) order
2005
SI 240/2005
Rules of the superior courts (criminal justice act 1999) 2005
SI 295/2005
DEFAMATION
Article
Leonard, Patrick
Independent News and Media v. Ireland. The judgment of the
European Court of Human Rights
10(4) 2005 BR 117
EDUCATION

Rules of the superior courts (proceedings under the employment
equality acts 1998 and 2004) 2005
SI 293/2005

Dockery, Liam
Postal voting - is it safe?
10(4) 2005 BR 135
ELECTRICITY

Safety, health and welfare at work act 2005 (commencement)
order 2005
SI 328/2005

Statutory Instrument

EQUALITY

Electricity regulation act 1999 (public service obligations)
(amendment) (no. 2) order 2005
SI 511/2005

EMPLOYMENT
Contract for service
Contract of service - Merchandiser - Independent contractor Test to be applied in determining whether contract of service or
contract for service - Whether decision of Circuit Court Judge
reasonable - Insp. of Taxes v Hummingbird [1982] ILRM 421 and
Ready Mixed Concrete (South East) Ltd. v Minister of Pensions and
National Insurance [1968] 2 QB 497 applied - Decision of Circuit
Court Judge affirmed (2003/959R - Carroll J - 7/12/2004) [2004]
IEHC 375
Lynch v Neville Brothers Limited

Library Acquisition
Colker, Ruth
Law of disability discrimination
4th ed
Cincinatti: Anderson Publishing Co., 2003
M208.5.U48
Statutory Instrument
Disability act 2005 (commencement) order 2005
SI 474/2005
EQUITY & TRUSTS
Library Acquisition

Articles
Ryan, Inga
Continuing professional development
10(4) 2005 BR 110
Smith, Murray
Mulvey v McDonagh and bullying at school
10(3) 2005 BR 106
Library Acquisition
Second Virginia education law conference: critical issues in
education law and policy: April 15-17, 2004 workshop
presentation summaries
Charlottesville: Matthew Bender & Company, Inc., 2004
N184.U48
Statutory Instruments
County Dublin vocational education committee (membership)
order 2004
SI 260/2005
Education and science (delegation of ministerial functions) order,
2004
SI 94/2004
Statute j of University College Cork - National University of
Ireland, or Stat. j. of U.C.C.
SI 281/2005

Disciplinary procedures
Fair procedures - Legal representation - Allegation of breaches of
prison officers' rules - Applicant denied right to legal
representation at hearing - Potential for imposition of serious
sanctions - Whether necessary to allow legal representation Garvey v Minister for Justice, Equality and Law Reform
(Unreported, High Court, Ó Caoimh J, 5/12/2003) followed Prison (Disciplinary Code for Officers) Rules 1996 (SI 289/1996) Decision quashed (2003/586JR - Butler J - 16/3/2005) [2005]
IEHC 76
Burns v Governor of Castlerea Prison
Termination
Terms - Implied terms - Whether implied term that plaintiff's
employment would not be terminated as long as franchise
agreement subsisted - Whether termination unlawful - Breach of
contract - Sweeney v Duggan [1997] 2 I.L.R.M. 221 applied Termination of employment held not to be unlawful (1993/859P Clarke J - 28/1/2005) [2005] IEHC 16
Vavasour v O'Reilly
Library Acquisitions
Kerr, Anthony
Employment equality legislation
2nd ed
Dublin: Thomson Round Hall, 2005
N191.2.C5
O'Mara, Ciaran
What is the law? Termination, redundancy and grievance
procedures: a guide to implementing the legislation
Dublin: Thomson Round Hall, 2005
N192.2.C5
Papers from the Thomson Round Hall conference on employment
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Martin, Jill E.
Hanbury & Martin: modern equity
17th ed
London: Sweet & Maxwell Ltd, 2005
N200
EUROPEAN LAW
Articles
Dowling Hussey, Arran
Recent developments in the regulation of EU securities markets
2005 ILT 170
Healy Rae, Rosemary
Judicial review and the transposition of EU directives
10(4) BR 131
Keane, Paul
Contract law: an opportunity for reform
2005 (July) GLSI 20
Reilly, Nathan
The unfair commercial practices directive and the average
consumer
2005 CLP 125
Library Acquisitions
Blanpain, Roger
European labour law
9th ed
The Hague: Kluwer Law International, 2003
W131.5
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Foster, Nigel G.
Blackstone's statutes: EC legislation 2005-2006
16th ed
Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2005
W4
Hervey, Tamara
Health law and the European Union
Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2004
N185.E95
McDonald, Marc
European Community tourism law and policy
Dublin: Blackhall Publishing, 2003
W136
Statutory Instrument
European arrest warrants act 2003 (designated member states)
(no.2) order
2005
SI 240/2005
EVIDENCE
Evidence
Admissibility - Inculpatory statement by defendant - Request for
access to solicitor - Denial of access to solicitor - Deliberate and
conscious breach of constitutional right - Subsequent grant of
access to solicitor - Causative link between breach of
constitutional right of access and making of inculpatory
statement - Whether denial of access to solicitor rendered
subsequent inculpatory statement inadmissible - Whether breach
of right of access to solicitor rendered detention unlawful - The
People (Director of Public Prosecutions) v Healy [1990] 2 I.R. 73;
The People (Director of Public Prosecutions) v Kenny [1990] 2 I.R.
110; The People (Director of Public Prosecutions) v Finnegan
(Unreported, Court of Criminal Appeal, 15/7/1997) and The People
(Director of Public Prosecutions) v Buck [2002] 2 I.R. approved Criminal Justice Act 1984 (No 22), s 4 - Appeal dismissed
(82/2003 - Supreme Court - 5/5/2005) [2005] IESC 29
People (DPP) v O'Brien
Evidence
Statements - Co-accused implicated by statements - Editing of
statements - Attempts to hide identity of co-accused - Whether
statements should have been edited - Whether jury identified
accused from edited statements - Whether general warning of
trial judge concerning statements sufficient - Whether specific
warning in relation to editing required - Appeal granted, retrial
ordered (59 & 65/2004 - Court of Criminal Appeal - 24/2/2005)
[2005] IECCA 24
People (DPP) v Laide
Evidence
Witness contained in book of evidence - Witness called by
prosecution in first trial - Application at retrial not to call witness
- Whether trial judge erred in law in acceding to application Reg v Oliva [1965] 1 W.L.R. 1028 followed - People (DPP) v Casey
[2004] IECCA 49 (Unreported, Court of Criminal Appeal,
14/12/2004) distinguished - Appeal allowed (13/2005 - Court of
Criminal appeal - 12/5/2005) [2005] IECCA 70
People (DPP) v Lacy and Ryan
Library Acquisition
Malek, Hodge M.
Phipson on evidence
16th ed
London: Sweet & Maxwell, 2005
M600
Statutory Instrument
Criminal evidence act 1992 (section 13) (commencement) (no. 2)
order 2005
SI 296/2005
EXTRADITION
Extradition
Delay - Expeditious execution of extradition warrant - Whether
delay in execution of extradition warrants has effect of

minimising respondent's opportunity to properly defend himself Whether delay in extraditing applicant amounts to breach of
constitutional right to fair procedures - Whether prisoner in
detention causes delay in his own extradition - Extradition Act
1965 (No 17), ss 43(1)(b) and 47 - Harte v Fanning [1988] I.L.R.M.
70 applied - Order for extradition granted (2003/112EXT - Peart J 11/12/03) [2004] IEHC 77
Attorney General v K (D)
Extradition
European arrest warrant - Surrender to issuing state - Obligation
on issuing authority to provide undertakings - Whether
undertakings received amounted to undertakings from judicial
authority - Whether personal undertaking of judge required Whether strength of case against respondent relevant - Whether
proceedings brought in wrong name - European Arrest Warrant Act
2003 (Designated Member States) Order 2004 (SI 4/2004) European Arrest Warrant Act 2003 (No 45), ss 16, 22, 24 and 37 Extradition order granted (2004/234 - Supreme Court - 16/3/2005)
[2005] IESC 13
Minister for Justice, Equality and Law Reform v Dundon
Extradition
Exceptional circumstances - Lapse of time - Sexual offences
committed between 1980 and 1997 - Whether lapse of time
exceptional - Whether question of blameworthiness relevant Whether plaintiff's ill health an exceptional circumstance Whether unjust, oppressive or invidious to extradite plaintiff by
reason of lapse of time and other exceptional circumstances Armstrong v Conroy (Unreported, Supreme Court, 11/2/2004)
applied - Extradition Act 1965 (No 17), s 50(2)(bbb) - Appeal
dismissed, extradition ordered (348/2004 - Supreme Court 21/4/2005) [2005] IESC 22
Carne v O'Toole
Statutory Instrument
Extradition act 1965 (application of part II) (amendment) order
2005
SI 374/2005
FAMILY LAW
Child abduction
Hague Convention - Habitual residence - Question of fact Defence - Grave risk - Medical situation of child - Impossibility of
mother returning - Psychological harm to child if separated from
mother - Factors to be considered - Whether return would expose
child to harm - Hague Convention on Child Abduction, article 13(b)
- Application refused (2004/20HLC - Finlay Geoghegan J 16/12/2004) ['2004] IEHC 418
N (C) v K (P)
Child abduction
Hague Convention - Wrongful removal - Rights of custody - Fact of
marriage in dispute - Evidence of marriage - No marriage
certificate - Cohabitation and reputation of marriage - Whether
presumption of marriage applied - Whether plaintiff discharged
onus of satisfying court of marriage - Application refused
(2004/12HLC - Finlay Geoghegan J - 15/12/2004) [2004] IEHC 419
O (A) v O (M)
Article
Horgan, Rosemary
Let's work together
2005 (June) GLSI 24

Statutory Instruments
Black Scabbardfish (fisheries management and conservation) (no.
5) regulations 2005
SI 263/2005
Black scabbardfish (fisheries management and conservation) (no.
6) regulations 2005
SI 299/2005
Blue Ling (fisheries management and conservation) (no. 2)
regulations 2005
SI 264/2005
Blue ling (fisheries management and conservation) (no. 3)
regulations 2005
SI 300/2005
Celtic sea herring (fisheries management and conservation)
regulations
2005
SI 46/2005
Cod (fisheries management and conservation) (no. 5) regulations
2005
SI 265/2005
Cod (fisheries management and conservation) (no. 6) regulations
2005
SI 301/2005
Common sole (fisheries management and conservation) (no. 3)
regulations 2005
SI 313/2005
Haddock (fisheries management and conservation) (no. 11)
regulations 2005
SI 266/2005
Haddock (fisheries management and conservation) (no. 12)
regulations 2005
SI 267/2005
Haddock (fisheries management and conservation) (no. 13)
regulations 2005
SI 302/2005
Haddock (fisheries management and conservation) (no. 14)
regulations 2005
SI 303/2005
Haddock (fisheries management and conservation) (no. 15)
regulations 2005
SI 304/2005
Hake (fisheries management and conservation) (no. 6) regulations
2005
SI 305/2005
Hake (fisheries management and conservation) (no. 5) regulations
2005
SI 268/2005
Herring (fisheries management and conservation) regulations
2005
SI 133/2005
Inland fisheries (payment in lieu of prosecution) regulations 2005
SI 348/2005

Library Acquisition
National Crime Council
Domestic abuse of women and men in Ireland: report on the
national study of domestic abuse from the National Crime Council
in association with the Economic and Social Research Institute
Dublin: Stationery Office, 2005
ESRI
N175.C5

Ling (fisheries management and conservation) regulations 2005
SI 306/2005
Mackerel (fisheries management and conservation) (no. 2)
regulations 2005
SI 262/2005
Monkfish order 2005
SI 241/2005

FISHERIES
Library Acquisition

Monkfish (fisheries management and conservation) (no. 9)
regulations 2005
SI 269/2005

Comerford, Henry
Consolidated fisheries legislation 1959-2003
Dublin: Thomson Round Hall Ltd, 2005
N338.C5.Z14

Monkfish (fisheries management and conservation) (no. 10)
regulations 2005
SI 270/2005
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Monkfish licensing regulations 2005
SI 239/2005

Health (charges for in-patient services) regulations 2005
SI 276/2005

Monkfish (fisheries management and conservation) (no. 11)
regulations 2005
SI 307/2005

Health insurance (amendment) act 2001 (commencement) order
2005
SI 322/2005

Monkfish (fisheries management and conservation) (no. 12)
regulations 2005
SI 308/2005

Health insurance act, 1994 (minimum benefit) (amendment)
regulations 2005
SI 333/2005

Norway lobster (fisheries management and conservation)
regulations 2005
SI 309/2005

Health insurance act, 2001 (open enrolment) regulations, 2005
SI 332/2005

Orange roughy (fisheries management and conservation) (no. 4)
regulations
2005
SI 271/2005

Health insurance act, 1994 (registration) (amendment)
regulations, 2005
SI 335/2005

Orange roughy (fisheries management and conservation) (no. 5)
regulations
2005
SI 272/2005
Orange roughy (fisheries management and conservation) (no. 6)
regulations
2005
SI 310/2005
Orange roughy (fisheries management and conservation) (no. 7)
regulations
2005
SI 311/2005
Pollack (fisheries management and conservation) regulations 2005
SI 312/2005
Sea fisheries (tuna and certain other species fishing) regulations
2005
REG 1239/1998, REG 27/2005
SI 353/2005
GARDA SIOCHÁINA
Compensation
Amount to which applicant entitled - Future loss of earning
capacity - Garda Síoch†na Compensation Acts 1941 to 1945 Reddy v Bates [1983] I.R. 141 applied - _85,000 awarded as
general damages for pain and suffering (2004/169SP McMenamin J - 29/11/2004) [2004] IEHC 365
O'Sullivan v Minister for Finance
Library Acquisition
Morris, The Honourable Mr Justice, Frederick
Report of the tribunal of inquiry set up pursuant to the tribunal
of inquiry (evidence) acts 1921-2002 into certain garda° in the
Donegal division
Dublin: Government of Ireland, 2005
N398.1.C5
Statutory Instrument
Garda Siochana act 2005 (commencement) order 2005
SI 370/2005
HEALTH
Library Acquisition
Hervey, Tamara
Health law and the European Union
Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2004
N185.E95
Statutory Instruments
Health and children (delegation of ministerial functions) order
2005
SI 277/2005

HOUSING
Library Acquisition
Affordable homes partnership (establishment) order, 2005
SI 383/2005
HUMAN RIGHTS
Article
Leonard, Patrick
Independent News and Media v. Ireland. The judgment of the
European Court of Human Rights
10(4) 2005 BR 117
Library Acquisition
Gomien, Donna
Council of Europe
Short guide to the European convention on human rights
3rd ed
Strasbourg: Council of Europe Publishing, 2005
C200
IMMIGRATION
Asylum
Refusal of consent to allow re-application for refugee status Standard to be applied by authorised officer - Health status of
applicant - Geneva Convention as statutory interpretation aid Whether arguable case - Whether standard of review higher than
test in O'Keeffe v An Bord Pleanála [1993] 1 I.R. 39 - Whether
new claim sufficiently different - Whether HIV sufferer member
of particular social group - Whether entitlement to refugee status
on health grounds - Refugee Act 1996 (No 17), s 17(7) - Leave
granted (2003/369JR - Clarke J - 21/12/2004) [2004] IEHC 398
S (EM) v Minister for Justice, Equality and Law Reform
Deportation
Application for asylum withdrawn - Application for residency
based on Irish born child- Legitimate expectation - Whether
entitlement to remain in State while application for residency
being considered -European Convention on Human Rights Act
2003 - Leave refused (2004/444JR - Peart J - 30/11/2004) [2004]
IEHC 377
S (A) v Minister for Justice, Equality and Law Reform
Deportation
Constitutional right of access to court - Notification of proposed
deportation order - Right to bring judicial review proceedings Adebayo v Commissioner of An Garda Síoch†na [2004] IEHC 359
(Unreported, High Court, Peart J, 27/10/2004) distinguished Botusha v Minister for Justice (Unreported, High Court, Peart J,
29/10/ 2003) considered - Illegal Immigrants (Trafficking) Act
2000 (No 29), s 5 - Time for bringing application extended,
application for leave to apply for judicial review granted,
injunction refused (2003/255JR - Peart J - 10/2/2005) [2005]
IEHC 37
Okenla v Minister for Justice, Equality and Law Reform
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Deportation
Order -Whether order must specify country to which person is to
be deported - Whether ultra vires - Whether applicants deprived
of fair procedures - Internal relocation - Whether risk of torture
considered - Whether refoulment applies - Immigration Act 1999
(Deportation) Regulations 2002 (SI 103/2002) - Immigration Act
1999 (No 22), s 7 - Relief refused (2003/915JR - Butler J 2/12/2004) [2004] IEHC 371
S (C) v Minister for Justice, Equality and Law Reform
Deportation
Refusal to revoke deportation order - Constitutional justice - Risk
of suicide - Whether necessary to consider medical reports where
risk of suicide alleged if applicant deported - Whether refusal to
revoke deportation order made in compliance with constitutional
justice - Whether decision to refuse to revoke deportation made
in absence of consideration of medical report compatible with
principal of constitutional justice - Illegal Immigrants (Trafficking)
Act 2000 (No 29), s 5 - Certiorari granted (2002/396JR - Gilligan
J - 30/7/2005) [2004] IEHC 426
O (O) v Minister for Justice, Equality and Law Reform
Deportation
Revocation of deportation order - Family unit - Inflexible policy Constitutional rights of citizen family members - Choice of
residence of married couples - Whether applications considered
individually - Whether decision was lawful and proportionate A.O. and D.L. v Minister for Justice [2003] 1 I.R. 1 and R
(Mahmood) v Secretary of State for the Home Department [2001]
1 W.L.R. 840 considered - Whether constitutional rights of
dependant citizen taken into account - Immigration Act 1999, s
3(11) - Certiorari granted to first applicant and refused to second
- (2003/ 556JR & 2003/557JR - Quirke J - 21/12/2004) [2004]
IEHC 399
C (S) and C (T) v Minister for Justice, Equality and Law Reform
Judicial Review
Application for leave - Deportation order - Standard of judicial
scrutiny in cases where constitutional rights at stake - Whether
interlocutory order should be made - Whether test similar to
interlocutory injunction - O'Keeffe v An Bord Pleanála [1993] 1
I.R. 39 considered - Illegal Immigrants (Trafficking) Act 2000 (No
29) - Leave granted (2004/336JR - Clarke J - 3/12/2004) [2004]
IEHC 394
Gashi v Minister for Justice, Equality and Law Reform
Judicial Review
Extension of time - Amendment of grounds - Asylum -Whether
amendments subject to statutory time limits - Whether change of
counsel good and sufficient reason - Ní Éili v Environmental
Protection Agency [1997] 2 I.L.R.M. 458 followed - Illegal
Immigrants (Trafficking) Act 2000 (No 29), s 5(2) - Rules of the
Superior Courts 1986 (SI 15/1986), O. 84 - Appeal dismissed;
leave to amend refused (376/2003 - Supreme Court - 3/5/2005)
[2005] IESC 27
S (M) v Minister for Justice, Equality and Law Reform
Judicial Review
Leave to appeal to Supreme Court - Deportation order - Parent of
Irish born child - Whether decision challenged involved point of
law of exceptional public importance - Whether desirable in
public interest that appeal be taken - Illegal Immigrants
(Trafficking) Act 2000 (No 29), s 5(3)(a) - Application refused
(2003/795JR - Laffoy J - 16/3/2005) [2005] IEHC 75
Gritto v Minister for Justice, Equality and Law Reform
Transfer order
Asylum - Unaccompanied minor - Proper state for processing
asylum - Whether immediate risk to welfare of applicant by
transfer to third country - Six month period - Whether period
commences on date of request - Executive discretion - Whether
Minister unlawfully fettered his discretion - Whether Minister
failed to address material factors in reaching decision - Real risk
test - Whether European Union members states should be deemed
safe countries - Refugee Act 1996 (Section 22) Order 2003 (SI
423/2003) - Council Regulation EC 343/2003 - Applicant granted
leave to challenge respondent's decision (2004/1067JR - Clarke J
- 10/12/2004) [2004] IEHC 379
X (LS) v Refuge Applications Commissioner
Library Acquisition
Phelan, Margaret
Immigration law handbook
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4th ed
Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2005
C199

Galvin v Dennehy and the Motor Insurers' Bureau of Ireland

Statutory Instrument
Immigration act 2004 (visas) order 2005
SI 363/2005

Health insurance act, 1994 (minimum benefit) (amendment)
regulations 2005
SI 333/2005

INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY
Library Acquisition
Mays, Antje
Federal, state, local and international laws on the Internet: a legal
research guide
2nd ed
New York: William S. Hein & Co., Inc., 2003
L155.U48
INJUNCTION
Interlocutory injunction
Interim interlocutory relief - Prohibitory injunction - Appropriate
test - Balance of convenience - Special factors - Constitutional
law - Right to life - Right to bodily integrity - Right to free
speech - Freedom of the press - Whether publication to be
restrained where risk to life - Burden of proof - Constitution of
Ireland 1937, Article 40 - European Convention on Human Rights
and Fundamental Freedoms, article 10 - Bonnard v Perryman
[1891] 2 Ch. 269; Sinclair v Gogarty [1937] I.R. 377, Fraser v Evans
[1969] 1 Q.B. 349 and Herbage Pressdram Ltd. [1984] 2 All E.R.
769and SP.U.C. v Grogan (No. 1) [1989] I.R. 765 followed - Relief
refused (2004/19780P - Kelly J 28/1/2005) [2005] IEHC 14
Foley v Sunday Newspapers Ltd.
Mareva
Interlocutory injunction - Material facts - Whether plaintiff made
full and frank disclosure of all material facts - Consequences of
non-disclosure of material facts - Whether real risk of assets
being dissipated or removed from jurisdiction of court In re John
Horgan Livestock Ltd [1995] 2 I.R. 411, Tate Access Floors Inc v
Boswell [1990] 3 All ER 303, Production Association Minsk Tractor
Works v Saenko (Unreported, High Court, McCracken J, 25/2/1998)
and Lloyds Bowmaker Ltd v Britannia Arrow Holdings Ltd [1988] 3
All ER 178 followed - Interim injunction discharged and
interlocutory injunction refused - (2004/7164P - Clarke J 25/2/2005) [2005] IEHC 43
Bambrick v Cobley
INSURANCE
Contract
Breach - Cause of action - Contract of insurance - Defendant
repudiating liability -Prior to obligation arising to third party for
damages and costs - Whether plaintiff's claim premature - Post
Office v Norwich Fire Insurance Society Ltd. [1967] 2 Q.B. 363
considered - Preliminary issue decided in favour of plaintiff that
there was stateable cause of action (2004/19743P - Finlay
Geoghegan J - 18/3/2005) [2005] IEHC 92
Cara Environmental Technology Ltd. v McGovern
Contract
Exclusion clause - Interpretation - Factual matrix - All risks policy
- Contra proferentum rule "Faulty workmanship" - "Error" Contamination and pollution - Whether liability excluded in
respect of losses arising from negligent maintenance - Whether
policies covered ensuing losses - Plaintiff granted relief (41/2003 - Supreme Court - 16/3/2005) [2005] IESC 12
Analog Devices BV v Zurich Insurance Co.
Motor Insurance
Motor Insurers' Bureau - Obligation to notify of property damage
within one year - Damage to property notified to MIBI more than
one year after accident - Whether MIBI obliged to compensate
plaintiff - Accident notified to first defendant's insurer within
time limit and policy only repudiated outside time limit - Whether
sufficient to notify that insurer to claim under the agreement of
1988 - Motor Insurers' Bureau of Ireland Agreement 1988, cl. 3(1)
- Defendant's appeal allowed (2005/113CA - High Court McCracken J - 18/3/2005) [2005] IEHC 90

Statutory Instrument

reasonable - Whether obligation on respondent to review
termination - Whether applicant guilty of delay - Whether
European Convention on Human Rights Act 2003 (No 21) applies
to decision made before it came into force - The State (O'Rourke)
v Kelly [1983] I.R. 58 followed - Housing Act 1966 (No 21), s 62 Application refused (2003/244JR - Smyth J - 18/1/2005) [2005]
IEHC 7
McConnell v Dublin City Council

Health insurance act, 2001 (open enrolment) regulations, 2005
SI 332/2005
Health insurance (amendment) act 2001 (commencement) order
2005
SI 322/2005
INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY

LEGAL AID
Article
Whyte, Gerard
The future of civil legal aid in Ireland
10(4) 2005 BR 111

Library Acquisition

Statutory Instrument

Parker, Nigel
Music business: infrastructure, practice and law
London: Sweet & Maxwell, 2004
N112.5

Criminal justice (legal aid) (amendment) regulations 2005
SI 389/2005

JUDICIAL REVIEW
Certiorari
Grounds of challenge in judicial review - Applicant convicted of
road traffic offences in Circuit Court - Whether applicant using
judicial review process to challenge decision-making process or
decision on its merits - State (Abenglen) v Dublin Corporation
[1984] I.R. 381 followed - Application dismissed (280/2002 Supreme Court - 27/4/2005) [2005] IESC 25
Murray v Judge Linnane
Leave
Extension of time - Delay in applying for leave to apply for
judicial review - Judicial policy for delay in criminal cases Application to trial judge - Whether confusion in judicial policy
good and sufficient reason for delay in applying for judicial
review - Time extended (2003/370JR - Quirke J - 18/01/2005)
[2005] IEHC 6
O'S (C) v DPP
Procedure
Extension of time - Delay - Application for leave not made within
statutory time limit - Whether good and sufficient reason to
extend time - Discretion of court to extend time - Application for
security for costs in respect of appeal - Planning and
Development Act 2000 (No 30), s 50 - Dekra v Minister for
Environment (Unreported, Supreme Court, 4/4/2004) applied Application to extend time refused (2004/1154JR - High Court Macken J - 13/04/2005) [2004] IEHC 156
Openneer v Donegal County Council

LEGAL HISTORY
Library Acquisition
Brand, Paul
Adventures of the law: proceedings of the sixteenth British legal
history conference, Dublin, 2003
Dublin: Four Courts Press, 2005
Costello, Kevin
Osborough, W N
L403
LEGAL PROFESSION
Articles
Conroy, Brian
Lords and masters?
2005 (July) GLSI 10
Gardiner, Frances
Access to Justice - how barristers can help
10(3) 2005 BR 74
O'Boyle, Conal
There's something about Mary
2005 (July) GLSI 16
Rogerson, Paul
Scotch on the rocks
2005 (July) GLSI 24

Article
LICENSING
Healy Rae, Rosemary
Judicial review and the transposition of EU directives
10(4) BR 131
LAND
Easement
Restrictive covenant - Right of access - Access to property via
opening in median strip of main road - Agreement not to close
opening - Whether sufficiently certain to be enforced - Whether
necessary for plaintiff's enjoyment of property - Whether
inconsistent with opening being a public right of way - Whether
successor in title could enforce agreement - Road Traffic Act
1994 (No 7), s 38 - Claim dismissed (1989/174P - Peart J 16/3/2005) [2005] IEHC 93
Frank Towey Ltd. v South Dublin County Council

Article
Cassidy, Constance
Eat, drink and be merry?
2005 (June) GLSI 8
MEDIATION
Article
Stewart, Ercus & Moore, Anthony
Mediation in Ireland - an improving environment
2005 CLP 115
MEDICAL LAW

LANDLORD AND TENANT
Library Acquisitions
Possession
Local authority - Housing - Anti-social behaviour - Termination of
tenancy - Fair procedures - Whether eviction proportionate and
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Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2004
M608
Gueret, Maurice
Irish medical directory 2005-2006: the directory of Irish
healthcare
2005-2006 ed
Dublin: Irish Medical Directory, 2005
M608.0022.C5
MUSIC & ENTERTAINMENT

Library Acquisitions
Foster, Charles
Tripping and slipping cases: a practitioner's guide
4th ed
London: Sweet & Maxwell, 2005
N38.1
Markesinis, Basil
Compensation for personal injury in English, German and Italian
law - a comparative outline
Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2005
N38.Z9.008
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Statutory Instruments

Parker, Nigel
Music business: infrastructure, practice and law
London: Sweet & Maxwell, 2004
N112.5

Circuit court rules (funds in court) 2005
SI 525/2005
Circuit court rules (personal injuries) 2005
SI 526/2005

NEGLIGENCE
Liability
Contributory negligence - Work accident - Duty of care - Plaintiff
fell from scaffolding erected by defendant company - Whether
defendant owed duty of care to plaintiff - Whether plaintiff guilty
of contributory negligence - Whether plaintiff's duty to ensure
safe place of work supplants duty of care owed by defendant Relationship between plaintiff and third party - Whether
employment or co-subcontractors - Whether third party owing
duty of care to plaintiff - Third party found not liable -Plaintiff
held to bear 20% of responsibility for accident - Damages of
€62,989.49 awarded against defendant (1994/1651P - Peart J 30/11/2004) [2004] IEHC 369
Marsella v J & P Construction Limited
Articles
Canny, Martin
Asbestos litigation in the aftermath of Fletcher: the minimum
actionable damage for a claim in negligence
10(4) 2005 BR 138
Smith, Murray
Mulvey v McDonagh and bullying at school
10(3) 2005 BR 106
Library Acquisition
Buckley: the law of negligence
4th ed
London: LexisNexis Butterworths: 2005
N33.3
PENSIONS
Library Acquisition
Costello, John
Law and finance in retirement
2nd ed
Dublin: Blackhall Publishing, 2002
N300.Q16.C5
PERSONAL INJURIES
Damages
Personal injuries - Duty of care - Contributory negligence General damages - Special damages - Damages of €41,600
awarded (2002/15091P - Peart J - 16/2/2005) [2005] IEHC 34
Quinn v Duffy
Article
Canny, Martin
Asbestos litigation in the aftermath of Fletcher: the minimum
actionable damage for a claim in negligence
10(4) 2005 BR 138

PLANNING AND
ENVIRONMENTAL LAW
Appeal
Certificate for leave to appeal to Supreme Court - Whether
decision involves point of law of exceptional public importance
and is desirable in public interest that appeal should be taken to
Supreme Court - Whether on application for leave to apply for
judicial review of planning decision court has jurisdiction to make
findings of fact in relation to matters put forward by applicant or
whether jurisdiction of court confined to assessing, on basis of
facts as put forward by applicant, whether grounds advanced for
impugning decision are substantial - Raiu v Refugee Appeals
Tribunal (Unreported, High Court, Finlay Geoghegan J., 26/2/2003)
applied - Application refused (2001/808JR - Ó Caoimh J 23/5/2003) [2004] IEHC 307
Begley v An Bord Pleanála

authority and An Bord Plean†la - Non-compliance with
conditions - Unauthorised use - Interpretation of conditions Planning and Development Act 2000 (No 30), s160 - Application
refused (2003/38MCA - Quirke J - 10/3/2005) [2005] IEHC 82
Dublin City Council v Liffey Beat Ltd.
Judicial Review
Remedies - Adequacy of alternative remedy - Applicant appealed
the decision to grant planning permission to An Bord Plean†la Test for determining whether judicial review or appeal to An Bord
Plean†la is more appropriate - Whether court in application for
leave to apply for judicial review should take into consideration
adequacy of alternative remedy - Appeal to An Bord Plean†la
preferable remedy (2004/842JR - Kelly J. - 3/12/2004) [2004]
IEHC 373
Kinsella v Dundalk Town Council
Permission
Refusal to extend duration of permission - Factors to be
considered - Statutory interpretation - Whether compliance with
permission could be considered - Whether respondent had
residual discretion - Whether respondent's decision ultra vires Whether respondent misconstrued statutory function - Re Thomas
Crowley [1964] I.R. 106 followed - Planning and Development Act
2000 (No 30), s 42 - Refusal ultra vires (2004/922JR - Finnegan P
- 21/12/2004) [2004] IEHC 396
McDowell v Roscommon County Council
Permission
Request for further information - Requirement to publish notice
of receipt of significant additional data - Whether further
information submitted contained significant additional data Whether decision that significant additional data submitted is
matter of planning expertise to be decided upon by planning
authority - White v Dublin City Council [2004] 1 I.R. 545
considered - Leave refused
(2004/842JR - Kelly J - 3/12/2004) [2004] IEHC 373
Kinsella v Dundalk Town Council
Statutory Instruments

Compulsory purchase order
Road improvement scheme - Whether applicant denied proper
access to land by road improvement scheme - Whether lack of
access to land would defeat zoning objective - Whether within
competence of An Bord Plean†la to decide whether Act breached
- Environmental impact statement - Whether environmental
impact statement should consider impact on potential future
development - Whether An Bord Pleanála obliged to identify,
describe and assess environmental impacts of scheme on human
beings, flora, fauna, soil water, air climate, landscape, material
assets and cultural heritage - Planning and Development Act
2000 (No 30) s 15(1) - Council Directive 97/11/EC, art 5 Application for leave to apply for judicial review refused
(2004/54JR - O'Neill J - 18/2/2005) [2005] IEHC 39
O'Mahony v An Bord Pleanála

Appointment of special adviser (minister for the environment,
heritage and local government) order 2005
SI 345/2005

Development
Building regulations - Disabled persons - Substantial work Commencement date of regulations - Whether substantial work
had been completed - Whether completion referred to whole
development or individual dwellings - Whether uncompleted
dwellings had to comply with regulations - Whether regulations
with penal consequences construed strictly - Building Control Act
1990 (No 3) - Building Regulations (Amendment) Regulations
2000 (SI 179/2000), reg 4(2)(a)(i) - Regulations applied to
uncompleted dwellings (2004/18985P- Kelly J - 17/12/2004)
[2004] IEHC 397
The Adroit Company v Minister for the Environment

English, Jack
Police law
9th ed
Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2005
M615

Environmental impact statement
Environmental impact assessment - Competent authority Environmental pollution - Transposition of Environmental Impact
Assessment Directive 85/337/EEC, as amended by 97/1/EC, into
Irish law - Role of An Bord Plean†la and Environmental Protection
Agency in environmental impact assessment process Environmental Protection Agency Act 1992 (No 7) s 98 Application dismissed (2003/274JR - Smyth J - 30/11/2004)
[2004] IEHC 368
Martin v An Bord Pleanála
Injunction
Planning permission - Change of use - Jurisdiction of court to
consider planning permissions - Exclusive jurisdiction of planning
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Planning and development regulations 2005
SI 364/2005
Waste management (electrical and electronic equipment)
regulations 2005
SI 290/2005
POLICE
Library Acquisition

PRACTICE AND PROCEDURE
Costs
Public law challenge - Costs follow event - Losing party having
no private interest in proceedings - No issues decided in favour of
plaintiff - Plaintiff awarded costs (2004/18593P - Laffoy J 18/3/2005) [2005] IEHC 79
Dunne v Minister for Environment, Heritage and Local Government
Delay
Medical negligence - Want of prosecution - Inordinate and
inexcusable delay -Death of witness - Whether delay in
prosecuting case inordinate and inexcusable - In deciding delay
cases whether particular weight should be attached to death of
key witness - Anglo Irish Beef Processors Ltd. v Montgomery
[2002] 3 I.R. 510 applied - Application refused (1994/2823P Abbott J - 7/3/2003) [2004] IEHC 429
McCarthy v South Infirmary Victoria Hospital Ltd.
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Discovery
Failure to comply with order for discovery - Cross-examination on
affidavit of discovery - Application to strike out defence and
counterclaim - Mercantile Credit Corporation of Ireland Limited v
Heelan [1998] 1 I.R. 81 followed - Further and better discovery
ordered (2004/19205P - Kelly J - 13/4/2005) [2005] IEHC 111
Geaney v Elan Corporation plc
Judicial Review
Locus standi - Transposition of Environmental Impact Assessment
Directive 85/337/EEC, as amended by 97/1/EC, into Irish law Whether point of law arising from Directives of European
Community can be raised in judicial review proceedings Application dismissed (2003/274JR - Smyth J - 30/11/2004)
[2004] IEHC 368
Martin v An Bord Pleanala
Pleadings
Proceeds of crime - Cause of action - Particulars - Whether
proceedings disclose cause of action - Whether relationship
between property alleged to be proceeds of crime and particular
crime or crimes had to be shown - McK v F (Unreported, High
Court, Finnegan P, 24/2/2003) approved - Proceeds of Crime Act
1996 (No 30), s 3 - Defendants' appeal dismissed (206/2003 Supreme Court - 23/2/2005) [2005] IESC 6
F McK v AF
Trial
Personal injury - Uncertain prognosis - Circumstances in which
court can defer hearing of action - Right to trial within
reasonable time - Whether trial should be deferred where medical
prognosis uncertain - European Convention on Human Rights Act
2003 (No 20) - Hearing of action deferred for 2 years
(2001/7584P - Finnegan P - 1/12/2004) [2004] IEHC 370
Smyth (an infant) v Ward
Tribunal
Hepatitis C compensation tribunal - Appeal - Compensation Whether respondent entitled to cross-examine claimant on appeal
- Rules of the Superior Courts (No. 7) (Appeals from Hepatitis C
Compensation Tribunal) (SI No 392 of 1998) - Hepatitis C
Compensation Tribunal Act 1997 (No 34) - Leave to crossexamine granted - (2004/HP16CT - O'Neill J - 2/3/2005) [2005]
IEHC 58
S (D) v Minister for Health and Children
Tribunal
Hepatitis C compensation tribunal - Compensation - Preliminary
issue - Fair procedures - Res judicata - Whether judgment of
High Court on cause of death in related proceedings rendered
issue res judicata for purposes of compensation tribunal Whether question of whether issue of cause of death res judicata
within statutory competence of tribunal - Appropriate jurisdiction
- Whether judicial review more appropriate jurisdiction for
litigation of dispute raised - Hepatitis C Compensation Tribunal
Act 1997 (No 34), s 5(15) - Appeal dismissed - (2005/33CT O'Neill J - 2/3/2005) [2005] IEHC 57
B (P) v Hepatitis C and HIV Compensation Tribunal
Library Acquisitions
Anderson, Mark
Execution of documents: a practical guide
London: The Law Society, 2005
Warner, Victor
N72.1
Blake, Susan
A practical approach to effective litigation
6th ed
Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2005
N350.Z71
Federal rules of civil procedure: as amended to May 13, 2005
2005-2006 educational ed
US: Thomson West, 2005
N350.U48
Statutory Instruments
Circuit court rules (funds in court) 2005
SI 525/2005
Circuit court rules (personal injuries) 2005
SI 526/2005

Civil liability and courts act 2004 (bodies prescribed under section
15)
(No. 2) order 2005
SI 336/2005
Civil liability and courts act 2004 (matters prescribed under section
40) order 2005
SI 339/2005
Civil liability and courts act 2004 (section 40(3)) regulations 2005
SI 337/2005
Civil liability and courts act 2004 (section 40(4)) order 2005
SI 338/2005
Courts and courts officers act 2002 (register of reserved
judgments)(amendment) regulations 2005
SI 409/2005

PROFESSIONAL NEGLIGENCE
Library Acquisitions
School of Law, Trinity College
Professional negligence claims against solicitors: recent
developments in the law: Conference held in Trinity College on
29th June 2005
Dublin: School of Law Trinity College, 2005
N33.73.C5
Watson, Brian
Litigation liabilities
Isle of Wight: Palladian Law Publishing Ltd, 2002
L95.5
PROPERTY

Rules of the superior courts (criminal justice act 1999) 2005
SI 295/2005
Rules of the superior courts (elections) 2005
SI 294/2005
Rules of the Superior Courts (jurisdiction, recognition,
enforcement and service proceedings) 2005
SI 506/2005
Rules of the superior courts (proceedings under the employment
equality acts 1998 and 2004) 2005
SI 293/2005
Rules of the Superior Courts (proof of liquidator's appointment in
creditors' voluntary winding up) 2004
SI 502/2005

Library Acquisitions
Anderson, Mark
Execution of documents: a practical guide
London: The Law Society, 2005
Warner, Victor
N72.1
Francis, Andrew
Restrictive covenants and freehold land: a practitioner's guide
2nd ed
Bristol: Jordan Publishing Ltd, 2005
N65.6
RECORDS & STATISTICS

PRISONS
Statutory Instruments
Detention
Habeas corpus - Legality of detention - Rights to bodily integrity
and fair procedures - Conditions which would invalidate
otherwise lawful detention - Whether prison service entitled to
view confidential information about prisoner contained in garda
file - Prisoner's right to access such information - Security risks Public interest - Constitution of Ireland 1937, Article 40.4.2¯ Application refused - (2005/125SS - O'Neill J - 3/3/2005) [2005]
IEHC 64
Byrne v Governor of Castlerea Prison

National archives act 1996 (prescriptions of classes of records)
(amendment) order 2005
SI 343/2005
Registration of births act 1996 (commencement) order 1997
SI 45/1997
Registration of births and deaths (Ireland) act, 1863 (section 17
and section 18) (Meath) order, 2005
SI 314/2005

Statutory Instrument
ROAD TRAFFIC
Prisons act 1970 (section 7) order 2005
SI 318/2005
PUBLIC PROCUREMENT
Tender
Competitive tendering - Review of award of contract - Re-tender
- Function of tendering committee - Whether technical breaches
of Directive prejudiced applicant - Whether re-tendering resolved
infirmities - Whether principles of equal treatment and
transparency breached - European Communities (Review of
Procedures for Award of Public Supply, Public Works and Public
Services Contracts) (No. 2) Regulations 1994 (SI 309/1994) Council Directive 92/50/EEC, - SIAC v Mayo County Council (Case
C-19/00) [2001] ECR I-7725 - Reliefs refused (2003/980JR Murphy J - 20/12/2004) [2004] IEHC 415
Advanced Totes Ltd. V Bord na gCon
PROFESSIONS
Solicitors
Professional negligence - Compromise of proceedings - Limitation
of action - Accrual of cause of action - Date of knowledge Computation of time periods - Proceedings not issued within
limitation periods - McGuinness v Armstrong Patents Limited
[1980] I.R. 289 considered - Claim dismissed (2002/13886P Herbert J - 17/2/2005) [2005] IEHC 36
Kirby v Giles J. Kennedy and Co
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Library Acquisition
Noctor, Cathleen & Lyons, Richard
The MIBI agreements and the law
Dublin: First Law, 2005
N294.M6.C5
SALE OF GOODS
Library Acquisition
Atiyah, P S
The sale of goods
11th ed
Harlow: Pearson Education Limited, 2005
N280
SENTENCING
Article
Hickey, Jack
Sentencing policy and a guilty plea in sexual offence cases
10(4) 2005 BR 115
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SHIPPING

Rules of the Superior Courts (solicitors (amendment) act 2002),
2004
SI 701/2004

Library Acquisitions

SPORTS

Branch, Alan E
Dictionary of shipping: international business trade terms and
abbreviations
5th ed
London: Witherbys Publishing, 2005
N332.0023

Library Acquisition
Blackshaw, Ian S
Sports image rights in Europe
The Hague: T M C Asser Press, 2005
N186.6

Gaskell, Nicholas
Bills of lading: law and contracts
London: LLP, 2000
N337.2

Maritime safety act 2005 (fixed payment notices) regulations
2005
SI 390/2005
Merchant shipping (registry, lettering and numbering of fishing
boats) regulations 2005
SI 261/2005
SOCIAL WELFARE
Statutory Instruments
Social welfare and pensions act 2005 (section 7(1))
(commencement) order 2005
SI 230/2005
Social welfare and pensions act 2005 (sections 16, 24, 25 and
26)(commencement) order 2005
SI 182/2005
Social welfare (consolidated payments provisions) (amendment)
(no. 3) (respite care grant) regulations 2005
SI 231/2005
Social welfare (consolidated payments provisions) (amendment)
(no. 2) (homemakers) regulations 2005
SI 186/2005
Social welfare (consolidated payments provisions) (amendment)
(capital assessment and carers) regulations 2005
SI 184/2005
Social welfare (consolidated supplementary welfare allowances)
(amendment)(no. 1) regulations 2005
SI 386/2005
Social welfare (consolidated payments provisions) (amendment)
(no. 1)(treatment benefit) regulations 2005
SI 185/2005
Social welfare (occupational injuries) (prescribed diseases)
(amendment) regulations 2005
SI 183/2005
SOLICITORS
Article
Randall, Sara
Benefit gig
2005 (June) GLSI 18
Library Acquisition

Finance act 2005 (commencement of section 87) order 2005
SI 291/2005
Finance act 2004 (section 26) (commencement of certain
provisions order)
2004
SI 642/2004
Taxes consolidation act 1997 (living over the shop) (qualifying
streets)
(Galway) order 2004
SI 639/2004

TAXATION
Article

Statutory Instruments

chapter 2 of part 2) order 2005
SI 284/2005

Burke, Julie
Increased revenue powers: a warning to advisors
2005 (June) GLSI 26
Library Acquisitions
Brennan, Philip
Tax acts 2005: income tax, corporation tax, capital gains tax
Haywards Heath: Tottel Publishing, 2005
M335.C5.Z14
Butler, Brian
VAT acts 2005
2005 ed
Haywards Heath: Tottel Publishing, 2005
M337.45.C5.Z14
Cassidy, Breen
Law of value added tax: finance act 2005
6th ed
Dublin: Irish Taxation Institute, 2005
M337.45.C5
Feeney, Michael
The taxation of companies 2005
Haywards Heath: Tottel Publishing, 2005
M337.2.C5
Fitzpatrick, Tony
Law of capital acquisitions tax: finance act 2005
7th ed
Dublin: Irish Taxation Institute, 2005
M337.16.C5
Goodman, Aoife
Stamp acts: finance act 2005
6th ed
Dublin: Irish Taxation Institute, 2005
M337.5.C5
Keegan, Brian
Direct tax acts 2005: finance act 2005
8th ed
Dublin: Irish Taxation Institute, 2005
M335.C5
Martyn, Joe
Taxation summary 2005: finance act 2005
29th ed
Dublin: Irish Taxation Institute, 2005
M335.C5

School of Law, Trinity College
Professional negligence claims against solicitors: recent
developments in the law: Conference held in Trinity College on
29th June 2005
Dublin: School of Law Trinity College, 2005
N33.73.C5

Moore, Alan
Taxmagic 2005: how to make your taxes disappear: tax secrets of
the rich and famous
Dublin: Alan Moore, 2005
M335.C5
Smyth, David
Taxing financial transactions 2004
Dublin: Irish Taxation Institute, 2004
M335.C5

Statutory Instrument

Statutory Instruments
Finance act 2005 (commencement of certain provisions of
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Taxes consolidation act 1997 (living over the shop scheme)
(qualifying streets) (Cork) order 2004
SI 637/2004
Taxes consolidation act 1997 (living over the shop scheme)
(qualifying streets) (Dublin) order 2004
SI 638/2004
Taxes consolidation act 1997 (living over the shop) (qualifying
streets)
(Galway) order 2004
SI 639/2004
Taxes consolidation act 1997 (living over the shop scheme)
(qualifying streets) (Limerick) order 2004
SI 641/2004
Taxes consolidation act 1997 (living over the shop scheme)
(qualifying streets) (Waterford) order 2004
SI 640/2004
Taxes consolidation act 1997 (qualifying urban renewal areas)
(Blanchardstown County Dublin) order 2004
SI 605/2004
Taxes consolidation act 1997 (qualifying urban renewal areas)
(Clondalkin County Dublin) order 2004
SI 606/2004
Taxes consolidation act 1997 (qualifying urban renewal areas)
(Clondalkin county Dublin) order 2004
SI 606/2004
Taxes consolidation act 1997 (qualifying urban renewal areas)
(Dun Laoghaire county Dublin) order 2004
SI 607/2004
Taxes consolidation act 1997 (qualifying urban renewal areas)
(Galway City) order 2005
SI 608/2004
Taxes consolidation act 1997 (qualifying urban renewal areas)
(Tuam, County Galway) order 2004
SI 609/2004
Taxes consolidation act 1997 (qualifying urban renewal areas)
(Tralee, County Kerry) order 2004
SI 610/2004
Taxes consolidation act 1997 (qualifying urban renewal areas)
(Athy, County Kildare) order 2004
SI 611/2004
Taxes consolidation act 1997 (qualifying urban renewal areas)
(Kildare Town) order 2004
SI 612/2004
Taxes consolidation act 1997 (qualifying urban renewal areas)
(Kilkenny City) order 2004
SI 613/2004
Taxes consolidation act 1997 (qualifying urban renewal areas)
(Portlaoise, County Laois) order 2004
SI 614/2004
Taxes consolidation act 1997 (qualifying urban renewal areas)
(Limerick City) order 2004
SI 615/2004
Taxes consolidation act 1997 (qualifying urban renewal areas)
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(Newcastle West, County Limerick) order 2004
SI 616/2004

Taxes consolidation act 1997 (sections 898H, 898I, 898J, 898Land
898M) (commencement) order 2005
SI 286/2005

Taxes consolidation act 1997 (qualifying urban renewal areas)
(Longford Town) order 2004
SI 617/2004
Taxes consolidation act 1997 (qualifying urban renewal areas)
(Drogheda, County Louth) order 2004
SI 618/2004
Taxes consolidation act 1997 (qualifying urban renewal areas)
(Dundalk, County Louth) order 2004
SI 619/2004
Taxes consolidation act 1997 (qualifying urban renewal areas)
(Ballina, County Mayo) order 2004
SI 620/2004
Taxes consolidation act 1997 (qualifying urban renewal areas)
(Navan, County Meath) order 2004
SI 621/2004
Taxes consolidation act 1997 (qualifying urban renewal areas)
(Monaghan Town) order 2004
SI 622/2004
Taxes consolidation act 1997 (qualifying urban renewal areas)
(Birr County Offaly) order 2004
SI 623/2004
Taxes consolidation act 1997 (qualifying urban renewal areas)
(Tullamore County Offaly) order 2004
SI 624/2004
Taxes consolidation act 1997 (qualifying urban renewal areas)
(Waterford City) order 2004
SI 630/2004
Taxes consolidation act 1997 (qualifying urban renewal areas)
(Dungarvan, County Waterford) order 2004
SI 631/2004
Taxes consolidation act 1997 (qualifying urban renewal areas)
(Carrick-On-Suir County Tipperary) order 2004
SI 625/2004
Taxes consolidation act 1997 (qualifying urban renewal areas)
(Athlone, County Westmeath) order 2004
SI 632/2004

TELECOMMUNICATIONS
Statutory Instruments
Valuation act 2001 (global valuation) (apportionment) (BT Ireland)
order 2005
SI 250/2005
Valuation act 2001 (global valuation) (apportionment) (Eircom)
order 2005
SI 254/2005

Taxes consolidation act 1997 (qualifying urban renewal areas)
(Mullingar, County Westmeath) order 2004
SI 633/2004

Valuation act 2001 (global valuation) (apportionment) (Vodafone
Ireland)
2005
SI 253/2005
TORT
Occupier's liability
Assault - Duty of care - Occupier's duty of care to visitors Whether assault foreseeable - Whether highly visible presence of
trained security staff would reduce risk of assault - Occupiers
Liability Act 1995 (No 10) s 3(2) - Damages of €48,379.81
awarded - (2001/14040P - Herbert J - 16/2/2005) [2005] IEHC 35
Meagher v Shamrock Public Houses Ltd., t/a Ambassador Hotel
Article
Canny, Martin
Asbestos litigation in the aftermath of Fletcher: the minimum
actionable damage for a claim in negligence
10(4) 2005 BR 138
TRANSPORT

Carriage of dangerous goods by road (fees and section 18
payment)(amendment) regulations 200 5
SI 283/2005
Iarnrod Éireann - Irish Rail (Drogheda - Dundalk) (commons level
crossing) order 2005
SI 327/2005
Iarnrod Éireann - Irish Rail (Mallow-Tralee) (Millstreet level
crossing) order 2005
SI 246/2005

Taxes consolidation act 1997 (qualifying urban renewal areas)
(New Ross,
County Wexford) order 2004
SI 634/2004
Taxes consolidation act 1997 (qualifying urban renewal areas)
(Arklow, County Wicklow) order 2004
SI 635/2004
Taxes consolidation act 1997 (qualifying urban renewal areas)
(Wicklow Town) order 2004
SI 636/2004

TRAVEL AND TOURISM
Library Acquisition
McDonald, Marc
European Community tourism law and policy
Dublin: Blackhall Publishing, 2003
W136
TRIBUNALS OF INQUIRY

Taxes consolidation act 1997 (qualifying urban renewal areas)
(Tipperary Town) order 2004
SI 628/2004

Law Reform Commission report on public inquiries including
tribunals of inquiry
Dublin: Law Reform Commission, 2005
L160.C5
Morris, The Honourable Mr Justice, Frederick
Report of the tribunal of inquiry set up pursuant to the tribunal
of inquiry (evidence) acts 1921-2002 into certain garda° in the
Donegal division
Dublin: Government of Ireland, 2005
N398.1.C5
WASTE
Statutory Instruments

Valuation act 2001 (global valuation) (apportionment) (O2
Ireland) order
2005
SI 252/2005

Statutory Instruments

Taxes consolidation act 1997 (qualifying urban renewal areas)
(Thurles County Tipperary) order 2004
SI 627/2004

Library Acquisitions

Valuation act 2001 (global valuation) (apportionment) (Meteor
Mobile
Communications Limited) order 2005
SI 251/2005

Taxes consolidation act 1997 (qualifying urban renewal areas)
(Roscrea County Tipperary) order 2004
SI 626/2004
Taxes consolidation act 1997 (qualifying urban renewal areas)
(Sligo Town) order 2004
SI 629/2004

A new era of tribunalism - the commissions of investigation act
2004
10(3) 2005 BR 80

Article

Waste management (electrical and electronic equipment)
regulations 2005
SI 290/2005
Waste management (restriction of certain hazardous substances
in electrical and electronic equipment) regulations 2005
SI 341/2005
Waste management (waste electrical and electronic equipment)
regulations
2005
SI 340/2005
WORDS AND PHRASES
"Error"
"Faulty workmanship" - Insurance - Exclusion clauses - (41/2003
- Supreme Court - 16/3/2005) [2005] IESC 12
Analog Devices BV v Zurich Insurance Co.
"Given"
- "Undertaking" - Literal interpretation - Purposive approach European Arrest Warrant Act 2003 (No 45), ss 22(1)(b) and 24(1)
- (2004/234 - Supreme Court - 16/3/2005) [2005] IESC 13
Minister for Justice, Equality and Law Reform v Dundon
"Interlocutory order"
Proceeds of Crime Act 1996 (No 30), s 3 - (206/2003 - Supreme
Court - 23/2/2005) [2005] IESC 6
F McK v AF
"Structure"
Whether definition of structure clear - Planning and Development
Act 2000 (No 30) - (2001/808JR - Ó Caoimh J - 23/5/2003)
[2004] IEHC 307
Begley v An Bord Pleanála

AT A GLANCE
NEW COURT RULES
Circuit court rules (carer's leave act 2001), 2005
SI 387/2005
Circuit court rules (funds in court) 2005
SI 525/2005
Circuit court rules (personal injuries) 2005
SI 526/2005
Circuit court rules (residential tenancies act 2004), 2005
SI 388/2005
Circuit court rules (section 40 civil liability and courts act, 2004),
2005
SI 527/2005
Rules of the superior courts (criminal justice act 1999) 2005
SI 295/2005

Spencer, Keith
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Rules of the superior courts (elections) 2005
SI 294/2005
Rules of the superior courts (proceedings under the employment
equality acts 1998 and 2004) 2005
SI 293/2005
Rules of the Superior Courts (proof of liquidator's appointment in
creditors' voluntary winding up) 2004
SI 502/2005
European directives implemented into Irish Law up to the
07/10/2005.
Information compiled by Robert Carey & Vanessa Curley, Law
Library, Four Courts.
European Communities (animal nutrition inspections)
(amendment) regulations 2005
Please see S.I as it implements a number of directives and
regulations
SI 243/2005

SI 320/2005
European Communities (Ivory Coast) (financial sanctions)
regulations, 2005
REG 560/2005
SI 359/2005
European Communities (marketing of fruit plant propagating
material and fruit plants intended for fruit production)
(amendment) (no. 2) regulations 2005
DEC 2005/54
SI 223/2005
European Communities (materials and articles intended to come
into contact with foodstuffs) regulations 2005
DIR 2004/13
SI 232/2005
European Communities (mechanically propelled vehicle entry into
service) (amendment) regulations 2005
DIR 80/1268 AND DIR 2004/3
SI 282/2005

European communities (aquaculture animals and fish) (placing on
the market and control of certain diseases) (amendment)
regulations 2005
DIR 1991/67, DIR 1995/22, DIR 1993/53
SI 500/2005

European communities (mutual assistance in the field of direct
taxation, certain excise duties and taxation of insurance
premiums) regulations 2005
Please see S.I as this implements a number of directives
SI 367/2005

European Communities (authorization, placing on the market, use
and control of plant protection products) (amendment) (no. 2)
regulations, 2005
DIR 91/414, REG 1112/2002, REG 2229/2004
SI 224/2005

European Communities (natural habitats) (amendment)
Regulations, 2005
DIR 1979/409, DIR 1992/43, DIR 1997/62]
SI 378/2005

European communities (authorization, placing on the market, use
and control of plant protection products) (amendment) (no. 4)
regulations 2005
DIR 2004/97, DIR 2004/115
SI 145/2005
European Communities (authorization placing on the market use
and control of plant protection products) (amendment) (no. 3)
regulations 2005
DIR 2005/25
SI 237/2005
European communities (avian influenza) (control on imports of
avian products and live birds from certain Asian countries)
(amendment) regulations 2005
DEC 2005/390
SI 362/2005
European Communities (Burma/Myanmar) (sanctions) regulations
(no 2) 2005
REG 798/2005
SI 355/2005
European Communities (compensation and assistance to air
passengers)(denied boarding cancellation or long delay of flights)
regulations 2005
REG 261/2004
SI 274/2005
European Communities (control of organisms harmful to plants
and plant products) (amendment) (no. 3) regulations 2005
DIR 2005/16 AND DIR 2005/17 AND DIR 2005/18
SI 238/2005
European Communities (cross-border electricity network access)
regulations 2005
REG 1228/2003
SI 287/2005
European communities (customs action against goods suspected
of infringing certain intellectual property rights) regulations 2005
REG 1383/2003, REG 1891/2004
SI 344/2005
European Communities (feed additives) regulations 2005
REG 1831/2003 AND DIR 70/524 AND DIR 96/51
SI 242/2005
European Communities (food additives other than colours and
sweeteners) (amendment) regulations 2005
DIR 2003/114 AND DIR 95/2
SI 369/2005
European Communities (internal market in natural gas)
regulations 2005
DIR 2003/55

European Communities (protein feeding stuffs) (amendment)
regulations 2005
DIR 1990/439, DIR 2004/116
SI 244/2005
European Communities (quality and safety of human blood and
blood components) regulations 2005
DIR 2002/98, DIR 2001/83, DIR 2004/33
SI 360/2005

Financial transfers (international criminal tribunal for the former
Yugoslavia (ICTY) (prohibition) order (no 2), 2005
REG 1763/2004
SI 356/2005
Financial transfers (Ivory Coast) (prohibition) order, 2005
REG 560/2005
SI 358/2005
Market abuse (directive 2003/6/EC) regulations 2005
DIR 2003/6
SI 342/2005
Prospectus (directive 2003/71/EC) regulations 2005
DIR 2003/71
SI 324/2005
Sea fisheries (tuna and certain other species fishing) regulations
2005
REG 1239/1998, REG 27/2005
SI 353/2005
ACTS OF THE OIREACHTAS 2005 (AS OF 07/10/2005)Information
compiled by Damien Grenham, Law Library, Four Courts.
(The statutory instruments below are commencements of an act
or parts thereof).
1/2005
2/2005

3/2005

Health (Amendment) Act 2005
Signed 11/03/2005

4/2005

Social Welfare and Pensions Act
2005
Signed 14/03/2005
S.I. 187/2005 commencement s's
38 & 39
S.I. 230/2005 commencement s7(1)

5/2005

Finance Act 2005
S.I. 225/2005 commencement s's
100& 104(1)(b)

6/2005

British-Irish Agreement
(Amendment) Act 2005
Signed 06/05/2005

7/2005

Landlord and Tenant (Ground
Rents) Act 2005
Signed 19/05/2005

8/2005

Dormant Accounts (Amendment)
Act 2005
Signed 25/05/2005

9/2005

Sea pollution (Hazardous
Substances) (Compensation) Act
2005
Signed 30/05/2005

10/2005

Safety, Health and Welfare at
Work Act 2005
Signed 22/06/200

11/2005

Maritime Safety Act 2005
Signed 29/06/2005

12/2005

Investment Funds, Companies
and Miscellaneous Provisions Act
2005
Signed 29/06/2005

13/2005

Air Navigation and Transport
(Indemnities) Act 2005
Signed 04/07/2005

14/2005

Disability Act 2005
Signed 08/07/2005
S.I. 474/2005 commenced in part.

European Communities (restrictive measures) (Ivory Coast)
regulations 2005
REG 174/2005/EC
SI 331/2005
European Communities (re-use of public sector information)
regulations 2005
DIR 2003/98
SI 279/2005
European Communities (sampling methods and methods of
analysis for the official control of the levels of certain
contaminants in foodstuffs) (no.2) regulations 2005
Please see S.I as it implements a number of directives
SI 368/2005
European communities (sea fisheries) (conservation and rational
exploitation of scallops) regulations 2005
REG 1415/2004
SI 297/2005
European Communities (seed potatoes) (amendment) regulations
2005
DIR 2002/56
SI 236/2005
European Communities (taxation of savings income in the form of
interest payments) regulations 2005
DIR 2003/48, DIR 2004/587
SI 317/2005
European Communities (transport of dangerous goods by rail)
(amendment) regulations 2005
DIR 2004/89
DIR 2004/110
SI 347/2005
European Communities (two and three wheel motor vehicle entry
into service) regulations 2005
DIR 2002/24, DIR 2003/77
SI 412/2005
European Communities (Water Policy) (Amendment) Regulations,
2005
DIR 2000/60
SI 413/2005
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Proceeds of Crime (Amendment)
Act 2005
Signed 12/02/2005
Criminal Justice (Terrorist
Offences) Act 2005
Signed 08/03/2005
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International Interests in Mobile
Equipment (Cape Town
Convention) Act 2005
Signed 09/07/2005

Finance bill 2005
1st stage-Dail

16/2005

Electoral (Amendment) Act 2005
Signed 09/07/2005

Fluoride (repeal of enactments) bill 2005
2nd stage - Dail [p.m.b]

17/2005

Commission to Inquire into Child
Abuse (Amendment) Act 2005
Signed 09/07/2005

15/2005

18/2005

Civil Service Regulation
(Amendment) Act 2005
Signed 09/07/2005

19/2005

Civil Registration (Amendment)
Act 2005
Signed 09/07/2005

20/2005

Garda Siochana Act 2005
Signed 10/07/2005
S.I. 370/2005 commencement s2.

21/2005

Grangegorman Development
Agency Act 2005
Signed 11/07/2005

22/2005

Veterinary Practice Act 2005
Signed 12/07/2005

BILLS OF THE OIREACHTAS 07/10/2005
Information compiled by Damien Grenham,
Law Library, Four Courts.

Fines bill 2004
2nd stage- Dail [p.m.b]

Prisons bill 2005
1st stage - Seanad
Proceeds of crime (amendment) bill 2003
1st stage - Dail
Prohibition of ticket touts bill 2005
2nd stage - Dail [p.m.b]

Freedom of information (amendment) (no.2) bill 2003
1st stage - Seanad

Public service management (recruitment and appointments) bill
2003
1st stage - Dail

Freedom of information (amendment) (no.3) bill 2003
2nd stage - Dail

Railway safety bill 2001
Committee - Dail

Fur farming (prohibition) bill 2004
1st stage- Dail

Registration of deeds and title bill 2004
2nd stage - Seanad

Good Samaritan bill 2005
1st stage - Dail [p.m.b]

Registration of wills bill 2005
1st stage - Seanad

Health (amendment) (no.2) bill 2004
1st stage- Dail

Registration of lobbyists bill 2003
2nd stage- Dail [p.m.b]

Health and social care professionals bill 2004
Report stage- Seanad

Residential tenancies bill 2003
2nd stage - Dail

Housing (state payments) bill 2004
1st stage- Seanad

Sea-fisheries and maritime jurisdiction bill 2005
1st stage - Dail

Human reproduction bill 2003
2nd stage - Dail [p.m.b]

Sea pollution (miscellaneous provisions) bill 2003
Committee - Seanad

International criminal court bill 2003
Committee - Dail

Social welfare consolidation bill 2005
1st stage - Dail

International peace missions deployment bill 2003
2nd stage - Dail [p.m.b]

Statute law revision (pre-1922) bill 2004
1st stage - Seanad

Interpretation bill 2000
Committee- Seanad (Initiated in Dail)

Sustainable communities bill 2004
1st stage - Dail

Irish medicines board (miscellaneous provisions) bill 2005
1st stage - Seanad

The Royal College of Surgeons in Ireland (Charter Amendment)
bill 2002
2nd stage - Seanad [p.m.b.]

[p.m.b]: Description: Private Members' Bills are proposals for
legislation in Ireland initiated by members of the Dail or Seanad.
Other bills are initiated by the Government.

Irish nationality and citizenship and ministers and secretaries
(amendment) bill 2003
Report - Seanad

Adoptive leave bill 2004
Report -Seanad

Land bill 2004
2nd stage - Seanad

Transfer of execution of sentences bill 2003
Committee - Seanad

Air navigation and transport (indemnities) bill 2005
1st stage- Seanad

Law of the sea (repression of piracy) bill 2001
2nd stage - Dail (Initiated in Seanad)

Twenty-fourth amendment of the Constitution bill 2002
1st stage- Dail

Broadcasting (amendment) bill 2003
1st stage -Dail

Local elections bill 2003
2nd stage -Dail [p.m.b]

Twenty-seventh amendment of the constitution bill 2003
2nd stage - Dail

Child trafficking and pornography (amendment) (no.2) bill 2004
2nd stage- Dail [pmb]

Money advice and budgeting service bill 2002
1st stage - Dail (order for second stage)

Civil partnership bill 2004
2nd stage- Seanad

National economic and social development office bill 2002
2nd stage - Dail (order for second stage)

Comhairle (amendment) bill 2004
2nd stage - Dail

National transport authority bill 2003
1st stage - Dail

Consumer rights enforcer bill 2004
1st stage -Dail

Offences against the state acts (1939 to 1998) repeal bill 2004
1st stage-Dail

Criminal Justice bill 2004
2nd stage-Dail

Official languages (amendment) bill 2005
2nd stage -Seanad

Criminal law (insanity) bill 2002
Report - Seanad

Parental leave (amendment) bill 2004
2nd stage - Dail (Initiated in Seanad)

Defence (amendment) bill 2005
1st stage - Dail [p.m.b]

Patents (amendment) bill 1999
Committee - Dail

Diplomatic relations and immunities (amendment) bill 2005
Committee - Dail

Planning and development (acquisition of development land)
(assessment of compensation) bill 2003
1st stage - Dail

Driver testing and standards authority bill 2004
Committee- Dail

Planning and development (amendment) bill 2003
1st stage - Dail

Electricity regulation (amendment) bill 2003
2nd stage - Seanad

Planning and development (amendment) bill 2004
1st stage - Dail

Employees (provision of information and consultation) bill 2005
Committee stage - Seanad

Planning and development (amendment) bill 2005
Committee - Dail

Employment permits bill 2005
1st stage - Dail

Planning and development (amendment) (no.2) bill 2004
1st stage -Dail

Enforcement of court orders bill 2004
2nd stage- Dail

Planning and development (amendment) (no.3) bill 2004
2nd stage- Dail [p.m.b]

Enforcement of court orders (no.2) bill 2004
1st stage- Seanad

Postal (miscellaneous provisions) bill 2001
1st stage -Dail (order for second stage)
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Totalisator (amendment) bill 2005
1st stage - Seanad

Twenty-seventh amendment of the constitution (No.2) bill 2003
1st stage - Dail
Twenty-eighth amendment of the constitution bill 2005
1st stage- Dail
Waste management (amendment) bill 2002
2nd stage- Dail
Waste management (amendment) bill 2003
2nd stage - Dail [p.m.b]
Water services bill 2003
Committee - Seanad
Whistleblowers protection bill 1999
Committee - Dail
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Continued from page 154

Urban/Rural
Over 83% of Judges surveyed grew up in an urban environment. This
category was included to recognise the possibility of being born in an urban
setting but growing up in a rural area. This has proved to be the case with

notes that at the time of the study in 1969, no individual had ever been
promoted from the District Court to the Circuit Court. Similarly rare
were promotions of judges from the Circuit Court to High Court.
Bartholomew states that there was only one such case and that it was
improbable that it would be repeated:

two judges.
"Considering the rather remarkable prestige of Judge Davitt, based
in large measure on his part in the establishment of the Republic,
this sort of thing is unlikely to happen again.10"

Residence at Time of Appointment
There is a higher population for this response than the interview
population as it was possible to reasonably deduce from secondary sources
the address of an individual immediately prior to their appointment. The
category "Other Leinster" has been used to protect the anonymity of
participants. It can be stated that all of the Supreme and High Court judges
had an address either in Dublin or the counties immediately adjacent to
Dublin at the time of their appointment to the judiciary.

Occupation Prior to First Judicial Appointment
The most common occupation for a Judge immediately prior to their
appointment is that of a Senior Counsel (94.6%). Only one Judge (3%)
was an Attorney General immediately prior to his appointment to the
judiciary. This represents a substantial decrease on the figures reported
by Bartholomew of 36%. This change between the two studies raises an
issue for future consideration - what employment trends exist for
Attorney Generals following their period in office?
A further difference between the 1969 and 2004 studies is that one
judge in the 2004 study was a practising solicitor immediately prior to
his appointment to the Court. This is a consequence of the Court and
Court Officers Act 2002 which created the entitlement of solicitors to
be appointed to the Superior Courts directly from practice.

Occupation Prior to Current Appointment
This category was included as an addition to Bartholomew's 1969 study
in order to assess the career trends of judges once appointed.
The first issue highlighted is the general trend in favour of gaining
judicial experience before joining the Supreme Court. Save in two
instances, all of the Supreme Court Judges had experience as a judge in
a court of absolute jurisdiction experience, either the High Court or the
European Court of Justice. Of the two exceptions, one was appointed
directly from practice at the Bar. The other was an Advocate General in
the European Court of Justice. This is deemed to constitute practice at
the Bar for the purposes of appointment8.
The second issue raised in the course of this study was the promotion
of judges from the Circuit Court to the High Court. A Circuit Court
judge of four years standing can be appointed to the High or Supreme
Court9. Of the thirty-seven judges in this study, five had been judges of
the Circuit Court prior to their appointment to the High Court.
Bartholomew states that although promotion between the Irish
judiciary is theoretically possible, it has real difficulties in practice. He
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

Bartholomew cites two reasons for the failure to promote District and
Circuit Court judges to the superior courts.
"First, the judges of the lower courts generally are considered not
to be of the high quality desired for appointees to the upper
courts. Second, it is feared that a policy of promoting lower court
judges would encourage them to make decisions, in both civil and
criminal cases in which the government is a party, favouring the
government so as to enhance their chances of promotion.11"
The issue of promotions between the courts was raised to the author by
some of the contributors as being an important development for the
judiciary in recent years. It was put to the author that the tradition
against promotion between the courts (other than from the High Court
to the Supreme Court) is changing.
"The promotion of (a Judge) from the Circuit to the High Court in
1995 was the first such promotion since that of Judge D'Arcy in 1977,
nearly 20 years, with a number of other promotions since then.12"
There were mixed views among the contributors as to the long-term
value of this perceived development. Some contributors were of the
view that the tradition is not changing and that there is still no natural
process of moving up through the courts in Ireland. They believed that
there was, and still is, an expectation that a judge would stay on the
court to which they were appointed. It was commented that
promotions between the Circuit Court and the High Court used to be
very unusual, and still is unusual - albeit slightly less so.
"A few appointments of an exceptional nature is not necessarily
"changing" a tradition."
A further view was that there has been a substantial change in the
tradition. One view offered was that the there could be a lot of
"canvassing" for promotion, especially as promotions between the
Courts are not within the remit of the Judicial Appointments Advisory
Board but within the gift of the government. It was commented that
this development is regretful because of its potential to politicise the
judiciary and dilute judicial independence. Another comment was made
to the effect that the changing tradition was most undesirable as it
created canvassing and lobbying for promotion, which could be
corrupting and humiliating for the judiciary.

Court and Courts Officers Act 1995, s.28
Courts and Court Officers Act 1995, s. 28
Bartholomew (1971) pp. 38
Ibid, pp. 38
Quotes made in the course of the 2004 study have been italicised to clearly distinguish them from literary quotes.
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One contributor offered the view that the appointment of a judge was
a largely unknown entity in that a person's performance at the Bar did
not necessarily indicate how they might perform on the bench. As such,
promotions between the courts could be a useful way of vetting judges
before their appointment to a superior court. This is also the view of
Lord Mackay, a former British Lord Chancellor:
"I personally believe that this (the promotions system) is no better
way of judging a person's qualification for a job than seeing how
he or she performs in it.13"
This view was rejected by a number of contributors to the study who
opined that they would not be enthused by the "seen them in action"
argument. It was commented that there have been people appointed
from practice that have turned out to be disappointing as judges and
some that have turned out much better than conventional wisdom
might have thought they would. In any case, the work of a High Court
judge is very different to that of a Circuit Court judge, so one does not
necessarily get a feel for how they might perform.

Lawyers in Family
The evidence from the study shows that the percentage of judges of
the Superior Courts that had members of their family in the legal
profession has declined from 70.5% in 1969 to only 40% in 2004.
Any advantages to be garnered by having a family member in the legal
profession (such as client referrals etc.) are likely to be of most
relevance when the individual is beginning their career. Bacik et al
report the strong view in their focus groups that there is a general
perception that law is "a hard profession to get into without family
(connections)14". One contributor noted that what is critical is whether
the individual had any family active in the legal profession at the time
that he was called to the Bar. Otherwise, their inclusion in the statistics
could be misleading in terms of the assistance that family connections
at the Bar would have been in establishing a career. Two of the eleven
judges in the study who stated they had family connections did not
have these connections at the time they were called to the Bar.
One contributor stated that the Bar was never exclusive in the sense
that people tend to think it was a combination of second or third
generation professional families. Although that might account for
about 50%, the other 50% was always open to everyone and there
were no barriers to success. The perception would have been that it was
an almost hereditary occupation but it never was. It was also
commented that historically the Law Library has always been an
independent society and that once qualified, connections were not
important for admission.

13.
14.
15.

"They (connections) might have been important for survival at
certain times, but not now. I think a lot of people in the Library
would have no connection with the law. A lot of people come in
from other backgrounds and they survive. And very often, they do
very well."
The 30% decrease in the proportion of Superior Court judges surveyed
that had family connections in law provides evidence that success in
the legal profession is not restricted to individuals with family
connections in law.

Date of First Appointment to the Courts
Over 35% of the thirty-seven judges in the study were appointed
between 2000 and 2004. The date included was the date of the first
effective15 judicial appointment.

University of Primary Degree
The population for this question is thirty-five to take account of the
two judges who attended lectures in UCD, but did not actually receive
a degree from the University. At that time, it was not necessary to have
a law degree in order to qualify as a barrister. Two individuals
completed their professional training in the King's Inn while working in
the civil service.
The proportion of Superior Court judges that attended University
College Dublin has increased since 1969. Over 79% of judges in the
2004 study (compared with 76% in 1969) attended University College
Dublin. This figure may in fact be higher, as two of the two judges
classified as having qualified from the National University of Ireland
may have attended University College Dublin, which is within that
university institution.
There is a decline in the number of judges who attended Trinity College
Dublin from 23% in 1969 to 15% in 2004. As in the 1969 study, the
figures correlate broadly with the proportion of individuals who come
from non-Catholic backgrounds, a consideration which would have
been relevant at the time that this generation of judges would have
entered university.

Primary Degree
There is a reasonably even divide between the proportion of judges
with a law degree (40%) and an arts degree (45%). It should be noted
that the most common response of the judges was that they obtained
a BCL in University College Dublin. However, statistically 5% more
judges overall obtained a B.A. degree than a BCL.
Eleven judges in the 2004 study obtained some post-graduate
university qualification including LLB., LLM. and Ph.D.

Mackay (1994) pp. 4
Bacik et al. (2003) pp. 189
One individual was appointed to the High Court for a very short period to be informed that in fact, a there had not been a vacancy. The mistake was administrative in nature
and the individual was subsequently "re-appointed" some years later. The later date has been included in this question.
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The vast majority of judges of the superior courts in 2004 (92%)
obtained their professional qualification at the King's Inns.
Bartholomew highlights the importance of the King's Inns in
developing personal contact and loyalties.
"The amount of sponsorship for judicial office that results can only
be conjectured.16"

Socio-Economic Class Prior to Appointment
The judges in this study were asked "Would you say that prior to your
appointment you belonged to the upper class, the middle class or the
lower class?" This question was written based on the terms used in
Bartholomew's study, so as to facilitate comparison between the two
sets of results. This question raised difficulties in each of the twentyeight personal interviews conducted as part of this thesis.
The principal difficulties with this question related to the definitions of
the terms used and their relevance in the Irish context. 17% of judges
interviewed stated that they could not define themselves in terms of
upper, middle or lower class. One contributor commented that they
believed there exists a separate class entity than the terms used. The
professional class may not necessarily be linked to economics, but you
have
"...the huge advantage of a very educated background and people
that were interested in education."
7% of judges interviewed chose to define themselves as belonging to a
professional class in preference to the terms in the question.
Another contributor commented that irrespective of the difficulties in
defining class structures in Ireland, Senior Counsels definitely belonged
to the upper class.
"I can't think of how much upper you could go beyond being a
Senior Counsel, it's as simple as that."
One contributor made the point that one way of defining class
structures might be to use generations of university education as a
guide to background and class. One respondent remarked that:
"Everybody (in Ireland) is middle class now. Perhaps in the 1940's
and 1950's it would have been possible to discern an upper class
in Ireland, but who would that be today? The academics? The
nouveau riche?"
Two contributors commented on the fluidity of whatever class
structures existed in Ireland, saying that immediately prior to

16.
17.
18.

appointment, they would have belonged to the middle class "or
whatever barristers are" but "my background was most definitely
lower-middle class". While 52% of judges stated that they believed
they would belong to the "middle class" prior to their appointment, no
judge opined that they were of the lower middle class.
Bartholomew found that 71% of Superior Court judges in 1969 defined
themselves as upper-middle class and 24% defined themselves as being
middle class prior to their appointment. The corresponding figures for
the 2004 study are 21% and 52% respectively.
The definition of social classes in Ireland is a complex economic and
sociological question. Coakley and Gallagher17 comment that Ireland
has always been characterised as being without social bases. It is not
purported to analyse class structures at this point, as it is outside of the
remit of this study. Nevertheless, as a contribution to that debate, what
was interesting in this study was the level of difficulty and uncertainty
created by the question as to the definitions of the terms and how, if
at all, they might apply to Irish society.

Previous Judicial Experience
The majority of judges of the Superior Courts (54%) had no judicial
experience prior to their appointment. This is a decrease on the 65% of
judges of the Superior Courts in 1969 who professed to have some
form of judicial experience. The 1969 study includes quasi-judicial
bodies. The question as to whether these bodies were necessarily
judicial in nature was a point of some discussion throughout the study.
The question of whether a power is judicial in nature depends on a
determination as to whether or not the exercise of the power amounts
to an administration of justice18. Generally the view was that arbitration
was not a judicial function, but merely part of the role of a practising
barrister. However, one judge gained judicial experience prior to their
appointment to the Irish judiciary on the International Court of
Arbitration. Other judges had experience on Appeals Boards and
Inquiries set up under legislation and these have been included in the
results. Two judges expressed the view that it was not possible to have
judicial experience, other than that of the District, Circuit or High Court.

Paternal Occupation
Despite the fact that 40% of those surveyed in the 2004 study had a
member of their family in the legal profession, the most common
paternal occupation identified in the study was law. 27% of the
responses of the Superior Court judges had a father in the legal
profession, which is a slight decrease from 29% in the 1969 study. A
number of judges had fathers who had been either a Superior Court
judge themselves, Chief State Solicitor, Attorney General, President of
the High Court or Chief Justice.

Bartholomew (1971) pp. 41
Coakley and Gallagher (1996) pp. 102
Casey (2000)
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Maternal Occupation

Party Sympathy Now

This topic was not included in Bartholomew's findings. It has been
included in this study in recognition of the increased female
participation in the labour force over the past thirty-five years. Over 58%
of the responses for this topic included a maternal occupation outside
the home. Three of the Superior Court judge's mothers had legal
qualification, although only one practised law. Other occupations outside
the home included Nurse (16%), Teacher (6.5%) and Business (6.5%).

The dominant response to this question was "None" and in many cases
"None because I'm a judge". It was commented that judges are not
supposed to have political persuasions. 35% of judges stated that they
had no political sympathies.

Religious Commitment
67% of judges classify themselves as being of the Roman Catholic
religion. This is a decrease from over 82% of the judges of the Superior
Court in 1969. A number of judges made the point that they used to
be of the Roman Catholic faith but now they do not have a
commitment to any faith.
Ten percent of the judges of the Superior Courts belong to the Church
of Ireland. This is broadly similar to Bartholomew's result of 12%. There
is one Methodist and one judge who classifies himself as simply Christian.
It is interesting that in contrast to Bartholomew's study, there are no
members of the Jewish faith as Superior Court judges in Ireland today.

Ethnic Background
Over 93% of the judges surveyed were of pure Irish ethnicity.

Party Affiliation at Time of Appointment
The majority of judges (62%) of the Superior Courts interviewed in this
study stated that at the time of the appointment to judicial office, they
had no affiliations with a political party. This is a considerable increase
from the 12% of Superior Court judges in 1969 who stated that they
had no political affiliation at the time of their appointment.
Of those judges surveyed in 2004 that did have an affiliation with a
political party, 17% supported Fianna Fáil, 7% supported Fine Gael and
7% supported the Progressive Democrats, a political party formed since
Bartholomew's study in 1969. However, these figures show that there
have been other substantial changes on the results of the 1969 study. In
1969, 65% of Superior Court judges supported Fianna Fáil at the time
of their appointment and 18% supported Fine Gael. It is a remarkable
decrease in support for both parties, particularly Fianna Fáil. The high
proportion of support of judges for this party at the time of their
appointment may partly reflect the long period of power held by Fianna
Fáil prior to Bartholomew's 1969 study19.
Of the Superior Court judges in the 2004 study that did not profess their
support for a political party prior to their appointment, some state that
they had been involved as a student or while at the Bar. However, at the
precise time of their appointment they were no longer affiliated actively
or socially with the political party. Other judges expressed that view that
although they were not affiliated with a political party at the time of
their appointment, they might still be regarded by their colleagues or
the media as a "Fianna Fáil" or "Fine Gael" appointment.

19.

Bartholomew (1971) commented (pp.35) that the Fianna Fáil party had been in
power for all but five of the thirty-eight years prior to his study in 1969.

A second point of interest is the relatively high proportion of judges
(14%) that commented that their political sympathies were issue or
candidate dependent and that they viewed themselves as a floating
voter. A further 7% of judges commented that they had no fixed
political sympathy but that they would generally vote left of centre.
The proportion of Superior Court judges in 2004 that support the Fianna
Fáil political party has dropped to 14% from 47% in 1969. Similarly
support for Fine Gael on the bench has dropped from 12% in 1969 to
10% in 2004. Both figures represent a drop in support for the political
party once appointed to the judiciary. This is consistent with
Bartholomew's comment that judges tend to have less enthusiastic
support for political parties after they were appointed than before20.

Age when First Appointed to the Judiciary
Forty two percent of the Superior Court judges surveyed in 2004 were
between the age of forty-five and forty nine at the time of their
appointment. Fifty five percent of the judges were over the age of fifty at
the time of their appointment. The average age at appointment was 52.
The typical age at which a judge is appointed has increased since the study
in 1969 where Bartholomew found that 41% of judges were appointed to
the Superior Courts between the age of forty and forty-four.

First Self-Supporting Job
The vast majority of judges of the Superior Courts in 2004 were first
employed as barristers (72% in 2004 as opposed to 53% in 1969). This
represents an increase of nearly 20%.
There was a drop in the proportion of Judges that had joined the
Solicitors profession as their first self-supporting role - from 12% in 1969
to 8% in 2004.
The proportion of judges first employed in the civil service has risen from
6% in 1969 to 14% in 2004

Political Activity Prior to Appointment
There is a relatively even split between the judges that characterised
themselves as having no involvement in politics whatsoever prior to their
appointment and those that participated in party politics, even in a very
limited way. Forty eight percent of judges of the Superior Courts stated
that they had been involved in a political party either as a student,
involvement with a political party at local level, acting as an advisor to a
party or making donations.
Some judges stated how they may have been known as a supporter of a
political party in the Law Library and may have canvassed at elections,

20

Bartholomew (1971) pp. 42
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but that their involvement did not extend beyond that. Such responses
were counted as not having been involved in party politics.

Family politically active
Sixty nine percent of judges of the Superior Court stated that their family
had not been involved in politics. This figure is similar to Bartholomew's
corresponding figure of 71%. The results expressed include relations of
the immediate family, grandparents and cousins.

Ideology
In this study the judges were asked "How would you describe your
ideological viewpoint - liberal, centre or right of centre?" This question
was taken from the terms used by Bartholomew in his 1969 study and
included so that comparison could be made between the two studies.
However, this question raised two critical difficulties.
The first difficulty was one of definition. 17% of judges felt unable
answer this question on the basis that the terms used were incapable of
clear definition. One judge commented that the terms used could be as
misleading as they were helpful.
"What is conservative? It could be someone that conserves human
rights above all - the common understanding of liberal!"
One judge was of the view that the terms were "very ill-defined - it
depends on the issue". Fourteen percent of judges commented that were
fairly fluid in their views and that it depends entirely on the context,
whether you are talking about economic or social issues.
"You cannot say someone is liberal, you must define the context."
The second difficulty with the terms in the question was the view of their
inapplicability to the Irish context. Many of the judges in the 17% who
felt unable to answer the question made the comment that politically,
socially and historically, Ireland does not have clear ideological lines, even
if the terms could be defined.
On explanation for this may be that in many countries in eighteenthcentury Europe, the aristocracy played an independent role in politics. As
a consequence the middle-class had to develop a high degree of political
consciousness in its struggle to establish its position with respect to the
aristocracy21. In the course of this struggle, the two sides articulated their
distinctive ideologies of conservatism and liberalism, and the workingclass subsequently developed equally systematic socialist ideologies. In
the absence of an aristocracy, it could be argued that Ireland effectively
missed its historical window to develop distinct ideologies based
essentially on economics rather than national self-determination.
Notwithstanding that, it should be noted that some contributors to the
study remarked that if there was not a clear Liberal/Conservative
ideological divide in Ireland, there may have been other ideological
forces at work in the past, though they may not have been consciously

expressed. In the 1970's and 1980's, the potential for conflict between
members of the judiciary existed along a Traditionalist/Modernist divide.
The "Traditionalists" were more religious, more wedded to the common
law, more modest with respect to judicial power and were less inclined
to use the constitution. The "Modernisers" were more forward thinking,
they used the constitution at every opportunity, were more anxious to
break free from English case law and precedent and more willing and
eager to establish a body of Irish case law.
One contributor commented that there still is a divide to some extent
but much less so. The "Modernisers" won out in the end as evidenced by
the volume of essentially Irish case law developed over that time on a
range of issues. One reason offered for the level of intervention in
public policy was that the Oireachtas had been unresponsive to the pace
and form of social change.
One judge commented in the course of the study that:
"If you could identify an ideological group on the bench it would
be the Catholic/Nationalist ideology as opposed to either liberal or
conservative. However, this is much less so today because the
Catholic/Nationalist view doesn't hold much appeal for too many
of my generation."
Of those judges that did classify themselves as having an ideological
outlook, most did so reluctantly and with reservations as to how the
terms were understood and applied. 31% of judges classified themselves
as liberal and 24% as centrist. Several judges commented that
irrespective of the difficulties of defining the terms liberal and
conservative, ideology of itself had no place in the judiciary. One
contributor commented that his private dispositions are not what decide
a case, therefore religious and political motivations are not material.

Factors Influencing Appointment
It should be noted that this is a subjective assessment by the judges
themselves of the basis on which they were appointed. In many cases
more than one factor was given as having influenced their
appointment. In total, there were fifty responses given to this question,
as distinct from the number of respondents which was twenty-eight. All
of the factors mentioned by the respondents have been included to give
a better picture as to the contemporaneous factors that influence
judicial appointments. The responses are considered as the proportion of
judges that commented affirmatively to the different factors that may
have influenced their appointment to the judiciary.
Sixty percent of the Superior Court judges interviewed in this study
believed that the principal reason for their appointment was their
professional status. This corresponds with Bartholomew's 1969 finding
that 41% of Superior Court judges believed they had been appointed on
the basis of their professional standing.
Thirty six percent of Superior Court judges interviewed in 2004
commented that the believed their particular legal speciality in practice

21 Huntington (1981) pp. 28
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had influenced their appointment to the judiciary. Many made the
comment that "they try to keep a breadth of expertise on the bench"
and that they believed their area of practise had helped their
appointment prospects. Others commented that on the High Court you
have to sit on every type of case and so it is best to have a general
practice. It should be noted that the new Commercial Court will be
chaired by two High Court judges who would have been regarded as
having expertise in the area of commercial law in their legal practice
prior to their appointment.
Eighteen percent of the Superior Court judges interviewed in 2004 were
of the view that their political connections had an influence on their
appointment to the judiciary. One contributor commented that their
political connections "certainly didn't hinder their appointment". One
judge commented that although political influence still counts in
judicial appointments, they believed their apolitical stance positively
influenced their appointment at a time when the government sought to
minimise the perception of political influence on judicial appointments.
This point is also made by Bartholomew when he comments that
apolitical or opposition party appointments are political, because they
are supposed to serve as concrete evidence of the "non-partisan
character of judicial appointments22".
Other factors believed to have influenced appointment included reward
for service to the state or political party, knowing influential persons
and having European Court experience.

probably went into college thirty-two years ago at age eighteen.
That would be 1972 when women in law courses at university were
very much the minority, almost an exotic minority. Couple that
with the effect of sustained maternity leave and how could there
be as many women as judges today?"
Bacik et al comment that even though women were in a minority in
undergraduate law courses, they would have been expected to progress
more swiftly through the profession than they did. It is possible this
might be attributed, at least in part, to the traditional difficulty
experienced by women in the legal profession with respect to the effect
of sustained maternity leave on a legal practice. One contributor made
the comment that25:
"The Bar is one of the professions where, irrespective of gender, you
can't just drop out for a period of time, because how do you get back
in again? If you drop out, you should stay out because other people
will take your speciality - it is a very competitive system and people
will fill in your place as soon as you go. There is a similar problem
with women in medicine as consultants but even that is not as bad
because they are employed by the state, not self-employed as at the
Bar."
One contributor to the study commented that:
"Women really suffer a distinct disadvantage with respect to
maternity, it is very difficult to take time out of a legal practice,
especially at the bar. However, if you are a female Senior Counsel
with a very good practice, you have a distinct advantage over your
male counterpart because all other things being equal, the female
will get the job."

A fundamental development between the two studies is the proportion
of Superior Court judges that believed their gender had been a factor in
their appointment. Fourteen percent of the Superior Court judges
interviewed in this study stated that they had been appointed
"...because I was a woman. Absolutely no doubt about it."
There are two principal reasons for the obvious under-representation of
women in the Superior Courts: the small proportion of women entering
law at university thirty years ago and the negative effect of maternity
leave on practice at the Bar.
Bacik et al comment that the number of women enrolling in university
law schools equalled the number of men in the mid-1980's. On average,
women now constitute 66% of enrolments in law across all the
universities in Ireland23. It was commented in the course of this study
that:
"Since 1985, the majority of law students entering Trinity as
freshmen have been female to the point whereby there are classes
that are almost exclusively female. In recent years, there have been
75% women freshmen in law courses.24"
It was commented by one participant in the study that:
"In practice one is appointed to the High Court in your late 40's,
and only when you have a very large practice. However, the
number of women who had reached that position was very small.
Take a typical appointment of someone aged fifty years. They
22
23
24

Bartholomew (1971) pp. 35
Bacik et al (2003) pp. 89
As with all potentially attributable quotes, the author has sought and obtained
permission of the contributor.

It was commented in the course of this study that the appropriate age
and intensity of practice for Circuit Court appointments is lower than
the High Court and that there are more women being appointed to the
Circuit Court26. These tend to be younger women who have carried their
career through the years so that shortly there will be more women who
would be appropriate to appoint to the High Court, in terms of their
experience at the Bar, having adopted a different career path than their
predecessors. It was commented that women at the Bar today tend to
work through having children and take substantially less time off to
ensure their continued practice. The historical sociological trend of
sustained maternity leave for a period of months or years meant that
even the women law graduates (of which there were fewer) may not
have been of appropriate experience for senior judicial appointments.
Naturally the author looks forward with glee to the ladies of the Bar
substantially redressing this imbalance in time for any future studies of
the backgrounds of Irish judges.

•

Jennifer Carroll B.A. (Hons), M.A. (Hons), DipEmpLaw, is a Trainee
Solicitor with Ronan Daly Jermyn. This project forms the basis of a
larger work on judicial profiling and appointments in Ireland and
Scotland to be submitted in respect of the author's Ph. D (Law and
Politics) in University College Dublin. The remainder of the document
examines the concepts of judicial independence in the liberal
democratic political system and the process of judicial selection in
Ireland.
25
26

As with all potentially attributable quotes, the author has sought and obtained
permission of the contributor.
29% of Circuit Court judges are women - Bacik et al (2003) pp. 63
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The Division of Marital Assets
in "Ample Resource" Cases
Inge Clissmann SC and Paul Hutchinson BL1

and differences, make cases highly distinguishable from one and other.
As Thorpe LJ alluded to in the decision of Cowan v. Cowan6:

Introduction
Former Miss Hungary, and classic Hollywood movie star Zsa Zsa Gabor
was no stranger to matrimonial law, being married a total of nine
times. The experience left Gabor with a somewhat jaded view of
marriage and divorce and, with her talent for the pithy sound-bite, she
once famously remarked2:
"I am a marvellous housekeeper. Every time I leave a man I keep
his house."
This is hardly the mindset that any ethical family law practitioner
would wish to instil in a client, but it nevertheless serves as a gentle
reminder that, for good or ill, a large proportion of matrimonial
litigation concerns the division of marital assets and the making of
financial provision.
Compared to other common law jurisdictions, the availability of judicial
separation and divorce in Ireland is in its relative infancy. This is clearly
due to the constitutional history of divorce here3. However, figures
from the Central Statistics Office4 show that there were 3,347 decrees
of divorce granted last year and 1,258 decrees of judicial separation.
This amounts to a respective trebling of divorce rates since 1997 and a
doubling of judicial separations since 19915, and gives weight to the
view that matrimonial law is still an emerging and evolving area.
One might very well ask why the so-called "ample resource" cases (as
defined below) are deserving of special mention. The answer to this is
two-fold. Firstly, as with many other areas of law, those cases with the
most dramatic facts tend to provide the best illustrative examples of
principle in action. Secondly, the economies of scale involved demand
consideration of the availability or otherwise of a "clean break" in
circumstances where it simply would not in a comparative, lower
resource case. As such, certain considerations unique to "ample
resource" cases have slowly emerged, and it is now possible, to some
degree, to chart judicial trends in this regard. As with much family law,
the pronouncement of absolute principles comes with the important
caveat that the unpredictability of human relationships, their subtleties
1.

2.
3.
4.

This article was originally delivered as a speech to the Family Law Conference,
School of Law, Trinity College, Dublin (8th October 2005). Thanks are due to Prof.
William Binchy, Regius Professor of Laws, Trinity College, Dublin, however, all
errors remain the responsibility of the authors alone.
See http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Zsa_Zsa_Gabor (viewed on the 20th September
2005).
See Hogan & White, J.M. Kelly: The Irish Constitution, (4th Ed., ButterworthsLexisNexis, 2003) at 1871-1888.
Statistical Yearbook 2004, available to download from www.cso.ie (viewed the

"...even within the relatively narrow sphere of the big money case
the infinite variety of facts and circumstances thrown up in
individual cases makes it dangerous to generalise or to attempt to
distil principles."
Whilst paying due regard to this danger, it would also be foolhardy of
the practitioner to ignore important precedents, and it is with this
balance in mind that the following observations are made:

What Constitutes an "ample resource" case?
It is not easy to proffer a comprehensive definition of what constitutes
an "ample resource" case. The tendency is for practitioners to adopt the
attitude of Stewart J. in the famous United States Supreme Court case
of Jacobellis v. Ohio7 where the learned judge refused to define
obscenity, noting instead that "I know it when I see it"8.
However given that, to a greater or lesser degree, some divergence in
principle has arisen between the treatment of "ample resource" cases
and other matrimonial cases, there is a corresponding need to
categorise cases according to the resources available. There is a natural
reluctance amongst the judiciary to draw lines in the sand regarding
financial resources for sound policy reasons (which also reflects the
cautious, informal way in which "ample resources" cases have been
separated). Notwithstanding this, certain tentative dicta have emerged.
In the decision of the Supreme Court in C.F. v. J.D.F.9, McGuinness J.
made the following remarks regarding the choice of forum for seeking
a judicial separation or divorce10:
"The Oireachtas, in framing our family law statutes, has given a
wide ranging and virtually unlimited jurisdiction to the Circuit
Court. No doubt this was done to enable litigants to avoid the
very high costs that are inevitable in a prolonged High Court
action. Where the parties in family law proceedings are, to use the
current phrase, of 'high net worth', and many millions of euros are

5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

19th September 2005).
O'Brien, "Marital breakdown figures the 'tip of the iceberg'", The Irish Times, 15th
July 2005.
[2001] 2 FLR 192 at 213.
378 US 184 (1964), United States Supreme Court.
Ibid., at 197.
Unreported, Supreme Court, 12th July 2005.
Ibid., at page 28 of the unreported judgment.
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at stake, it may be necessary to invoke the jurisdiction of the High
Court. This is not such a situation."
Implicit in this is the view that "many millions of euros" are required
before case is of "high net worth". In a similar vein, McKechnie J. made
the following obiter comment in the decision B.D. v. J.D.11:
"It might be somewhat surprising to realise that the specialist
practitioners in the field of family law are virtually unanimous in
their view that a case with an asset base of €5 million or under
does not qualify as a 'big money case'. In addition and perhaps
equally surprising is the fact that in about 90% of cases that come
before this Court, the monetary threshold which applies to a case
in the Commercial List would be most easily satisfied."
Whilst both comments undoubtedly reflect truisms, it is respectfully
submitted that they do not approach the subject with a sufficient
degree of subtlety. Just as what constitutes "proper provision" in a
given matrimonial case varies according to the particular needs and
circumstances of the individuals concerned, an element of fluidity
regarding the point at which resources become "ample" should also be
adopted. "Ample", after all, is simply a synonym for "sufficient". To
illustrate, consider a young, childless, professional couple with net
assets of €600,000 seeking a divorce. Compare this scenario to a
middle-aged couple with six infant children, whose primary asset is an
income-producing farm of €2.5 million, also seeking a divorce.
Ostensibly, €2.5 million in net assets appears far closer to "ample" than
€600,000, but the obvious reality is that the former couple probably
possess more subjectively "ample" resources to make immediate "proper
provision" for the parties. Need and resources to meet that need are
subjective reflections of one and other.
As such, it is respectfully submitted that a more flexible and reliable
"rule of thumb" when considering whether a given matrimonial case
amounts to an "ample resources" case is to be found in the decision of
Lord Nicholas of Birkenhead in the House of Lords case of White v.
White12 where he prefaces his judgment with the following remark13:
"This appeal raises questions about how the courts should exercise
these powers in so-called 'big money' cases, where the assets available
exceed the parties' financial needs for housing and income."
Though it may be trite to state it in these terms, it is respectfully
submitted that where parties' resources exceed their accommodation and
financial needs, those resources can properly be described as "ample"
(notwithstanding people's tendency to exploit their incomes to the full).

Consent orders, separation agreements and a
policy of "clean break".
The oft-stated policy of Irish matrimonial legislation, and by extension
its interpretation and application by the Irish judiciary, is that an
absolute "clean break" between the parties is not properly available. The
11 Unreported, High Court (McKechnie J.), 4th May 2005;
[2005] IEHC 154, at paragraph 20.
12.[2000] 2 FLR 981.
13.Ibid., at 984.
14.Cretney, Masson, & Bailey-Harris, Principles of Family Law,
(17th Ed., Thomson Sweet & Maxwell, 2002), Chapter 14, at
380-386; Herring (Ed.), Family Law: Issues, Debates, Policy,
(Willan Publishing, 2002) at 64-66; Walls & Bergin, The Law
of Divorce in Ireland, (Jordans, 1997) at 34-36; Power,

precise parameters of this are the subject of much debate14, and are of
obvious interest to practitioners. This was discussed at some length by the
Supreme Court in the seminal case of D.T. v. C.T.15 whereupon a jurisprudential
shift in favour of finality where the circumstances of the case permit was
advocated. Tellingly, Keane C.J. stated16:
"... It is not correct to say that the legislation goes so far as virtually to
prevent financial finality. On no view could such an outcome be regarded
as desirable and I am satisfied that it is most emphatically not mandated by
the legislation under consideration."
Hence, the decision in D.T. v. C.T. leaves us with the tantalising proposition that a
situation resembling a "clean break" situation may properly be available under the
right conditions, but with little guidance as to what might comprise those
conditions, beyond the availability of ample resources to affect such a break.
With this in mind, the decision of Hardiman J. in the High Court decision17 of W.A.
v. M.A.18 is interesting.
The facts of the case are relevant. The parties to the divorce proceedings
respectively came from comfortable, agricultural backgrounds in Cork. They
married in 1978 and ultimately separated in 1988. During the currency of the
marriage, they acquired and cultivated significant farmlands in the Cork area. To
regularise the dissolution of their relationship, they entered into a separation
agreement in 1993. The agreement was held by Hardiman J. to "undoubtedly"19
represent proper provision for both parties, with the aggregate of their farm
holdings split approximately evenly20, and with each party having relative
expertise in farming matters. Furthermore, the agreement provided for a "full
and final settlement"21 between the parties, for the settlement of all outstanding
proprietary claims, for a covenant that all future properties would be solely
owned, and for a covenant that neither party would obstruct the other in seeking
a divorce a vinculo. The High Court concluded that22:
"The agreement fairly envisaged that each party would live a personally and
economically independent and self-sufficient life with no further claims on
each other."
Since the separation, the fortunes of the parties diverged radically. The
respondent husband employed his equity to commence property speculating in
the Cork area (remarkably assisted by his mother, a woman in her mid-eighties
and described by Hardiman J. as "a shrewd and formidable business woman"23).
At the time of the case, the husband's estimated worth amounted to some €7
million.
By contrast, the applicant wife farmed the land "in the most inefficient and
expensive manner possible"24. She sold off certain parcels of her holdings and
built a lavish home, and provided "very truculent"25 evidence about some of the
proceeds of sale. The High Court estimated her net worth as being in the region
of €1.25 million. The High Court found that this divergence of fortune was not
founded in any physical inability of the applicant to run the farming enterprise
she received under the settlement agreement, and further rejected her
contention that she suffered from an emotional inhibition in this regard.
In the absence of any domestic authority on reviewing a prima facie
fair settlement agreement where the fortunes of the parties diverge

"Maintenance: No Clean Break with the Past" [1998] 1 IJFL
15; and Shannon, "What price a "clean break" divorce
now?" (2002) 96 (10) Law Society Gazette 20.
15.[2002] 3 IR 334.
16.Ibid., at 365.
17.Hardiman J. sitting on the High Court on circuit in Cork.
18.[2005] 1 ILRM 517.
19.Ibid., at 526.
20.Under the settlement agreement of 1993, the Applicant
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wife received 178 acres along with a milk quota, farm
equipment, farm buildings, a residence and a fully working
farm while the Respondent husband received 174 acres
without buildings or equipment.
21.[2005] 1 ILRM 517 at 520.
22.Ibid., at 530.
23.Ibid., at 522.
24. Ibid., at 523.
25. Ibid., at 525.
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dramatically, Hardiman J. considered relevant English authorities26
which indicated that an agreement not to seek further provision was
not binding on a court, but was a factor to which great weight should
be attached if entered into in a considered matter and with advice.
However, Hardiman J. refused to consider the persuasive authorities to
be determinative regarding the issue before the court.
Notwithstanding this reluctance to accept the English authorities
wholesale, Hardiman J. appeared to follow the rationale therein, and in
so doing held as follows27:
"I must in justice record my view that any difficulties which the
wife now experiences are wholly of her own making and that the
husband has contributed to them in no way whatever. Equally, the
wife contributed to the husband's present state of prosperity in no
way whatever...In all the circumstances, I do not consider it proper,
that is "fit, apt or suitable", much less "correct or in conformity
with rule", to make any ancillary order against the husband in the
circumstances of this case. Still more fundamentally, I do not
consider it just to do so and therefore I am precluded from doing
so by the terms of Section 20(5). I will accordingly grant a decree
of divorce and make no further or ancillary order..."
Hence, it appears from this decision that where "proper provision" is
made for respective parties to matrimonial proceedings at the time of
a settlement agreement, the mere fact that their fortunes subsequently
diverge for independent reasons will not, of itself, provide the basis for
the separation agreement to be re-opened.
However, hot on the heels of the decision of Hardiman J. in W.A. v. M.A.,
the decision of Finlay-Geoghegan J. in the case of R.G. v. C.G.28 was
delivered, adding another layer of subtlety to the issue of finality in
matrimonial proceedings. This case concerned the weight to be
attached to a consent order in earlier judicial separation proceedings
between the parties when the applicant husband initiated divorce
proceedings some five years later. The Circuit Court granted a decree
of divorce but elected to make certain ancillary orders in favour of the
respondent notwithstanding the terms of the prior consent, and both
parties appealed. In the High Court, it was accepted that the
availability of ancillary relief was the sole controversial issue as
between the parties. Finlay-Geoghegan J. rejected outright the
contention that no regard should be had to the consent, and similarly
rejected the contention that Section 20(3) of the Family Law Act,
199629 should be construed as imposing a negative prohibition on the
consideration of such a consent (by merely referring to "a separation
agreement still in force"). On the contrary, it was held that30:
"The principles of certainty and finality of litigation contended for
and the principles as explained and applied by Munby J. in X. v. X.
[2002] 1 F.L.R. 508 in relation to the upholding of agreements
made between parties and properly and fairly arrived at with
competent legal advice are such that I am satisfied that this Court
should have regard to the Consent Order and Consent as a full and
final settlement (subject to any applications for variations
permitted) of the then extant judicial separation proceedings
under the Acts of 1989 and 1995."
26.
27.
28.
29.

Wright v. Wright [1970] 1 WLR 1219; Edgar v. Edgar [1981] 2 FLR 19; Hyman v.
Hyman [1929] AC 601; and Beech v. Beech [1995] 2 FLR 160.
[2005] 1 ILRM 517 at 535.
Unreported, High Court (Finlay-Geoghegan J.), 8th February 2005; [2005] IEHC
202.
Section 20(3) of the Family Law (Divorce) Act, 1996 reads as follows: "In deciding
whether to make an order under a provision referred to in sub-section (1) and in
determining the provisions of such an order, the court shall have regard to the

Thereafter, the High Court also determined that the provision of the
consent which purported to usurp the jurisdiction of the courts by
contracting out the entitlement to seek maintenance payments was
unenforceable and should accordingly be ignored. However, FinlayGeoghegan J. also held that the acknowledgment within the consent
that "proper provision" within the meaning of the Family Law (Divorce)
Act, 1996 had been made should also be ignored. The Court reasoned
that "proper provision" must exist at the date of the hearing of the
application for a decree of divorce and distinguished a situation where
agreement was reached during or proximate to divorce proceedings,
from an agreement reached long ago. Also of relevance to FinlayGeoghegan J. was the fact that the consent was entered into by the
parties on an assessment of their assets at the time of the separation,
as opposed to their assets at the time of the divorce proceedings.
It is difficult to reconcile this approach with that of Hardiman J in W.A.
v. M.A. insofar as the relevant change in income of husband and wife
between the separation agreement and the date of the divorce was
expressly irrelevant, once proper provision had been made at the time
of the separation. Furthermore, it appears that the consideration to be
given to a consent order, properly and fairly arrived at, with competent
legal advice, is reduced virtually to nothing if it is always to be
superseded by an analysis of the parties respective financial situations
at the date of divorce proceedings. It appears that on this basis, "proper
provision" can never be acknowledged at a point prior to a divorce.
The resolution between the two decisions may lie in the character of
the respective separation agreement and consent. The potential for
distinguishing one decision from the other may lie in the objectively
differing intentions of the respective parties before entering the
consent/separation agreement. Hardiman J found in W.A. v. M.A., that
the intention of the parties on entering the agreement was to live
"personally and economically independent and self-sufficient"31 lives.
By contrast, Finlay-Geoghegan J. noted that the different intention of
the parties in R.G. v. C.G. as follows32:
"Finally, it is also important to note that the Consent Order does
not reflect an intention by the parties in 2000 to achieve a "clean
break" financially even in so far as permitted under Irish law. On
the contrary, it indicates an intention that the husband should
continue indefinitely to support the wife with periodical payments
for her benefit and separate payments in respect of the dependent
children. In addition, the house in which the wife was to live was
to be purchased in the name of the husband and held in trust for
the wife with other consequential provisions."
So it appears that a post-facto analysis of the intention of the parties
on entering a consent or a separation agreement carries considerably
more weight then acknowledgments to the effect that "proper
provision" has been made. While this gives the practitioner a helpful
indicator on the finality of such a measure, it reaffirms the underlying
principle that no matrimonial settlement in this jurisdiction can
comfortably be considered absolutely final at the time it is entered into.

30.
31.
32.

terms of any separation agreement which has been entered into by the spouses
and is still in force."
Unreported, High Court (Finlay-Geoghegan J.), 8th February 2005 at page 11 of
the unreported judgment.
[2005] 1 ILRM 517 at 530.
Unreported, High Court (Finlay-Geoghegan J.), 8th February 2005 at page 14 of
the unreported judgment.
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Consideration of tax implications
Often, the only realistic means of achieving a clean break in "ample
resource" cases is by way of a "lump sum order". As many practitioners
will know, these orders are provided for under the Section 8(1)(c)(i) of
the Family Law Act, 199533 and Section 13(1)(c)(i) of the Family Law
(Divorce) Act, 1996 and are available as ancillary relief to a decree of
judicial separation or divorce34. However, an important factor for
consideration whenever such an order is sought or obtained is the tax
implications for the debtor attendant to obeying the order.
In the Supreme Court case of B.D. v. J.D.35, the appellant-respondent
husband based his appeal precisely on this point - that insufficient
findings were made by the High Court regarding the tax implications
of complying with the lump sum order obtained by his wife.
In the High Court, McKechnie J. heard a "considerable volume of
evidence"36 as to the value of a group of companies owned and
controlled by the husband, and held that they were worth in the region
of €10 million, clearly rendering this an "ample resources" case. The
High Court rejected the claim by the wife that she was entitled to a
50% equity in these companies, and ordered instead that the husband
pay a lump sum of €4 million between 2004 and 2006. McKechnie J.
stated that37:
"...it would not be correct or appropriate for this Court to stand in
the shoes of a taxation advisor to the respondent in the post
litigation situation. It becomes entirely a matter for him as to how
he discharges these financial obligations..."
The appellant-respondent argued before the Supreme Court that
McKechnie J. erred in not making any findings as to the financial
implications of extracting sufficient monies from the companies to
discharge the lump sum order. To this end, it was submitted that the
concept of "proper provision" under Section 16 of the Family Law
(Divorce) Act, 1996 properly means "proper provision" for both spouses,
and this could not properly or justly be obtained without certain
findings as to tax liability38. In opposition to this, counsel for the wife
argued that to impose an obligation to form a view of tax liability was
to ask too much of a trial judge.
Hardiman J. delivered the unanimous decision of the Supreme Court39.
He held that the High Court was correct to avoid stepping into the
shoes of a taxation advisor, but further noted that the potential tax
liability arising from compliance with the lump sum order could range
from approximately €800,000 to €1.68 million40. Accordingly, he held
that41:
"In my view, these sums are simply too significant to be dealt with
simply by according the husband total flexibility in raising them.
This indeed, might be more aptly described as simply imposing no
additional constraint on him in doing so.
If one envisages that, instead of a possible tax liability of up to
€1,680,000 there were some other liability in that maximum amount,
it would plainly be unjust for the Court not to take it into account."
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.

As amended by Section 52(a) of the Family Law
(Divorce) Act, 1996.
Section 8(1) of the Family Law Act, 1995 and Section
13(1) of the Family Law (Divorce) Act, 1996.
Unreported, Supreme Court, 8th December 2004;
[2004] IESC 101.
Ibid., at 6.
Referred to at page 3 of the judgment of the
Supreme Court.
Especially in circumstances where both parties agreed

39.
40.
41.
42.
43.

This decision was based on the terms of Section 16(1)(a) and (b) of the
1995 Act which require a court, in deciding whether or not to grant
ancillary relief under that Act, to consider:
"a) the income, earning capacity, property and other financial
resources which each of the spouses concerned has or is likely to
have in the foreseeable future,
b) the financial needs, obligations and responsibilities which each of
the spouses has or is likely to have in the foreseeable future
(whether in the case of the remarriage of the spouse or otherwise)..."
The court held that this construction of the 1995 Act was supported by
the judgment of Fennelly J. in the Supreme Court decision of D.T. v.
C.T.42 where he stated that43:
"...in order to make provision in the form of a lump sum for the wife
in accordance with the law, assets will have to be realised. This, in
turn, necessarily entails the incurring of realisation costs and
expenses in the form of legal and other professional expenses and
tax liability, in particular capital taxes."
As such, Hardiman J. concluded that an analysis of the tax implications
of compliance with a lump sum order was positively required by both
statute and case law. The matter was remitted back to the High Court
accordingly, and, it appears, the precedent set for future cases.

High value trust funds and property adjustment
orders
An interesting and potentially far-reaching decision regarding the scope
to which ancillary relief under the Family Law Act, 1995 and, by
extension, the Family Law (Divorce) Act, 1996, can attach to property
held on trust was reached by McKechnie J. in the High Court case of
F.J.W.T.-M. v. C.N.R.T.-M.44 (hereinafter "T.-M. v. T.-M.). Pursuant to
judicial separation proceedings, the applicant here sought and obtained
an order under Section 40 of the Family Law Act, 199545 requiring that
the trustees of properties known as the "Repus Trust" be joined as notice
parties. In granting the order, Abbott J. directed that the trustees be
joined pending the determination of a preliminary issue of whether the
trust property could be included within the provisions of Section 9(1)(c)
of the Family Law Act, 1995, which states that a property adjustment
order under the 1995 Act may provide for:
"...the variation for the benefit of either of the spouses and of any
dependent member of the family or of any or all of those persons of
any ante-nuptial or post-nuptial settlement (including such a
settlement made by will or codicil) made on the spouses..."
The preliminary issue duly arose for determination by McKechnie J. in the
High Court. The trust was comprised of considerable assets, including a
large period house which served as the parties' family home, and some
750 acres of agricultural lands which could be traced through the
respondent's family for 350 years. The property was the subject of a

that the husband was to continue to run the
businesses.
Denham and Kearns JJ. concurring.
Depending on a tax accruing at a rate between 20%
and 42%.
Unreported, Supreme Court, 8th December 2004;
[2004] IESC 101 at pages 5-6 of the unreported
judgment.
[2002] 3 IR 334.
Ibid., at 415.
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Unreported, High Court (McKechnie J.), 22nd June
2004
Section 40 of the Family Law Act, 1995 reads: "Notice
of any proceedings under this Act shall be given by
the person bringing the proceedings to (a) the other
spouse concerned or, as the case may be, the spouses
concerned, and (b) any other person specified by the
court."
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complex series of transactions designed "to achieve the most tax efficient
manner" for the respondent to succeed to the estate. Ultimately, the
trust property was represented by a majority shareholding in a company
incorporated in Jersey. The settlor of the trust was the respondent
himself, while the beneficiaries were the respective daughter and son of
the parties, their spouses, their issue and the spouses of such issue.
Additionally, "the widow" of the respondent was a stated beneficiary.
The High Court was satisfied that the series of transaction were bona fide
and legitimately entered into, and not for the purposes of diminishing
the family assets to the detriment of the applicant or the marital children
but that also46:
"...it was never the intention of the parties, that as a consequence of these
arrangements the major asset of either the applicant or the respondent
or in part both of them, would be excluded from consideration in the
event of their marriage not ultimately succeeding."
McKechnie J. in the High Court was mindful of the statutory
considerations under Section 16 of the 1995 Act which set out the
criteria for any order under Section 9, in that "proper provision" for each
spouse and dependent family member must be made47, it must be "in the
interests of justice" to make the order48, and that, amongst other things,
regard must be had to the current and potential "income, earning
capacity, property and other financial resources" of the respective
parties49. Furthermore, the judgment makes important reference to the
multitude of contextual interpretations of the term "settlement"50:
"To a trust lawyer a "settlement" has a narrow meaning referring
to conveyance of real or personal property to trustees to hold
subject to either general or express limitation. To the tax lawyer
it may go wider, and may include "any disposition, trust, covenant,
agreement, arrangement or transfer of assets" providing there is
some element of bounty... To a family lawyer, however, the word,
in the context of an anti-nuptial or post-nuptial instrument, has
an entirely different meaning, a meaning derived from a broad and
purposeful approach, rather than one which is exclusively obtained
from a literal interpretation. This is founded at least partly upon
the aims and objectives of, and the social purpose which underlies
the category of family legislation where, in this context, the
relevant phrase is used. This method of construction has, almost
without exception, for several years been the guiding force by
which the courts have interpreted this phrase in family law
legislation."
Thereafter, the issue of whether an order could be made in
circumstances where the applicant wife was only a potential beneficiary
to the trust arose for consideration. Interestingly, McKechnie J. chose
not to follow the earlier decision of McGuinness J. in the High Court
46.
47.
48.
49.
50.

Unreported, High Court (McKechnie J.), 22nd June
2004 at paragraph 7.
Section 16(1) of the Family Law Act, 1995.
Section 16(5) of the Family Law Act, 1995.
Section 16(2)(a) of the Family Law Act, 1995.
Unreported, High Court (McKechnie J.), 22nd June
2004 at paragraph 13. In coming to this
conclusion, McKechnie J. analysed the relevant
English authorities on the point, and also certain
academic treatises: Bromley's Family Law (9th Ed.),
(Butterworths, 1998) at 798-799; Jackson's
Matrimonial Finance and Taxation (5th Ed.),
(Butterworths, 1992) at 258-259; Duncan and
Scully, Marriage Breakdown in Ireland,
(Butterworths, 1990) at 335; and Shatter's Family

51.
52.
53.
54.
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case of J.D. v. D.D.51 where property adjustment relief ancillary to a
decree of judicial separation was held only to attach to that property to
which the beneficiary was entitled in possession or in reversion, and not
to other trust property52. McKechnie J. noted that the High Court in J.D.
v. D.D. relied on the English authority of Howard v. Howard53, and that
the stronger, contrary line of reasoning represented by the authorities of
Bosworthick v. Bosworthick54, Prinsep v. Prinsep55, and Young v. Young56
was not opened to McGuinness J. Accordingly, McKechnie J. held that57:
"...I have some doubt that her [McGuinness J.'s] end conclusion in
J.D. v. D.D. would have been the same if the relevant authorities had
been open to her. In such circumstances, I believe that I can still
uphold the deference which the learned judge commands, even by
coming to a conclusion different from that arrived at by her in J.D.
v. D.D.
In my view, therefore, this instrument of trust is a "settlement"
within s. 9(1)(c) of the 1995 Act. In my opinion, it was entered into
after contracting, but during the currency of, a valid marriage
between the applicant and the respondent and the fact that the
wife is not named or so referred to, but instead can only possibly
have a contingent interest within the enlarged class of
beneficiaries, does not interfere with this conclusion."
It is respectfully submitted that this approach to Section 40 amounts to
a welcome "teleological" or "purposive" interpretation which "faithfully
reflect[s] the true legislative intention gathered from the Act as a
whole"58.

Relief orders after a divorce or separation outside
the state
Part III of the Family Law Act, 1995 allows an Irish court to make a
"relief order" in circumstances where the applicant has obtained a
decree of divorce or separation outside of the jurisdiction59. There are
certain strict jurisdictional matters that must be satisfied before an
applicant will be entitled to pursue such and application60. Additionally,
Section 23(3) of the 1995 Act61 requires the applicant to satisfy the
court, via an ex parte preliminary application, that they have "a
substantial ground" for making the application.
The decision of Quirke J in the High Court case of M.R. v. P.R.62 represents
the first major decision within this jurisdiction demanding consideration
of Section 23 of the 1995 Act. As a result, the learned trial judge placed
a good deal of reliance upon the persuasive precedents relating to the
equivalent English statute63.
The facts of the case are as follows. The applicant wife was a dual IrishFrench citizen and the respondent was an Irish man. The parties were

Law (4th Ed.), (Butterworth's, 1997) at 899-900.
[1997] 3 IR 64.
Ibid. at 83-87.
[1945] 1 All ER 91.
[1926] All ER 198.
[1927] P. 225.
[1962] 3 All ER 695.
Unreported, High Court (McKechnie J.), 22nd June
2004 at paragraph 24.
Per Keane J. in Mulcahy v. Minister for the Marine,
Unreported, High Court (Keane J.) 4th November 1994.
See Shatter, op. cit. at Chapter 17.
Shatter, op. cit. at 967-970.
Section 23(3)(a) of the Family Law Act, 1995
reads: "An application shall not be made to the
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court by a person for a relief order unless, prior to
the application, the court, on application to it ex
parte in that behalf by that person, has by order
granted leave for the making of the firstmentioned application and the court shall not
grant such leave unless it considers that there is a
substantial ground for so doing and a requirement
specified in section 27 is satisfied."
Unreported, High Court (Quirke J), 5th July 2005;
[2005] IEHC 228.
The Matrimonial and Family Proceeding Act 1984.
Quirke J. describes the English provisions as
"similar but not identical" to the Irish
counterparts.
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married in a Registry Office in Cork in 1976. In the twenty year
currency of their marriage, the court found their lifestyle to be
"unstable and characterised by drug abuse"64 and the parties "drifted
from location to location with no obvious source of income and no
fixed abode"65. There was evidence to the effect that the parties
cohabited for a total of 8 years. The parties obtained a decree of
divorce pursuant to Spanish law on the 14th October 199666
whereupon the Applicant accepted a sum of IR£50,000 as a full and
final settlement and she agreed not to contest the proceedings any
further. It was accepted by the High Court that the applicant
acquiesced to this on the basis that she believed the respondent to only
have months left to live (he was H.I.V. positive) and she wished to assist
him in legitimising his two other children under Spanish law. Both
parties were aware that the respondent was, at the time of the divorce,
the principal beneficiary of a trust fund. However, neither party at the
time appreciated the full value of the trust which, as of January 2001,
was worth €2,900,00067.
The respondent husband survived, and his wife sought and obtained
leave pursuant to Section 23(3)(a) of the 1995 Act to seek a Financial
Relief Order in December 2003. At the substantive hearing in the High
Court, Quirke J accepted that he had jurisdiction to hear the
application on the basis of the applicant's ordinary residence in Ireland
for a period in excess of one year prior to seeking leave68.
The respondent argued that leave to bring the application should never
have been granted and should be set aside on the basis that there was
no bona fide ground for the grant of same which could be identified as
a "substantial ground"69, and that the application further should be
dismissed as it disclosed no reasonable cause of action70 and was an
abuse of process. On the substantive issue, the respondent argued that
the application did not come within the scope of Section 26, that a
broadly similar form of relief was available in Spain and the applicant
was merely "forum shopping"71, and that the 7 year delay was without
justifiable explanation.
The High Court found as a matter of fact that: both parties knew of the
trust fund, but neither appreciated the full value; that by accepting the
sum of IR£50,000 the applicant had permanently extinguished her
interest in the trust fund; that the applicant's stated reason for not
contesting the Spanish divorce was that she thought the respondent
was about to die; the applicant was professionally represented at the
Spanish proceedings; the presiding magistrate at the Spanish
proceedings did not acquaint himself with the financial situation of the
parties; no application for maintenance was made by the applicant
wife at the time of the Spanish proceedings; and no relief was currently
available to the applicant under Spanish law.
Quirke J accepted the principles set out by Purchas LJ in the English
Court of Appeal decision of Holmes v. Holmes72, namely that the leave
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stage constitutes a "first hurdle" for the filtration of applications
without substantial grounds, and that the purpose of the legislation is
to remedy hardship visited as a result of the absence of appropriate
financial relief accompanying foreign proceedings, and not simply to
vest in the domestic court the power to review or correct the decisions
of foreign tribunals in matrimonial matters. This interpretation, it is
respectfully submitted, is in general accordance with the principle of
comity73. In the present case, Quirke J held that there were
"exceptional circumstances"74 which prima facie justified
supplementation of the decision of the Spanish court on the basis that
no request was made for that court to consider the applicant's upkeep
and maintenance in circumstances where the respondent's means and
resources were not disclosed to the court, or to the applicant, or her
advisors.
On the substantive issue of relief, Quirke J held that any order made in
the High Court would be enforceable on foot of undertakings by the
respondent's solicitor (and trustee of the fund at issue) to comply with
same, and hence the trust fund comprised property accessible from the
State. Furthermore, the apparent delay between the date of the divorce
and the date of the proceedings at issue was not, in fact, attributable
to any fault on the part of the applicant and, following the Court of
Appeal decision in Lamagni v. Lamagni75, delay was a proper
consideration for the substantive application (as opposed to the leave
stage of such an application). Quirke J declined to consider what would
have constituted "proper provision" under the Family Law (Divorce) Act,
1996, but elected instead to grant relief "to address the apparent
injustice which has resulted from the failure on the part of the
respondent to disclose the full extent of his means and financial
resources in 1996". In so doing, Quirke J made the following statement
of principle76:
"The court is required to take into account all of the circumstances
of the case (including the statutory factors identified in sections
16 and 26 of the Act of 1995). It should do so as they exist and
can be considered at the date of the grant of relief and not at the
date of divorce.
The statutory relief granted is not intended to compensate the
applicant for past financial or other hardship or inequity. It is
intended to alleviate present inequitable financial or other
hardship or reduced circumstances caused by a seemingly unjust
outcome resulting from divorce proceedings in another
jurisdiction where no comparable remedy is now available to the
applicant. It is intended to do so in a just and equitable fashion."
The decision of Quirke J. provides a useful example of the potential of
Part III of the Family Law Act, 1995 and its practical application.

Nullity of marriage in "ample resources" context
It is tempting to assume that the cleanest way to affect a clean break in
an "ample resources" case is via a declaration of nullity77. Naturally, if two
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individuals are never validly married, there can be no question of ongoing
financial obligations between the two78. However, the indications are
that a period of liberal application of the law of nullity has ended with
the arrival of judicial separation and divorce in this jurisdiction79.

or normal marital relationship this constitutes a valid ground for
nullity. He further accepted, following the judgment of Barrington J.
in the case of B.D. v. M.C. (orse. M.D.)85, that both illnesses and
"disorders" could be equally incapacitating in terms of forming a
relationship. It was held accordingly that86:

The effect of this shift towards a more conservative attitude to nullity
has been somewhat unpredictable, as can be seen by contrasting two
recent, and on the face of it quite similar, cases in the High Court.
In the case of P.McG. v. A.F.80, the petitioner sought a declaration that
his marriage to the respondent was null and void on the basis that the
respective parties lacked the capacity to enter into and sustain a
normal lifelong marital relationship as a result of their respective states
of mind, mental conditions and emotional and psychological
development at the date of the purported marriage. The petitioner was
a very successful property developer, and the respondent a secretary
some 9 years his junior. From the parties' engagement onwards, their
relationship was characterised by stress, tension, rows and disharmony.
Matters reached a stage whereby the day before the wedding in
September 1993, the petitioner believed the respondent no longer
wished to proceed. As it transpired, the High Court found that81:
"[t]he respondent was very late arriving at the church and was
visibly intoxicated, having consumed a substantial amount of
alcohol while preparing for the wedding and during a visit to a
licensed premises on her way to the church."
This "extraordinary and embarrassing behaviour"82 marked the
beginning of a particularly unhappy union, with ongoing tensions
between the respective families, and a pre-occupation on the part of
the petitioner with business matters.
The petitioner issued proceedings in January 1997, and the Master of
the High Court ordered a medical inspector to carry out a psychiatric
examination of the petitioner and respondent. The medical inspector83:
"...took the view that neither the petitioner nor the respondent
showed any evidence of psychiatric illness or personality disorder.
He believed that the actual circumstances of the wedding,
together with the rows which preceded it, caused the petitioner to
lose commitment to the marriage and to repudiate it almost
immediately after the ceremony as a result of sexual and other
difficulties which made him unable to sustain the relationship."
However, he also concluded that the petitioner suffered from an unnamed condition, precipitated by the above disharmony, which was
superimposed on his state of mind, and reduced his capacity to enter
into and to sustain a relationship with the respondent (whose state of
mind was "inconclusive").

"...on the evidence that, as in P. C. v. V.C. (supra), both parties in
this case entered into the marriage contract innocently, in the
sense that, by reason of factors connected with the personality
and psychology of each partner, it was impossible for them to
sustain a normal marriage relationship for any length of time. I
have already indicated I am satisfied that there has been no
collusion between the parties."
This decision ought to be contrasted with the more recent case of L.B.
v. T.MacC.87. Whilst all of the previous cases concern various sums of
money which, depending on context, can be rightly described as
"ample", the case of L.B. v. T.MacC. concerns the diametric opposite the illusion of ample resources. The petitioner here was a successful,
professional woman who met and married the respondent, a Scottish
man, in 1993. The High Court accepted evidence that the petitioner
had a "very difficult marriage"88 during which the time the
respondent's representations that he was a successful quantity surveyor
and a man of considerable substance and wealth transpired to be
wholly fabricated. The court found that the respondent "was not
truthful with her [the petitioner] concerning his financial situation and
his difficulties at work"89 and that "during the course of the impugned
marriage, the respondent was almost entirely financially dependent on
the petitioner"90. Furthermore, the High Court heard expert opinion
evidence that the respondent suffered from a narcissistic personality
disorder characterised by self-importance, grandiosity, the need for
admiration, the inability to empathise with others, very strong negative
reactions to criticism, manipulative behaviour, an exaggerated sense of
achievement, and a strong sense of entitlement. Hence, the petitioner
sought a decree of nullity on the basis that:
i) The respondent lacked capacity to proffer a valid consent to the
marriage on foot of his psychological immaturity and underdevelopment of character, and
ii) The petitioner's consent to the marriage was not fully informed,
and had been obtained by misrepresentation of fundamental facts
and fraud on the part of the respondent.
O'Higgins J. in the High Court held that the respondent's personality
was not such as to disable him from proffering a valid consent to marry
and in so doing stated 91:
"I am not satisfied, however, that the totality of the evidence
discloses that the personality traits of the respondent were so
outside the norm as to constitute a personality disorder such as
would preclude him from contracting to a valid marriage. Nor am
I convinced that his personality was such as to preclude him from
sustaining a relationship with the petitioner. Furthermore, it has

Quirke J. in the High Court accepted that the decision of U.F. (orse. U.C.)
v. J.C.84 was authority for the proposition that where a person at the
date of marriage lacks the capacity to enter into and sustain a proper
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not been shown to the satisfaction of the court that the
respondent constructed a persona entirely at variance with reality."
Similarly, O'Higgins J. was unimpressed by the petitioner's argument on
the basis of informed consent. In the Supreme Court decision of M.O'M
(orse. O'C.) v. B.O'C.92, Blayney J. set out the test for "fully informed
consent" in nullity cases93 as follows94:
"What has to be determined, accordingly, is whether the consent
of the wife was an informed consent, a consent based upon
adequate knowledge, and the test is a subjective one, that is to say,
the test is whether this spouse, marrying this particular man, could
be said to have had adequate knowledge of every circumstance
relevant to the decision she was making, so that her consent could
truly be said to be an informed one."
However, doubt was cast on correctness of this approach by
McGuinness J. delivering the unanimous judgment of the Supreme
Court in the case of P.F. v. G.O'M.95 whereby the prior judgment of that
court was distinguished and, following the decision of Jeune P. in Moss
v. Moss (orse. Archer)96, the doubt and confusion attendant to a
subjective test of informed consent was identified as a mischief to be
avoided97. Thus, the decision of Blayney J. was distinguished insofar as
it pertained to considerations of inherent disposition and mental
stability, while P.F. v. G.O'M. is authority for the proposition that lack of
informed consent cannot be extended to cover concealed misconduct
and other forms of misrepresentation98. With this in mind, O'Higgins J.
rejected the Petitioner's argument in L.B. v. T.MacC. as follows99:

the respondent's misrepresentation may not have retrospectively
invalidated the petitioner's consent, but surely this is to ignore the
causal link between both features of the relationship - that the
respondent's narcissistic personality disorder amounted to an inherent
disposition which manifested itself by way of the serial
misrepresentation. This would appear to remove the case at hand from
the ambit of P.F. v. G.O'M. and render it more properly comparable to
the decision in M.O'M (orse O'C.) v. B.O'C.
At the time of writing, the High Court decision in L.B. v. T.MacC. is
under appeal.

Conclusion
It is difficult to draw conclusions regarding the recent cases in this area
in the traditional sense. They deal with different, practical aspects of
the Family Law Acts and are grouped together on the basis on a certain
"common denominator" of subject matter. However, it is respectfully
submitted that the decisions of W.A. v. M.A. and R.G. v. C.G. require
judicial analysis to clarify their mutual effect. The issue of finality in
Irish matrimonial law looks set to remain an open question, for the
moment at least.
It seems apt, therefore, to conclude on a philosophical note, quoting
the words of Lord Nicholas of Birkenhead in the House of Lords decision
of White v. White100 where he stated101:
"My Lords, divorce creates many problems. One question always
arises. It concerns how the property of the husband and wife
should be divided and whether one of them should continue to
support the other. Stated in the most general terms, the answer is
obvious. Everyone would accept that the outcome on these
matters, whether by agreement or court order, should be fair. More
realistically, the outcome ought to be as fair as is possible in all the
circumstances. But everyone's life is different. Features which are
important when assessing fairness differ in each case. And,
sometimes, different minds can reach different conclusions on
what fairness requires. Then fairness, like beauty, lies in the eye of
the beholder."

"The lack of full disclosure about his financial affairs, family and
social circumstances are not in my view grounds on which one can base a
claim for nullity. Neither the failure of the respondent to be the
breadwinner for the family nor the failure of his business endeavours
constitutes grounds on which to grant a declaration of nullity."
However, there is an argument that O'Higgins J. could have adopted an
alternative approach to examining each of the petitioner's claims
separately. Viewed in isolation, the respondent's condition may not
have rendered him incapable of valid consent, and, in similar isolation,
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